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taking sandwich courses.

Did Brunei have ice-cream ^
jelly courses, as well, daddy?
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I expect so, iny love.
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And did Brunei and Holloway p*

married and live happily ever anfl .

Well not quite. You see Brs®
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thusiasni for taking another.
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by John O’Leary

As many as one in seven advanced
courses in colleges uiul inilyleehnies

failed to recruit the official minimum
number of students lust year, accord-

ing to a comprehensive survey pre-

sented to the National Advisory
Body this week. New measures, iii-

. eluding (he closure ul a number or

courses, are being considered as a

I
result.

The survey, carried out by the

Department of Education anil Scien-

ce, showed that some -idO courses in

the public sector were running with-

out the numbers normally required

to secure DES approval. The depart-

ment is already taking action to with-

draw approval twin more than 5U ot

these, leaving the NAB to decide mi
the future ot the rest.

A meeting of the NAB board this

week put off a decision on the clo-

sure (his year of a further five or six

courses to give time for consultation

with the institutions and local author-

ities involved. Further closures are

expected in 1983 and in subsequent

vears if recruitment does not pick

0\

Some 130 of the couisos under
consideration by the NAB hud failed

to reach their minimum targets in

each of the Iasi two years and are
likely to he the first candidates for

closure.

The other 2 Hi have Ifl.fXJfJ stu-

dents enrolled, representing only -I

pei cent of the advanced further
education population but, according
to a DES commentary on the survey,
consuming perhaps -S per cent of
the resources available to A I P.. 'I'he

courses have an average of only 2N
studenls unrolled in all years, a fi-

gures described as “far’ below the

optimum economic number."

Forty-seven institutions aie identi-

fied as having 211 per cent or more of

advanced courses helow specified

minimum requirements, but must are
colleges of further education with

only a small volume of advanced
work. No polytechnics appear un the

list and only five colleges of higher

education: Holton. Luton, Matlock.

Noninglon and N nrth Worcestc r-

shire

.

The greatest number of "weakly
recruited courses” is to he found in the

large r polytechnics. Manchester has 14

such courses with 52.-I students. Leeds
18 with 770 students and both Liver-

pool and Sheffield 17 with 2% and 466

Change statutes and cut

staff, Sir Keith tells v-cs

David Steel takes the chair
Universities have their port to
play In the search for greater
understanding of mankind’s
strength and weakness, Mr David
Steel, the Liberal Party leader,
said this week after being instal-
led ns Edinburgh University’s for-
tieth rector.

Mr Steel, a former president of
the university’s student repre-
sentative committee, said he saw
his role as chairing the governing
body, acting as an independent

P M Williams on
America» 14

Leverhulme seminar
on teaching, 8

voice for student and staff in-

terests, and as the university’s,

ambassador.

He took as his theme “fraterni-

ty” and, with one eye no doubt on

tiie Falkiands crisis, urged a new
and bold iniative to reduce global

tension, with abandonment of the

Trident missile programme as a

first step. Previous rectors include

Libera] leaders William Gladstone

and Jo Grimond.

W H Walsh on
Kant, 19

Science fiction

grows up, 12

by Ngaio Crcquer

Education Secretary Sir Keith Joseph
has told has told the vice chancellors

of five universities to amend their

statutes if they are legally unable to

dismiss staff. He will ensure their

proposals are given “stieedy” consid-

eration in the Privy Council.

His remarks are contained in a
letter sent this week to the vice chan-

cellors of Aston, Keele. Bradford,

Surrey and City universities. They
formed a delegation to him at the

end of March (o spell out the de-

tailed effects of the proposed cuts.

The vice chancellor of Salford Pro-

fessor John Ashnorth was unable to

attend at the last minute.

They told Sir Keith that their uni-

versities might be paralysed by the

University Grants Committee cuts

where statutes prevented the declara-

tion of compulsory redundancies.

More damaging economies would be

the only alternative to a drift towards

bankruptcy and the end result was

likely to be "at best a crippled and

unbalanced university."

In this week's letter Sir Keith told

them he appreciated their concern

“but. . the one thing the universities

cannot do is to assume that the Gov-

ernment urc bound to come to the

rescue, the answer lies in the univer-

sities’ own hands.”

A generous compensation scheme

had already been endorsed on the

University union aims to close pay gap with 14% claim
by David Jobbins

University academics will try to claw
back their pay differential with
polytechnic and college lecturers
'Vncn negotiations on their 1982
claim open next week.
As well as a 12 per cent increase

jo recover purchasing power lost
Jiirough inflation since last year,

J,
un>on negotiators will seek a

jurtner 2 per cent to make up what
was eroded by last year’s pay deals.

But when the first stage of their
negotiating machinery meets on
tuciday they will find a gulf be-
tween them and the university vice

chancellors. The employers know

they are constrained not only by the 4

per cent cash limit for pay set ny the

Government but by the 15 per cent

cut in university income over the

next two years.

Leaders of the Association of Uni-

versity Teachers calculate that the

pattern of pay settlements over the

past two and a half yenrs has whit-

tled away the purchasing power ot

their salaries by well over 17 per

cent, the figure needed to restore

their value to that of October 1980.

Although conscious that many

members regard the protection of

pay as a lower priority than some

other issues, they believe it is essen-

tial to wring a commitment from

ministers to end a process of erosion.

But writing in the AUT's bulletin.

Dr Andrew Taylor, choirninn of the

union's salaries and grading commit-

tee, rejects suggestions that the claim

should be moderated to protect jobs

and tenure.

“I do not believe the continuing

erosion of university teachers’ salar-

ies is in our interests or the na-

tion’s," he says.

Leaders of the college lecturers

union are to continue negotiations

with the local authority employers

while threatening to step up sane-

&
of ^ J

students respectively. Othei
polytechnics with nine or nunc such
courses arc Huddersfield. Tecssiile

mid Trent.
But Dr George TiriJcy, principal of

Sheffield City Polytechnic, said some
of (he statistics contained in the sur-

vey were "not worth the paper they
were written on." They took on
account of the many courses which
involved joint teaching mid would
have been better bused on depart-
ments, he said.

A n urn her of courses had been run

deliberately with numbers below nor-

mal requirement because of special

ciicumsiances. such as a shortage of

training [daces or the need for small

teaching groups on higher degree
courses and new programmes.

Tlie under-recruited courses fell

mainly into seven subject mens:
nursing and health education; min-

ing. met ;il technology and material

science; nautical studies; surveying;

textile technology unci manufacture,

nml the physical sciences.

Advice from the DES was that

there was "a strong primn juiu

•

case

lor lutionuli/ing tlie courses con-

ceited" hut the NAB hoard was anx-

ious to consult insliunions ami local

continued on page J

assumption (lint dismissals might be
necessary, and terms would not be
improved to encourago move volun-
tary departures.

“Academic tenure exists to protect

freedom of thought and expression -
these are vital freedoms but (heir

cause is not served by the abuse of
academic tenure to protect not free-

dom, but individual jobs, irrespective

of the consequences to the universi-

ties, other members of staff and stu-

dents. The preservation of freedom
in teaching and research is not in-

compatible with provision for staff

redundancy."

Sir Keith refused the vice chancel-

lors’ request for an extension of the

redundancy scheme to take into

account the position of universities

with four year degree courses. He
advised the' vice chancellors to con-
sider retaining staff on a part-time

basis or to take their case to the

UGC. He also refused to make spe-

cial provision for older staff recruited

from industry.

Salford University has told the
UGC that the cut in its grant means
it would have to reduce its land and
buildings by one-third. Chief officers

from Salford visited the LIGC to

press the point and also to continue
to make its case for five years lo
spread the cuts. So fur the UGC has
only said it is "minded" to allow the

university an extra year.

lions if talks scheduled for Monday
break down.

Tlie executive of the National

Association of Teachers in Further

and Higher Education has backed
the line taken by its negotiators

when they talked around a package
based on a 4.7 per cent increase-

together with lump sum payments
worth more than 5.5 per cent in all.

But at Monday’s meeting of the

Burnham further education commit-

tee they will expect the locnl author-

ities to come much nearer to making
a formal offer than they did nearly

two weeks ago.

says survey
by Paul Finther

The University Grants Committee
was wrong to expect cuts in universi-

ty social studies departments would
lead to improved student-staff

ratios and more opportunity for re-

search. a survey by The THES
shows.
The survey reveals that senior

university social scientists think cuts

are likely to lead worsening ratios,

falls in student intake and staffing,

and less time for academic research.

The survey, based on replies from

28 universities and some London
University colleges to a question-

naire, shows large staff cuts are plan-

ned in many deportments.
Decisions are still being made in

many institutions, but 70 posts will

be lost in 12 universities before the

start of the next academic year.

Southampton, for example, will lose

nine out of 94 academic posts, Edin-

burgh nine from 169, and York eight

from 88.
At some universities staff losses

will multiply considerably in the next

three years. At Aston one of the

worst affected, up to 35 of the 62
complement could go, at Keele 26
out of 115, at Reading 15 from 107,

at Exeter 18 from 99, and at Oxford
11 from 128. Salford will lose 34

social science posts by 1983-84,

Birmingham is being asked to cut 16

posts, and Surrey 20 posts.

The universities saiy the UGC was
‘wrong" or simply over optimistic to

expect its recommendations for nits

would lead to improved student -
staff ratios.

The City University said research

was falling because of the extra

administrative burden on academic
staff, Edinburgh said the teaching

load was increasing, and Durham
added that as research funds were
drying up more time was spent trying

to raise funds, leaving less time for

research itself.

The THES survey also revealed a
shift in the balance of social science

subjects because "vocational" courses
suen as business studies, appeared to

be escaping cuts.

Full report page 7
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emerae from the Leverhulme inquin
into higher education.

Professor Geoffrey Oldham, pro
IftSMir nf enniol nnKn.. .

the
^
Funding of undergraduate

ssws/sB'.sgr
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Sussex University and Mr Kenneth
Durham, chairman-designated of Uni-
lever, co-authors of the paper, prop-
ose mninr nfnr«r f . i

r
a /

— Uliujurt IIIC
longer term capacity of research.
Two of the more striking recom-

mendations are for a committee
under the auspices of the British
Academy to report on the case for a
humanities research council; and for
polytechnic research to be encour-
aged, funded by the University
Grants Committee.
The paper makes 14 recommenda-

tions, discussing the role of the PhD
the collection of dRta and the need
for a national research forum. The
recommendations, from a three-day

Retirement
scheme loses

union support
by Charlotte Barry

Plans lu operate a second early re-
tirement scheme at Middlesex
Polytechnic have run into trouble af-
ter complaints Prom the National
Association of Teachers In Further
and Higher Education.

The joint education committee
f

representing the three local author-
ities Barnet, Enfield and Haringey
had intended to offer the temporary
scheme during April. They hoped to

-

“» °f meeting the
£500,000

_
shortfall between the

polytechnics budget and this year’s
^advanced further education pool

allocation. , ; . . .

f

The scheme stalled after Natfhe
maimed the joint education commit-
tee was. using tbe premature retire-
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dancy exercise aimed at savina the ®

^fe'5m«00,°00 imraJ„,e|y l
and £900,000 in Subsequent years, -
but few were replaced. ‘
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M K°ra.' chairman of the INatthe coordinating committee, said
the number of staff in the i
polytechnic had gone down consider-
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The authors argue that it may no

own research policy, which would
involve “identifying the balance" of
the kind of research underway, sing-
ling out centres of excellence, and
allowing for promotion on “promise"
and new and exceptional talent, say
the authors.

The principle of designated re-
search centres, followed by the So-
cial Science Research Council since
1980, echoes recommendations to be
made in an unpublished report from
the Advisory Board for the Research
Councils. But that report on re-
search, from a committee chaired by
the board chairman Sir Alec Mem-
son, does not call for major reforms

' .
—* uiiuer- councils. Hut that rennr

no loneer honnr|
n
h^h

rS ' * rf we
?re s

u
arch

- from a committee c

on the ^ .

conVentl°n the board chairman Sir Al
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between «®. does not call for majod
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r
h ’ then a more of the existing system
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ndll¥ researctl °‘her recommendations in the
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mendations.

and eLbno ogy and for social scien-

Each university should develop its

"S

earch°
Ut ram ‘ng priori,ies for

Oil ihc issue of dcMgnuiini' re-
search centres, the authors call fur
consultation between universities anil
Funding bodies, admitting (hat this
"will require some loss of sovereignty
for the universities.''

The authors itlso say up to |n per
cent of the research grant lo each
institution should he available to
promote new initiatives; and for fees
for all students lo be made tax de-
ductible, in line with West Europe.

Polytechnics are bound to find the
recommendation on research in their
institutions especially heartening, hut
it remains to be seen how they will
react to the view that this should he
funded through the UGC.
The paper ends by pointing out

that Britain will increasingly have to
rely on its scientific and technological
wits in llie next two decades. They
say that this will lead to more de-
mands on the higher education re-
search system. The reforms will help
improve capacity to meet these de-
mands.

by < Mgii Wojtns
Scottish Correspondent

Hie principal of Aberdeen IW
ty has revoided that figures imlmembers of court before they
cideil not to implement compuW
redundancies before next J3 '

contained *n highly regrettable raj
'

calculation
. j

The figures had shown a deficit Is
next session of only £150,000 :

:

Professor George McNicol, bin &
projected deficit was in fact in exes .

of £5011,(101).

However, the principal said, dx

-

court's decision was a calculated h ,

proper risk taken as a caring a
plover. He stressed that the conn

had not withdrawn the slate of it

dundancy altogether, and described

"

the university's financial situations

“sombre".
But around 130 of a total 160 joh

to be lost had been shed, “with mod
est prospects of more in (he rip
line’

, said the principal. The loci]

Association of University Tcacben

estimates that fewer than twodtoni'
will have to be lost. When the conn

announced the state of redundaxi
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in March, it was thought there uwlJ

have to be 57 compulsory redundan-

cies.

There would now be discussiou

between the court and Aberdeen
AUT on voluntary methods of

achieving savings.

Ho criticized the “ubsurd rigkSlf

of Treasury regulations on selk

university property hut said the Uof

vcrslty Grants Committee had re*

luted the need to adhere to them

The local AUT has praised ik
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of rcdunuuncy has not been *r .
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necessary,” said branch chairman ft
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Henry Scfton. “But now we nws k

cooperate as best we can. If Ik
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court had not changed its mind ih« I

would have been a long, biller to

talc.”

Ii Is assumed that next week’s to

ul AUT meeting will rescind its d»
siou to withhold final year examto

lion murks.
Dr Sefton said there was noting

sinister about the miseulculation. fi-
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been im easy mistake to make-;
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Students seek opposition
support for grants debate
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S
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the anti-cuts campaign.
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Poly jobs cut plan
angers union
by Charlotte Barry

Unions at North-East London
Polytechnic are heading for a major
clash with their new director over

plans to shed up to 325 teaching and
non-teaching jobs, is designed to

three years.

The polytechnic's main unions

have been taken aback by proposals

B
ut forward by director designate Mr
lerry Fowler. A governors’ commit-

tee meeting last week approved the

approach and gave the go-ahead for

consultations with unions and staff.

The strategy, which could lead to

the loss of 125 academic and 200
non-teaching jobs, is designed to

deal with the financial crisis facing

the polytechnic. It suffered a £lm cut

in advanced further education pool
income this year, and expects further

reductions in 1983-1984.

Mr Fowler aims to avoid compul-
sory redundancies over the next two
years provided he can agree a de-

tailed set of conditions with the un-
ions. These include continuing the

early retirement scheme which ex-

pires in September, negotiating a

voluntary redundancy scheme ana re-

lying on their full cooperation.
Last year the National Association

of Teachers in Further and Higher
Education fought off a threat of

academic staff in 1980. Since then
more that 300 teaching and non-
academic posts have been lost

through early retirement and natural
wastage.

Mr Fowler this week defended his
attempt to reshape the polytechnic

after only four months as director.
"From my point of view there is

certainly going to be a clash of in-
terests between the unions properly
representing the interests of their

:

members and the financial disposi-
tion of central government,’’ he said.

“I am simply caught in the middle
and I have got to operate this place
as efficiently as I can."

The three-year strategy also in-
cludes proposals to reduce the num-
ber of sites and reorganize the facul-
ty and administrative structures. Ma-
jor changes are put forward which
will transform the management struc-
ture and lead to new appointments
of two deputy directors.

Union leaders have reacted angrily
to the plans to reduce jobs, which
they sqy were drawn up without
proper consultation. A mass meeting
of ail polytechnic staff is planned for
May 19, and the National and Local
Government Officers Association was
expected to reject any more jobs losses
at a general meeting this week.

Mr Bill Smith, chairman of the
local Nalgo branch, said: “We are
absolutely outraged. We thought we
were going to get a new style of
direction when we got. a new direc-

tor. This is not a totally disastrous
document but some of the good parts
are going to get lost in the crossfire

if he tries to take the unions on like

this.”

Mr Tim Butler^chairman of the
local Natfhe coordinating committee,
said the proposals to further reduce
the number of academic posts were
totally unacceptable and posed a real

threat to educational standards.

Dundee redundancies:
staff demand inquiry
by Olga Wo i fas
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Initial investigations by AUT
members cast doubts on the universi-

ty's estimates and show, for example,
that the figure given for this year's

income from overseas students' fees,

£447,000, is in fact £670,000.
Dundee's cut in student numbers

Running’s not for fun at Madeley
The Madeley College relay was no
“fun run” for Joggers John Arm-
strong and Jill Heseltlne (above).
They and other students ran 250
miles this week to Parliament in a bid
to save their college, part of North
Staf& Polytechnic, from closure.

On the way from Stoke they gathered
support to Warwickshire and Oxford
for a petition presented to their local
MP» Mr John Golding to pass on to Sir
Keith Joseph, Secretary of State Tor

i Education.
The petition said the closure will be

an Immeasurable lass to terms of
sporting facilities, for staff and stu-

dents, and to particular for the hand-
icapped and the local population who

use 1(8 sporting facilities.

Mr Golding said Hint he hoped the
Government would accept the case
for retaining the college, famous for
Its athletes, anti make It work by
doubling the numbers of students.
The Madeley Action Campaign,

which represents 13 organizations,
has been arguing for the college's

work to be expanded. It says this

would relieve pressure on other parts
of the polytechnic and result to In-

creases In recruitment and fees.

The campaign Is planning a nation-
al demonstration at the end of the
month with students from other In-

stitutions part from Keek University
to Newcastle under Lyme.

Top level

inquiry
into FCS
by David Jobbing

Political pressure from the highest
level has forced the Conservative
Party to upgrade an internal inves-
tigation into the Federation of Con-
servative Students.

Chairman of the party’s national
executive. Sir Russell Sanderson,
announced this week that a full for-
mal inquiry is to be launched into
allegations of financial and electoral
malpractice in FCS.

It is to be headed by Mr Donald
Walters, a barrister and chairman of-
the Conservative National Union,
the voluntary wing of the party to
which FCS is nffilmled.

Although some Tory students dis-
count reports that the Prime Minis-
ter's office was involved in the push-
for a full-scale inquiry, it Is dear that
some senior MPs fear for Conserva-
tive influence among well-educated
young people if the internal wrang-
ling between hard line right-wingers
and Heathites within FCS continues.

After FCS’s conference last
month, Mr Anthony Garner, head of
the party's organizational and com-
munity affairs department, begun a
preliminary investigation into allega-
tions of corruption.

At the conference a number of
university Conservative associations
warned they would disaffiliate front
FCS after allegations of finandal im-
propriety and forgery of nomination
papers for the National Union of
Students executive were made.
The result was a review of FCS’s

structure. Local associations such as
Oxford will await the outcome of the
review before deciding whether to
stay affiliated.

Mr Walters' inquiry will examine
these allegations and suggestions that
a slush fond was set up to finance
delegates at last year's Sheffield con-

Cash to stay at school fear
Education ministers are so worried at

the implications of the £28 grants
which could be paid to unemployed
young people under a Manpower'
Services Commission proposal 'that

they ate thinking again about iniro-

i
during maintenance allowances for

young people who stay on at school.

Without some form of financial

"carrot", they fear that many young
people will be tempted to abandon
foil time education in favour of one
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dolnh nS fRation, Professor Ran- Trust as he launched
:
the college's pur present economic trouble

don chancellor of Lon- centenary appeal. More than we will take that money whe

ed this week. £300,000 is promised, to the appeal can get it but We must be sure 1

of the MSC schemes, which would
pay them a wage for a year’s

training.

Under the original plans put for-

ward. by Mr Norman Tebbit, the

Employment Secretary, unemployed
'school-leavers would have been paid

'a wage of £15 a week for a year’s

compulsory training. But alternative

recommendations of the Manpower
Services Commission youth task

S
roup, published this week say that

tie grants should be pitched higher,

at £28 and training should be, volun-

tary: The MSC argues that a liigher

'rate of grant would not cost the

Government more because
,

em-

'. pibyers' would ,pay a bigger share'.1

:
' .The commission's recommenda-
tions, which also say that young peo-
ple should remain elogibfe for slip-

J

iIementaTy benefit If they ’do not
to tbe scheme, have been signed by
(he new chairman, Mr David Young,
who was formerly Sir Keith Joseph's
political adviser, with the formidable
weight of both the CBI and TUC
behind them, they are thought likely to

be adopted. •

Mr Norman Tebbit, Secretary of
Sate for Employment is to give the

commission. a reply by June. But he
has intimated that compulsion
through the Joss of supplementary
benefits to youngsters who refuse to

join the scheme should be retained.

Sir Keith Joseph and his deputy, i

Dr Rhodes Boyson, are both worried'
that £28 grants would mak,e an un- ,

acceptably large gap Between the
support available to those who leave
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the Westfield College ' Development "But I think we are teaming from
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Course closures
continued from page one

|

authorities to all cases before taking
action. .

Mr John Bevan, secretary' of the
NAB, said: “1 think that this deci-

sion sends two important signals to

the polytechnics and colleges. First,

the NAB is starting as it means to go
on, and has made ctenr that we must
have Input from l.e.as and institu-

tions before taking important ded-

,

sions. Secondly, tough decisions ab-
j

out undersubscribed courses will I

have to be faced for I983.’1

-The board also derided ' at its'

meeting on Tuesday to recommend
the lifting of the moratorium on new
courses ni the public sector: A new,
accelerated courses approvals proce-
dure would be instituted oh a brie-off

basis tb allow
1 some jiew- courses to

get under way in 1983..

ference where, it is alleged, delegates
from bogus colleges swelled the'

. right-wing vote.'

Pope’s visit will

affect crowd study
t Uncertainty about the Papal visit to-
I
Britain (his month threatens the plans

'

f of two social scientists,
’

The researchers- have an £8,000'
‘ 8ranl to study crowd behaviour efur-

.

mg Pope John ' Paul's visit, which
*

could assemble some of Britain's
largest crowds ever.
The grant to Dr R. J. Holton of

Flinders University South Australia
and Dr R. Benewick of Sussex Uni-
versity, is from the Social Science
Research Council's crowd behaviour
panel.
The panel made the grant because it

did not want the chance for unique
research to slip by. But it may Be
optimistic in thinking that the visit wilt
provide material on peaceful crowds
tor comparison with, research it has
funded on public disorder.
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NUPE wants extra cash split
by David Jobbins .... *

WHIWATHU SUPPLEMa,
u

Academics stand to lose three-quar-
ters of their earnings from consultan-
cy and other outside work under a
scheme to be discussed by university
manual workers later this month.
They would have to declare all

outside work to university councils,
which would be able to veto external
employment. Where lecturers are
permitted to undertake work outside
the university, 75 per cent of their
earnings would be pooled “for the
benefit of all staff.”

Among other changes to lecturers'
contracts put forward in a declara-
tion of principles to be discussed at
the National Union of Public Em-
ployees conference in Scarborough

later this month, a minimum working
week of 30 hours would be imposed
The principles, which includes a

call for the abolition of the University
Grants Committee, convocations and

should be made up of campus union
representatives, all of whom should

honorary degrees, has been put for-
ward by NUPE’s Leeds University
branch for discussion hi rh#* univ*rci_

*-'*'* vitivviany
branch for discussion at the universi-
ties section conference.
The branch wants its scheme to

the basis of discussions within
[he laboui movement designed to
bnng about a policy of "responsible
democracy" for the universities.
On internal reform, it wants aboli-

Uon of membership of university
bodies through cooption, money
donations ana Crown or company
representations.

Courts, councils and senates

, .
, — "••will JIIUUIU

be employed at the university and be
elected by union members within
their sccctiou - academic, clerical,
technical and manual.

Each group would be represented
in proportion to their numerical
strength on (he workforce, while stu-
dent representation would remain at
the same level.

The section is also to discuss a call
from its Sussex University branch for
wage claims to be coordinated with
the other campus unions to narrow
the gap between academic and
manual workers’ earnings. The ulti-
mate aim is for differential to be
narrowed to a ratio of not more than

-«r
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Group calls for regional Tribunal’s

control of universities ruling may
by Charlotte Barry * - 1- -* '

A network of regional education au-
thorities should take over the control
of all universities, polytechnics and
colleges, the chairman of the radical
Campaign for Higher Education told
Its conference in London this week.

pie from tertiary education,” he said.
He attacked the expansion of high-

er education for allowing the con-
tinuing domination of an academic
elite which advocated full-time de-

be ignored
by Olga Wojtas

Scottish Correspondent

Its conference in London this week
Mr Michael Rustin, head of the

sociology department at North-East
London Polytechnic, said these re-
gional bodies would determine the
structure of institutions, spending on
different sectors and levels, student
numbers and research fundings.

This form of control, subject to
national policy and funding, would
lead to more efficient allocation of
resources, the growth of strategies
for universal access to higher educa-
tion, less dominance by major
national institutions and the develop-
ment of more cultural diversity
Mr Rustin's paper Post-18 educa-

tion for alt: a strategy for comprehen-
sive ternary education opened the
campaign’s second conference since
it was set up fast autumn. Other
speakers Were Mr Philip Whitehead
MP, Professor Margaret Stacey of
Warwick University, and Mr Gerry
Fowl ftr_ Htrppfnr
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m Sex bias dispute
lingers at Harvard
from Patrick McQuaid

CAMBRIDGE. Mass
If anything is still sacred to Ameri-
can higher education it is tenure, if

anything smacks of blasphemy it is

the smell of foul play in the arduous

Elections American-style: students are encouraged to take a greater part to further their interests.

The call is ‘Vote, vote, vote’
from Deborah Kasouf

WASHINGTON
American college and university stu-

dents, facing the possibility of cuts in

federal Funding for loans and other
education programmes, are begin-
ning to exercise their political mus-
cles.

Both COPUS, the Coalition of In-

dependent College and University
Students, and USSA, the United
States Student Association, which
represents students at public and pri-
vate graduate and undergraduate
schools, have begun organizing
efforts aimed at the 1982 congres-
sional elections.

•
,,-Miss^Miriam, Rosenberg, national
director of COPUS, said: “Students

recently become involved in
politics through lobbying for student
financial aid.. In the long run, howev-
er, students must realize their great
potential for electoral power - they
must vote ;

“ r 1
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issues, mobilizing students
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*
Mndldales and registering

stu^nts to vote.
Wei as students, are learning that

Mr Paul Simon: campus support.

the only way to influence education

policy in the long run is to partici-

R
ate in tjie electoral process,” said

liss Rosenberg. “Stuclents will be a

force to be reckoned with in '82."

are 35,000 students in his district,”

Mr Hanley said.

“Most of those students attend
Southern Illinois University and be-
cause he has been a strong supporter
of student-related issues, we will

work with the students on campus to
make sure he wins."

After targeting ten Congressional
races in which the PAC hopes stu-

dents will have an impact, electoral
1

skills training will be offered to stu-

dents in those districts and informa-
tion on how particular candidates
voted on education issues will be
collected and distributed among the
student population. In addition, both
'registration and “get out the vote”

drives will be organized,

“Voting drives are important be-
cause In the past the number of
students who register has been larger

iss Rosenberg. “Students will be a . out on voting day,” Mr Hanley sa.

The 1982 congressional elections

are also receiving the attention of the

national student political action com-

mittee, a PAC associated with the

USSA student lobby group. Efforts

are under way to analyse 101 voting

districts across the nation in which

than the number who actually got
out on voting day,” Mr Hanley said.

Both COPUS and USSA

process of deciding who should get
tenure nnd why. It is a task as diffi-

cult, suggest some in aendeme, as
choosing a pope. Rnrely does discord
within the conclave become a public
matter and when a candidate is de-
nied tenure they generally bow out
graciously nnd move on to another
institution.

Just a yenr ago a report surfaced
nt Haivard University - strongly sug-
gesting that the tenuring procedure
was vulnerable in at least one depart-
ment to .the scxunl bias of un all-

mnlc nominating committee. Shortly
afterwards further doubt nnd confu-
sion arose when it was revealed that
some members of that committee
were swayed by a casual remark
from the university's president re-
garding tenure appointments that has
since been labelled a misunder-
standing,

In September of 1980, by a five-to-

five vote with one nbstension, the
sociology department chose not to
nominate associate Professor Theda
Skocpol for membership to its

permanent ranks. An extremely
popular lecturer among students,
Professor Skocpol, then 33, had
taught at Harvard and served in
some administrative capacities since
1974.

Her book States and Social Rev-
olutions (Cambridge University
Press, 1979) had won two of her
field's must distinguished awards and
so there was considerable dismay
both within and beyond the gates of
Harvard at her rejection. In certain
intellectual circles her position was,
in a sense, enviable: four universities
with top sociology departments
Stanford University, the University
of Wisconsin, the University of
North Carolina, and Chicago Uni-
versity - offered her a tenured posi-
tion.

ident's comment as meaning that
they should not seriously consider
young scholars for tenure. But Mr
Bok has since called this misconcep-
tion incredulous.
The full responsibility of deciding

the Skocpol case is now the burden
of Mr Bok. Following her denial.
Professor Skocpol filed a complaint
charging sexual discrimination. In
April 1981 a three-member grievanceApril 1981 a three-member grievance
committee forwarded a report on
their inquiry to Henry Rosovsky,
dean of arts and sciences, reading in

part: “Two of us believed that the
evidence supports u finding of gender
discrimination stifficicent to make a
difference in the outcome of the de-
partment’s deliberations."

lhe panel further noted that the
sociology department hud failed “to
consider seriously any woman for
tenured appointment for the past

decade." In a separate report, howev-
er, affirmative action officers for the
university said they found little merit
in the charges.in the charges.
Mr Bok was expected to announce

his decision late last year but instead
set a deadline of March 15, 1984 for
his ruling. This will allow, he said,
for a thorough examination of the
sociology department’s needs and
priorities. Meanwhile, Mr Rosovsky
has appointed a special commission to
advise the sociology department on
hiring.

Tn recent developments, the de-
partment has forwarded the names of
four candidates to the president's
office for tenure appointments. One
is Nan.y Tunis, a tenured professor
at Stanford, who, if appointed,
would became the department’s first

tenured woman.
There are currently 16 tenured

women and 33? tenured men at Har-
vard. Sociology is one of 13 depart-
ments in which an affirmative action
report commissioned by the teaching
staff last year said the number of
women with tenure did not ade-

spokespersons emphasize that the
student PAGs win rjot engage 1

In
“negative” campaigns which target

candidates for defeat, but instead

She is, incidentally, now at Chica-
I go and has indicated that she would
consider returning should Harvard
President Derek Bok preseht her a,

tenured offer.
'<

' It is more the exception than the
rule that Harvard's junior teaching
staff are promoted to foil profes-
sorships. Traditionally the university

has culled its senior lecturers from
the tenured echelon of other institu-

will rely on student volunteer power
to lend support to those candidates

who have shown support for educa-

the number of students is larger than

the margin of victory in the last

district election, according to Mr Ed-

ward Hanley, a USSA spokesperson.

“In 1980, Representative Paul

Simon of Illinois (chairman of the

House. Post-secondary Education

Subcommittee) won reeleetion by

approximately 2,200 votes and. there

tlon isues in the face of budget cut-

ting pressures.

Several members of Congress who
hold key positions on education com-
mittees have already lauded (he stu-

dent organizing efforts. Representa-

tive Simon, the Democrat from Illi-

nois, said: “There is no message

more powerful than a vote."

quateiy reflect the available pool of
qualified candidates.

In one other recent development,
a coalition : of women sociologists,
with a national membership said to

exceed . 1,500, has filed a charge of
: gender.- discrimination against <\ the

,
un iversity,

j
singling- out: the sociology

department and the . Skocpo affair,

with the federal equal employment
opportunity commission.

tions. Moreover, Professor Skocpol
had only one major book to ner
credit and prior- lo the department's
decision Mr Bok had rejected fts-

ndminqtioii of another young, “one-
book scholar.” Department members
now contend that they took the pres-

P»ter Dayfd,
North American Editor
The Times Higher Education
Supplement,
National Press Boltding,

Room S41,

Washington DC 2004S;
Telephone) (202) 638 6765

Student enrolments up but jobs, pay rises and new projects come down
BS Sally Reed reports from Chicago in the first of a series

tfW&'ffaajKSS on the regional effects of the Reagan budget cuts

boto staff oosiSona
8
JS5?iSL? A^firHino to n mv.nt renort. The with 64.794 students last year on Chicaco State University received

Although the 50 private, colleges
and universities in the state are not
directly affected by state aid, they
depend on the state for scholarships
and grant aid for students which was
also cut in the proposed state
budget. In addition, it is expected

. that 98,000 Illinois undergraduate
students will lose $72m in federal
financial aid under the Reagan admi-

According to a recent report, The with 64,794 students last year on Chicago State University received

taact of the Proposed State Budget three campuses, faces an $8m deficit the same amount of state aid as last

Ulinojs budget.Tin 'ruv6w>l - buupui ICU UlllVCiaiURl! tuuvuwun

dmlm
0015

1

state tax revenues are receive a smaller slice of the stRte tax
“«n,owing to the recession and a revenue pie than in previous years.
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®COnoiny‘ Governor

. James And this reduction corpus at a time

5nRnv!p
on

r
tbe increase in state of record enrolments at some public

pponainc for thf* 1081 .... ]_ nnH wh^n pHneAtnrs
an ',h^ ^0r 1983 fiscal year in universities here and when educators

budgeN^ ' 10 balance the state have turned to the state government

prepared by the University, of ffli- for the 1983 fiscal year in spite of a 32 year but because of increases in

nois. the largest of - the ten state- per rent tuition rate rise over the past
' operating costs, it expects a shortfall,

supported universities, education will two years and the scheduled! elimlna- At Northeastern University where
receive a smaller slice of the stRte tax tlon of350 staff positions by the end of enrolment has dramatically Increased

revenue pie than in previous years. June. ... '. . in the last two years, officials closed

And this reduction comes at a time Students and wculty may bear the enrolment early this year. Because of
of record enrolments at some public brunt of the decrease in state aid, - the lack of Increased state fending,

universities here and when educators accoroing to _tlre impact stud^. l ui- officials claim they cannot expand

Wehw .isi .
recommendations forsigner -education fn* iobi :

for support to compensate for cuts

from the Reagan adralpfst ration in

Washington.
As the University of Illinois -report

tion fees at the University of Illinois

will have increased from S682 in 1980

nitration's proposed budget. Nearly
70 per cent of the state graduate ana
professional students wlU lose

’^7* °VCr 19 aPProPrla"
fffj'nois budgm^eCTeasM^tate^sup- 10 ;to 20 per cent behind those of programmes. The impact on th

Bul this amount is far less than' the oort for education by $53,5m from their counterparts elsewhere in state
, personnel cuts remains ' uncertain,

^nimuta reebminended by the IIlN Sent levels increases government. Faculty compensation
, ,-in the long run the bndget c

n^s &oard of Higher Education the support for all other egendes by ranks eighth.-among the other big ten hurt programmes in which stude

S-1 ^te
! aS $l??2ta 'General revenue or state inf^ons In thejjJjpC. are most interested, such as .&batM and? planning the tax monies fa higher education will- to gineering,; said Paul Fanning, act!

will have increased from 5682 in 1980

to $902 next autumn, While the

proposed budget makes no provi-

sions for salary increases, university

non-academic employees salaries lag

10 to 20 ner cent behind those' of

programmes to absorb the influx of
new students.

At the Chicago Circle campus of
the University of Illinois there were
demonstrations last week protesting
at budget cuts in Lhe women's studies
programmes. The impact on their

be "ctatastrophic’
1
to state and private

institutions, according to Clarence

wnere ne was not given o im -

post last year. He attacked tfl

row view of literature adopif

KJ^Loav?/ Ji: ' ^ .rfTJV« narton .0 Harvard and Yale, thcre

g»d.!« tod ie.nyjj.ggiw> Sr-Sf-— *£:«***
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.. . - 1 .MiaiKCU WlUl - UCIICibi

ted bjf: .K-
. .'budteS

a
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'• Plann 'n8 lhP tax monies for higher ed

: ; vetsft£ n8 fae ten state uni- decrease by $18m or 1.
-K i , . Jr^lUCS Ann hO . .. iru:. l. *% tan.irpD

education will.

1.8 per. cent.

In addition, although the univer-

sity's library facilities rank third In the

hurt programmes irt which students,
are most interested, such as en-\
eineering," said Paul Fanning, acting

1

director of public affairs there, “Labs

'provided
vypr ?ne ace of 15 - >30

i said he had been

ish -chair by the MU
"‘Jcj]es>'

to collaborative approfl^c -

other supplies and

higher education io-

1 similar 'problems.

director of public affairs there. “Labs
need to be reequipped. Money was
to have gone into business education,
another hot area for students. But
we can’t enrol as many students as

Stiees, dean of the graduate school of
Northwestern University in Evanston.

“State appropriations can't fill the
gap left by the federal government,”
said Eugenia Chapman, a member of
the Illinois House of Representa-
tives.- “At a time' wlien Illinois legis-
lators would like to fill the gap left
by tfiese federal cuts they are less
able to do so because (here is less
state revenue.”

Hearings on the proposed Illinois
budget begin this week in Springfield

J

ilanned because we cannot hire the
acuity.”

and may continue until June 30. But
while the picture, for higher educa-
tion In Illinois may change,
observers -expect it to brighten.
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Overseas news

Deficits threaten standards
from Geoff Maslen HK .aar.«du:K
from Geoff Maslen

. ... .
MELBOURNE

Universities around Australia, faced
with large deficits have begun cutting
staff appointments and Abandoning
new projects.

In Victoria, Melbourne's three
u
?
,vA™ties face a combined deficit

of AS7m (£4.1 m) by the end of the
year unless the federal government
offers more help. University adminis-
trators are already predicting further
deficits in 1983.
The universities face further

strains when a forthcoming national
wage case and a 12 per cent salary
cla™by academics are determined.

1Q^e
50_

lir
J

ne University predicts a
1982 deficit of A$3.Bm (£t23m). de-
spite making A$2m <£I.2m) of cuts,
the University of Queensland expectsthe University pf Queensland expects
a AS., 6m (£1.2m) deficit although it'
hp. cut S0.5m. (£6.30ni), and at the

~iKty
r°

f Syd
T
n^* vice chan-iV

r

er
^
ty

r°
f Syd™y« *ne vice chan-

cellor, Professor John Ward, says the
savings in university admin istratinn
have reached Uic point at which stan-
dards are threatened.

Australia’s largest university, the

Students campaign for

strike on grants
from Inlin W-ikl...from John Walslic

Tl .
num.iN

The Umon ol Students in Ireland(UM) has come out in favour of a
student strike to support its demands
of lower fees, more grants and addi-
tional student places.
The decision was tuken at the un-

inn C rpronf nnn .. A l .
. y— iukcii ai me un-
ion s recent annual congress in Bel-
fast at which the present, coinrover-
Sim. Mrf^rcliin umn .....

leauneu me point at which stan-
danJs are threatened. Sydney University founded in 1852.

ssTJSffsMs
ciM,

r

cut

C

s^uden[inrat^
t «'«“§*“»*: of

J

mTKiSJST "‘K Elation ^illbcin.roduc=d
in the next session of parliament.

has reduced staff by not' filling vacan-
cies, cut student intake, and diverted
nwney from programmes to running

The financial problems are not
only a consequence of reduced gov-
ernment assistance but also flow

th
^ Commonwealth’s new

method of meeting cost increases in
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UGC is too optimistic, university survey shows
rt -i.L — - iimi.ii ....

by Paul Flather

Social sciences in Britain need a new image to carry

them through to the 1990s. Ten years ago social

scientists in universities used to meet to discuss new
syllabuses or how to abcommodate increasing

student demand. Today, more likely, they meet to

discuss ways of defending their discipline from often

ill-informed attack from the public as well as from

disproportionate financial cuts.

A typical agenda these days might encompass talk

on how many staff are willing to take early

retirement, which subject options can be lost, which

subjects “must" be protected, or how extra research

funds can be founa. For most the late 1960s and

early 1970s, the crest of the postwar social science

Cuts will harm
ratios of staff SJSt

to students |£|
Universities are not yet certain what the and Intake

full effects of the UGC Instructions will The aim

be on social sciences In general, but was t0 ®°ll

there are unmistakable signs that In extent of a

terms of staff levels and student intake vision. Aln

the disciplines wUI shrink In most ?ated that

Institutions, Bnd expand in none. m some cat

This view Is based on evidence con-

tabled in replies from 28 universities to ^Y®" 1

a questionnaire sent out by The THES JY®
r®

last month. The replies varied in detail, F *2?mpi

and other universities Indicated that
bad

8!i
r°

they were unable to reply because the

information was not available or be- a tunirn
cause the matters were still under 1T ,

i
yPJ

ca

discussion.
UnWerrtty

On one issue the universities were ?f
ar

“Jj
almost all agreed: the UGC had been SJ'JJL™
either over optimistic, or perhaps plain ...

wrong, in thinking that the cats would hlK:np« J
lead to improved student-staff ratios H c111(

„_
and hence lo more time for research.

lar
“ re (

A host of reasons were given for this
Universll

from the fact that staff and students i
ts ;ntaue

were being cut In step, to the fact that
political ec

academic staff were spending increas- psychology
big amounts of their time searching for {| n̂s jn jC
disappearing research funds and car- subjects wi
lying out administrative duties once

c jal admini
hy other Academics and support from 15 to

staff, Anumtoofuniversilles did say It EO down i
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severely In tome cases. This is likely to uniform n
oe mostly by voluntary moons. letters and
•The balance of the disciplines Is cent; Exeti

Zr!r?i, f/’shtly towards “vocational 1983/84 wwuhw like business studies and man- some dpgr
agenwnt, this Is largely because other per cent e

are being cut and these are not, all 21 stud• thereare clear signals that hinds are and all 16
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J

aor* avaUab,e for “applied” re- ern history
sMren. All universities agree a deHber- cant cuts
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were obvious difficulties in Taught pc

out the survey. Each Institu- search wo
uoa has Its own definition oT social more or b

J*ft*»* a different structure, At the
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ut ‘he nnTey does provide an drn Trelan

whatU happen- ranae of.;
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gg !“ 8>Pomy, and in a few, cases f°r Ita *ri
l

devastation. The disprop- cut*. Oxfoi

JJwffile aftgck Was signalled by the with unlve
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and universities like Aston, and at StA

£«». Lancaster, and Reading, are the same,
luting (he Masts. / .* Q3. How
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u^tl°Onaire was also sent to ail 1981182? V

SS^hoics. There were « replies, .fevefs fori

uP oven more the to& achi

ofcarrying out Thi8
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“w, although a' number expressed retirement
gl^Copceni about the hostile ell- dancy. On

nn,
- facing the social sdep- short time!

reffeds the fact that reductions
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wave, already seems remote, almost more a period
for study itself than a clear antecedent.

During the mid 1970s social sciences seemed to be
holding their own against public opinion and against
cuts. Once the Conservative Government came to

?n^f
r,
L
alth°ugh tbe seeds were planted well before

1979, the picture changed dramatically. Cuts were
put firmly on the agenda and the search for
’usefulness" or “relevance" of much social science
research began.
The cuts were spelt out in detail in the University

Grants Committee letters sent last summer and, as is
well known, social sciences were singled out for
particular attack. The UGC asked for significant in
some cases substantial cuts in social sciences as
taught in 27 of the 44 universities, excluding the

Open University. How they are responding is not yet

known. But a general impression emerges from a
questionnaire sent by The THES to all universities,
reported in full below. It is clear that social sciences
wilt shrink over the next three years. It is not clear
when the tide will turn.

But the crisis for social sciences is about more than
cuts. In part it reflects growingdisenchantment from
civil servants to the general public in the expected
achievements from social sciences in helping to

Is "left-wing ; and in part it reflects the view that

vocational and scientific subjects should be favoured
over social science subjects. Overall, social science is

facing a crisis of confidence.

Time for academic research under threat
QI. What war the budget for social

sciences in 1980/81 and 1981/82?

Q2. Please describe the range of main
courses offered last year and tndicate

the student intake. What is the range
and Intake likely to be for 1982/83?
The aim of these two questions

was to collect statistical data of the

extent of a fall in social science pro-
'

vision. Almost every university indi-

cated that student intake would fall,

in some cases like Aston and Lancas-
ter quite severely and where figures

were available it was clear budgets

were also set to fall. Southampton
for example expects its social science

budget to fall from £1,687,000 in

1981/82, to £1,595,000 in 1982/83 and

£1,586.000 in 1983/84.

A typical"answer came from Keele

University which said there were no
dear budget breakdowns, but stu-

dent intake would toll from 570 to

545 next year. At Edinburgh intake

is set to toll by 20 per cent, although

business studies will be increased,

and Sussex will cut intake by a simi-

lar figure over the next few years.

University College, London, will cut

its intake in geography by 11, in

political economy oy seven, and in

psychology by three, and reduce op-

tions in some courses. At York all

subjects will lose students except so-

cial administration, which will go up
from 15 to 20 students; sociology will

f

;o down from 46 to 41, economics

rom 110 to 103, politics from 62 to

56, and psychology from 37 to 35.

But among the more bfidly hit are

Aston down from 755 in 1980/81 to

712 in 1981/82, leading dventually to

a projection of 420 full-time e'quiva-

. lents by 1985/86; Reading expects' a

uniform reduction in. the faculty of

letters and social sciences of 14 per

staffing reductions. In the first categ-
ory, for example, came University
College, Cardiff, which has three
frozen posts, and will lose two staff

by early retirement, Queen's Uni-
versity, Belfast, which will probably
lose two part-time tutors from a
complement of about 11, while no
change is expected at St Andrew’s,
or Bath, which froze 2 of its 40
posts early anticipating cuts. Ox-
ford’s 128 faculty posts funded by
the University Grants Committee
will be cut by just over 8 per cent

over three years, Durham will lose 1 or
2 out of 17.

The other category Is again headed
by Aston, which currently has 57
full-time staff from an establishment

cent; Exeter a 12.5 per cent cut by

1983/84 with the threat of losing

some degree courses; Lancaster a 10

per cent cut; and Herlot-Watt losing

all 21 students on business and law,

and all 16 on government and mod-

ern history as they close with signifi-

cant cuts in business organization,

economics and accounting, and fi-

nance.

Aston appears under very heavy

J

iressure, and in view of the pro-

ected cuts it has decided to phase

out the BA courses in behavioural

science and human communication,

and joint hobours in education

studies, and reduce other courses.

Taught postgraduate work and re-

search work has, however, survived

more or less unscathed,

At the other end, Queen’k Uni-

versity, Beltost, for example, funded

directly by the Department of North-

ern Ireland,- has no plans: to cut its

range of work or its intake,; Cam-

bridge will keep, to ite Intake of 60

for its tripos, Bath will have slight

cuts, Oxford will cut its intake in One

with university poliCT by 4'PJ «nt,

and at St Andrew’s intake will be about

the same. .

03, How many staff .were there In.

to be achieved?

This question was very much the

nub of the questionnaire as staffing

levels are probably the best available

indication of what is happening, to

social sciences. Again tty
JJJt

jnjj.

jority indicated full-time staffing 1^
would fall almost entirely by early

might not prove sufficient.
.

,
Universities appeared Jg

into those fadng.mMageabfo redu£

tlons and those, facing, large-scale

of 62, but says this could shrink to

between 30 and 35 posts by 1985/86,

although it hopes this forecast “may
be over-bleak". It feels the reduction

is coming In a fairly random way
because of the various early retire-

ment schemes currently on offer.

The dean of social sciences and
humanities faculty. Professor F. E.
Knowles said reductions in the de-

K
artment of educational inquiry,

owever, had not been random. A
number of staff had left because the

department was “blackballed in a
way that caused us much indignation

and righteous concern."

At Birmingham staffing levels are

still under discussion, but the faculty

of commerce and social sdence ex-

pects to lose 16 full-time posts as

well as live support staff. At Keele

26 posts are to be lost in social

sciences from a total of 115 “much
and perhaps all" by redeployment,
early retirement, and voluntary
means. Lancaster is to lose 3 out

of 24 staff, one by early retirement,

two on nori-paid leave and will have
to reduce course options. Ejfeter is

facing an 18 per cent cut ih its 99 stHff.

Reading 'till lose 7 of its 107.5 posts

next year, but another 15 posts could

go in the following yeart to meet UGC
recommendations.The faculty says it is

"relying on" voluntary retirements and
resignations. j,.

Glasgow is still preparing a report
^

on social sciences, but it till have to

cut its 1980 staffing level by 21 per

cent before 1985, York till lose eight

.

staff, and Southampton will lose 11

next year from a total of 94 again by

voluntary mean's. Hie City University

will lose 5 of its 30 full-time staff r

a 16 per cent cut, and Edinburgh is

preparing to lose nine posts. Notting-

ham will lose 5 from 118 posts next

year, ahd is extremely concerned ab-

out the run-down of non-academic

staff, seriously affecting laboratory

departments such as geography and

$tw3d.ii the Vke.lv .impact of cuts

oft the balance of social Science

teaching? Which subjects will lose

out, which, tf any, gain?

Q5, Has there been pressure for more

policy-orientated work? Is this right?.

ilip idea of there questions, was to

gauge what was happening to the

range of courses on offer, and research

wore being selected, and ..in

particular whether uoivenltles were

responding, consciously or subcon-

sciously to the increasing public

c]amour four “harder" soda] science

wofk, emphasizing policvrori eolation

and vocational aspects. On tbq .whole

the answer appears to be. np, with

Durham, for example, saying that

any attempt to run down theoretical

approachps and boost policy-orien-

tated work timid.have met a pretty

hostile reception.

Heriot-Wati said that afi social sd-

ence ,
subjects : would lose out to

varying degrees, titi* two courses, as

revealed above, due to be closed.

But at the same time the university
indicated there was already n new
emphasis on business related sub-
jects, and this would be “streng-

thened" after the cuts had taken
their toll. A number of universities

mentioned a significant switch to
business and management subjects.

Southampton said there would be
a general reduction in social science
options on offer. It said that as it

was easier to obtain external funds -
currently a sign of excellence - for

research that had a policy-orienta-
tion, there was new pressure towards
policy-orientated research.

University College, London, said

there was a marginal strengthening
of management studies at the ex-
pense of social work, while the City
University said business studies and
banking degrees, not in fact counted
as social sciences, were being rela-

tively favoured. Philosophy is most
at risk because of low student num-
bers.

Queen’s University is switching re-

sources towards business studies,

accounting and economics, although

less to economic history, and student
pressure has helped boost account-

ancy as a desirable vocational course.

The UGC instructions to Aston have
meant some priority has been given

to the departments of modem lan-

guages ana applied psychology, while

sociology, politics and economics
have been maintained, but educa-

! tional inquiry has been hit very
badly.

1

At Keele all social sciences - tiH
lose 1 out, with the highest cuts sus-

tained by sociology, soda! policy and
1 sopial work,

,
the lowest by law and

.
economics.

,
But it' 'says there, fs !no

clear message about emphasizing
policy-orientated or vocatipnal jvork.

The London .. School of
,

Economics
says those courses which attract most
students and are, more vocationally

orientated, are likely to be favoured,

but there is ho spedal pressure for

policy-orientation . .

Other universities such, as Oxford,

University College, London, Sussex,

York, Cambridge, Bath, and Edin-

burgh. report that they expect no
real change in the balance of work
on offer, nor have they felt pressures

to emphasize certain, types of work.

A number of other uiversities, for

said there were no disproportionate
cuts, while Durham said cuts were
not disproportionate compared to
education and' arts subjects, and
York said there was a disproportion-
ate cut, but since the university had
proposed this to the UGC itself it

could not complain. Edinburgh said

it was riot disproportionate but social

sciences had been historically under-
funded.

Aston, however, is in no doubt
that social sciences has had a very
disporoortionate cut. Professor
Knowles, dean of social sciences and
humanities, said part of the problem
was inherited from a basic “arts ver-

sus science” dichotomy at Aston,
compounded by the UGC instruction

to favour management studies.

Nottingham said there was of
course a disproportionate cut facing

social sciences since the UGC letters

were sent out, and Lancaster that the

larger departments in social sciences

ana arts were bearing the largest cuts

after UGC instructions to favour scien-

ces and business subjects. ProfessorM.
M. Goldsmith , dean of social studies at

Exeter, said that whatever
the UGC’s pious words the con-

ditions of the social sciences would
be worsened. At Oxford social scien-

ces. have been marked down foi

above average cuts along with .fouT
' other fecul ties, while. the..remaining

13 faculties till face average or bfi-

. low average cuts. Keele is facing cuts

. in social sciences twice as high as for

sciences.

Q7. Was the UGC right In saying cuts

* would lead to improved student staff

|

ratios and morif time for research?

-fhe UGC in its notes for guidance
on its -grant allocation for 1981/82
and for succeeding- years told it was

,

recommending substantial reductions
'

in student numbers -both' id improve
student-staff ratios arid' to strengthen
“the opportunities for the quality of-

research . But a very clear message
from

1

thfe .universities fe that this :is

not happening, nor. do they expect it .

' to happen, although many aamil It ..

fony Be too ' early to pass a filial

Judgment. A typical answer came

lege, London, says, (he emphasis on
policy-orientation has beconto part of

the modem environment.

0.6. Do vou feet social sciences in

your Institution has had a dispro-

portionate cut? If possible give com-
parisons with other areas?-

This question was aimed, at dis-

covering whai senior social scientists

on the ground really feel about the

more public statements of Govern-
ment ministers, and the clear indica-

tion from the UGC that ' sciences

were to be favoured over social sci-

ences. There was a surprisingly large

body of opinion which felt, at pres-

ent, social sciences were not facing
disproportionate cuts. Bath,

.
for ex-

ample, said Social sciences were re-

ceiving very fair treatment. How-
ever, there was another group yrho

strongly denounced what they felt

were disproportionate cuts. The .Only
.clear conclusion perhaps is

;
that there

'

is obvious anger where the, UGC has
specifically, singled out sodpl sciences

for cutbacks, out othfer universities

appear tb.be holding (heir course at

present.
t

• ,

... Cambridge* St Andrew'*, Univer-
sity College, London, the New .Uni-

versity ,of Ulster all,j for: example,

from the anthropology department of

University College. -London: (Unlike-

ly,
1 former proposition correct, latter

proposition as yet untested. Certainly

leads to exclusion of qualified candi-

dates."

Most others were more blunt. Sus-

sex said student-staff ratios were
'worsening, Edinburgh that the

teaching load was rising, York, said

the UGC was wrong, as did South-
ampton, pointing out its SSR was set

to rise from 11.5:1 to 13.5:1. Oxford
and Cambridge both said they could
not see the UGC was right, Lancas-
ter that it was not hhppening in its

case, Hertot-Watt that it was ’‘highly

unlikely".

Reading replied: "No; Wc must
reduce student numbers, but We
must also reduce staff

1

;, while

Durham said: "No. The reason is

that funds for supporting research in

the social sciences are drying (ip.

Consequently more time Is spent

trying to raise them. The time left

for research, therefore, declines."

Bath said there woS no evidence that

the..UGC instructions would lead to

improved SSRs or;, leave staff more
time for research, Keele sold /cuts

would increase its SSR from 11 to

12:1 to about 14:1. leaving less time12:1 to about 14:1, leaving less time

for research. Finally the City Uni-

versity pointed out that research time

extra burden oTadministrative work
taken bn by academics as support

,

ant) secretarial .stuffing 1was put.
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Profile and portfolio should replace single degree
PrafeSSTJT Ij>WlC Fllnn Hinvtnr nt - I *l._ _r i. ^Professor Lewis Elton, director of
the institute for Educational Tech-
nology, Surrey University, prepared
a paper on assessment for leamine.
He started from the generally

agreed observation that assessment
procedures frequently have a delete-
rious effect on written work teaching
and learning, that this has been
known for a very long time and that
the situation nevertheless persists.
He aimed to clarify the relevant
issues and to show that much was
known that could improve the situa-
tion.

There were no simplistic solutions
- if there- had been, they would
presumably have been discovered
long ago - but solutions for particu-
lar cases could be found from what
was known, provided academics
knew where to look for it. He con-
tended (hnt this demonstrated the
need for the training of academic

teachers, and the provision of such
training was in fact the solution
which he proposed in answer to the
problem which he had enunciated..problem which he had enunciated.
The problem itself was serious.

Academics declared that their
courses had high level aims, like the
furthering of creativity and advanced
useful skills, but the successful ex-
aminee was often the one who re-
membered best. If assessment was to
have a beneficial effect on teaching
and learning, then it had to match
these high level aims, and this meant
that assessment methods had to be
more varied than in the past and this
might mean that at times they might
be less reliable. The great variety of
aims ami corresponding assessment
procedures also led Professor Elton
to conclude that (lie eventual de-
scription of a student’s achievement
in terms of a single degree class was
wholly inadequate. He suggested that

this should be replaced by a profile,

which gave details of a student's

varied achievements, supplemented
by a portfolio of work which the

student had carried out during his

course.

The above changes might well be
essential if we moved towards multi-

subject degrees and credit systems,
but were desirable even witnin the

present situation in which the single

subject honours degree was domi-
nant. What Professor Ellon, howev-
er, considered more important than
any of these changes was the in-

creased professionalism in assessment
which should follow from the train-

ing programme which he had advo-
cated. Such a professionalism would
not tolerate the malpractices which
existed at present. Not only, as has
been said, does assessment frequent-
ly not match aims, but anomalies
between different subjects and be-

Every community needs an
adult education centre

tween different institutions persist.

Thus distributions of grades tend to

be constant from year to year, even
when entry standards arc rising or
falling. This places students - unin-
tentionally - in a competitive situa-

tion with each other. Some subjects,
eg medicine, allow liberal retakes,
others, eg engineering, do not. There
are also serious problems about the
way examinations are marked. How
do examiners form their judgments?
And how do they learn to do so?
How are their marks standardized?
The unreliability of examiners has
been known for years, but it is in-
teresting that Professor Elton did not
merely suggest lhat increased profes-
sionalism would reduce this unre-
liability, but that increased profes-
sionalism would recognize where
attempts at such reduction might
have a bad effect on teaching and
learning, and should therefore be

avoided.

It has been argued that it is &
™a°1 ,

CX,ema exam 'neR and &CNAA to see that such malprtctji
do. not occ” r - There is noS
which would confirm this a2
and m view of the fact that32
examiners are not trained for feS
task H seems unlikely lhat iheZ
meiit is valid. Are external extX
ers in fact any more than "a co
on the face of higher education"?

Professor Elton's suggestions faimprovement ranged from the mild,

eg a greater variety of assessm*
methods, to the comparatively raic-

al eg the abolition of degree grades.

But his clearest message was thti

none of these changes were likely k>

be put into practice effectively unless

those who carried them oul were

trained in the profession which tber

practised.

Call for a development council
A paper on continuing education was
presented by Dr Richard Hoggart,
warden of Goldsmiths’ College, Lon-
don, Professor Michael Stephens,
director of the department of adult
education, Nottingham University,
Mr Richard Smet hurst, director of
the department for external studies,
Oxford University and Mr John
Taylor, secretary to the Advisory
Council for Adult and Continuing
Education.
There should be a major expan-

sion of continuing education in high-
er education, they concluded. Con-
tinuing education is any course of
study whether formal or non-formai,
full time or part time, at any level
and at any time after a break follow-
ing initial education. In 1979 only
10.2 per cent of students entering
higher education in the United King-
dom were aged over 21. Ten years
ago it was 8,5 per cent.
Historically, academic drift Has
often led to:

•

* reduction in the provision and
status of part time preparatory lower
level Work, and -

-

b) excessive concentration on 18 plus
full-time students. •

;nJfc
c exPans*on of education in the

lyoOs was a missed opportunity so
far as continuing education is con-
cerned. There is every reason to be-
lieve that there is a substantial latent
demand for continuing education if
only the necessary provision was
made for It.

•

The report on continuing educa-
tion recommends that the. type of
higher, education normally available
during the day, should also.be pro-
vided during evenings and weekends.
Every .'community with reasonable
access to an institution of higher
education should have its own centre
suitably equipped far.uSc by adult
students. Such, provision will have
both academic and professional im-
plications for staff.

.
There is also a need for much

.
greater cooperation between institu-

lions in the provision of continuing
education; . In future, contracts for
new academic staff should be broadly
based and Include a formal "commit-

; rneut to continuing education. The
professional development of teachers

1

’ .should delude! training tor work with
students * iti' Cdntinufng education

1

.

Teachers need lo be much! mare* re-

ceptive to new teaching methods par-
ticularly those suitable for older and

E
art-time students. Curricula should
e more flexible, so as to suit adult

needs. There heeds to be much
wider acceptance of modular courses
and credit transfer.

Many of the basic problems lie in
the attitudes of staff,, says the report.
Recent initiatives such as the Open
College system of North-West Eng-
land reinforce the case for a wider
and more flexible access for adult
and part time students to higher
education. A great range of accept-
able selection criteria, such as ex-
periential credits should be explored.
More research is needed on which to
base changes in continuing educa-
tion.

There has been some, biit only a
few, studies of who adult students
are. Their financial problems are still

insufficiently considered. There
should be financial provision for a.
universal entitlement Ho "conlihiilrig
education. This entitlement is not
starry-eyed idealism. There are
strong economic arguments to sup-
port it. Rapid technological develop-
ment both demands regular updating
and creates more leisure. These are
the two main grounds

,
for transfer-

ring .resources To post-initial educa-
tion.

The, pace of technical progress we
now face Is of quite a different order
From the speed qf industrial change
in the past. The combination of tech-
nical change with demographic fac-
tors will, even if we avoid the simul-
taneous inflationary and deflationary
consequences of periodic increases in
oil prices, make the demand tor
labour sluggish. Hence, increased
leisure will be available, whether by
design or involuntarily. A further
reason 'for promoting ' continuing
education lies in the justice of distri-
buting educational resources later to
compensate for the-inequitable Initial

distribution.

Even more important, is the role df
continuing education in the provision
of further training. If monetarist
policies jesult in “Fame ducks going
to the wnl!” the revitalization of Brit-
ish industry will depend upon the
existence of new skills. These must
be learned and : many of them must
be learned: by workers who 'have
beeri made unemployed, ..

Dr Donald Bligh, director of
teaching services. University of Ex-
eter chose to summarize his paper on
“Is Professional Development of
Teaching Possible?" by highlighting
two particular issues. The first is a
proposal for the formation of a De-
partment of Education and Science
working party to consider the estab-
lishing of a higher education de-
velopment council. The second is his
recommendation for the develop-
ment of a new grade of “course
assistant" or "course manager".
There fo a need for a national

organization to sponsor courses and
other activities for professional de-
velopment, he said. There is a need
for an

, organization to promote re-
search and to disseminate infonna-
tion, to publicize innovations, to
make the. availability of teaching
materials known and to promote
staff exchanges not only between
educational - institutions but 1 between 1

education and other forms of Work,
argues Dr Bligh. . -
The proposal is not for a central

staff college,- but for a sponsoringS . Under Section 63 of the
a I. Health Act doctors are paid

a fee for attending courses for their
own professional development. In Dr
filloh & nmnosal rh* ineiih.frU., .......
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™umlng institutions take advantage
of the scheme, a proportion of their
staff salaries, would be paid from a
trust fund established by the Govern-
ment for professional development In
higher education. The Higher Educa-
ton.Devetapmem Council itself
would be funded, not directly from
the trust .or from the Government,
but from the interest upon the trust
fond. Institutions will pay conference
or course fees 'in the same , way as
they, do now. ,The fees could sup-
plement- the trust. ConsequentlyKapunes organized centrally for

isional development will be
market,W to ensure

that they arc run efficiently and in a
cost conscious manner*

'

Any organization, including the in-
stitutions themselves, students*' uiti-
pns_ and professional bodies may

?r
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D6velQpment Council

on the profcssionaJ development act-
ivi ties which should

. be
;

provided; .For.
example

J any institute of engineeringmay recommend, that special atteij?
!‘°.n

,

15 ^ven to a new pert of their
subject,~There coiUd also be genera]
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A- most important principle 's that
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staff. Several of the papers submitted
to the seminar urge the need for staff
to learn new skills, not least heads of
department and those engaged to en-
courage staff development. Although
many heads of department are
appointed on the basis of their re-
search record, they have to exercise
leadership in fields of administration,
curriculum development, the evalua-
tion of teaching, the management of
examinations and the appointment of
staff.

Professional development is a rel-
atively new field in higher education
and those engaged with special re-
sponsibility for it frequently find that
the uncharted waters are difficult to
navigate, ft is a field that is highly
sensitive and- consequently profes-
sional developers are constantly sub-
jected to emotional pressures. They
must possess a wide range of
teaching skills all to a high level of
competence, i,Participants on their
courses are intellectually their equal
or superiors. Participants have very
vaned perspectives and attach great
weight to very different features of a
course all of which must therefore be
at a high standard. The work of
professional developers" would be

easier if there were more research
into professional development.
The paper on continuing education

recommends that the professional de-
velopment of teachers should include
training for work with students In
ajntnuing education. Most aca-
demics, they say, need to feel that
they need no training to teach, de-
spite their . belief in very lengthy
training for research. The first stage
ot any debate on training is to breakdown the traditional higher educa-
tion attitudes to improve teaching.

fyone the less, as Donald Bligh
^Sues in his paper, the basic social
and working groups in institutions

mam* n! ,
the main lnStru-mems of professional development.

deve|oprrteht of a new. grade
of course assistant" or “course man-

IS nLTrZ S
ft

Sf
^ommendations

put forward by Donald Bligh in hispaper on professional development;
Academic staff time

:could be. saved-

a^imrn
fl

ir£r^
cie

!

lCy 00 taurine and^ if the tasks were

other resources; he will be avails

to discuss study problems; he wQ

obtain student feedback; he ti

liaise with members of staff; and In

will make arrangements for eraniih

tions and other student assessment

What is needed is someone profes-

sionally competent with aesdemk

understanding to ensure high sid

dards in what teachers often regvd

as “donkey work", and where, i

practice, teaching often falls dm
The work would not only be offin

work. Assistance in classra*

would be normal. We need to wni

towards a conception of course tesra

of, say, three to six academic sui

and a course manager said Dr Blk^

Inevitably teams wm vary in size, p
they need to be small enough wh
cohesive, yet Iprgc enough to conlu

a blend of talents.

Dr Bligh suggested that a mpntf

might be a fairly recent graduated

the same, or a closely related ccu«.

who has undertaken n year's w*
ing. This “training" should include*

training in production of leadM

materials, curriculum desipj*

teaching methods and methods w

course evaluation. A course mBiupj

should be familiar with the nature®

professional development and
f«.

administration of student scleclKg

and assessment. The trainings™1*®

also include some shorthand.

typing (shorthand for meetings u*

typing for course materials). .

The effects of such a schemes'*

unlikely to be harmful; they may*

beneficial in the long run. A P
scheme would be worth ^
Course managers ’ would not naff , •

professional development role ma

the scheme worked well, there

be an injection of educational^
ledge into every working group

With the present cutbai^.wd

I

structure of academic staff

going to be a desperate need for -

revitalization that youth ,
normsw

3lies. The post or coujse 'n^J
I be the first rung of a

“

-producing tewhing m tonal, liaising ™,* in
8
dus^, k«pinSSLrSf Qrmon

':
tor,nS !'^em

- ' 5
e PtaP^ation of a courae

anag
f
r wiU P,fln the lead

Convene me

3™ ‘ i,Self
- ’ *•

with other ^ ’ in .cooperation

tor the r will rtioni-.

3lies. The post or course,

I be the first rung of a >
.either teaching or administrate

higher education. Both, caregjg
would require further .profe^J

development. The salary of

managers would be bettveen

fetarial and lecturer grades-

these posts' could lead to

careers, the grade could attrapi,
young applicants of high

ability. ^
However, Dr Bligh concedes'

the proposal is Bound V> ,^
opposition. Any

1

ptaP?*”,^ ;by

duties previously P
611^ vesl^1

others is likely to cut across

interests. The attempt to *

teaching by inserting a new g^
the bottom codld backfireJ ^
lished staff were to ^
everything could now be k .

course

The proceedings of the seiniD0

^,^
be published In two Pat

S,' rtujlN If
Professionalism

,

and M
graining in

other Freedom and j

Teachers la Higher

London union
1
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John Field attacks the Government stance on public records
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Secret passage: inside the Public Record Office which is now housed at Kew.

Keeping us in the dark
About nine years ago a provincial

archivist solemnly informed me that I

could not see borough police files for

the 1870s because “the law" said that

they were dosed for a period of 100

years. In fact this was utter non-

sense, and the files subsequently pro-

vided valuable evidence about a

major crowd disturbance, but he epi-

sode indicates the sort of confusion

that public records preservation some-
times provokes. The Government’s
new White Paper on the subject has
missed an opportunity to clarify the

situation and introduce a more liberal

and imaginative approach to the state

archives.

'

In 1978 the Lord Chancellor

Klnted a committee, under Sir

an Wilson, one-time ambassa-
dor to the Soviet Union, to invest-

pfe%. workings of the Public Rec-
ords Arts of 1967 and 1958. Rough-
ly peaking, the Acts cover the ar-

chives of Government departments in

removed from files at the PRO (in-

cluding the Zinoviev letter), or never

even sent there in the first place.

Two recent examples spring to

mind. Many Metropofitan Police files

are withheld for more than the 30

years stipulated in the 1967 Act, on
the grounds that they cover areas of

national security or contain potential-

ly embarrassing information . Evi-

dence that permission to withhold files

was being misused came to light

when Scotland Yard successfully, if

only temporarily, tried to retrieve

files already deposited in the PRO
under the 30-year rule, after it be-

came apparent that they included de-

tails of surveillance over the leaders

of the National Unemployed Work-
ers' Movement.

-...vw, wiiiui since Ha move iu
h&s attracted nearly 100,000 visits
each year. The decision to appoint a
wmmittee of inquiry followed se-
[tous criticisms from professional
historians about the absence of im-
portant materials from the PRO, as

as the controversy surrounding
the publication of The Crossman Di-
aries.
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Another case emerged in 1979,

when Her Majesty s Stationery

Office published the first volume of

the official history of British Inteihgeiice

In the Second World War. In the preface _

Professor F. H. Hinsley and the other

authors, all of whom bad worked ui
:

intelligence agiencies, remarked tnat

The Secretary to the Cabinet will

instead assume the task of offering

“independent advice" to the Lord

.Chancellor on secret archives -

which means, effectively, that the

job will be done hastily and uncriti-

cally.

Tire Wilson committee further

proposed that the advisory council be

informed about the range of dosed

categories, that accredited research-

ers be allowed early access to

some classes of closed materials, and

tbat the current practice of shredding

many important closed files should

be brought to an end. Each proposal 1

was turned down, in somewhat

peremptory terms.

Nor has the Government offered

any encouragement that the records

of nationalized industries, the health

service, or those bodies known col-

lectively as quangos will be preserved

in any systematic way. Indeed, the

White Paper advocates that “NHS
authorities should continue to seek

and develop local solutions", which

scarcely seems appropriate consider-

ing that most provincial archives are

largely funded from the local author-

ities.

' In one area only can histonans

anticipate a modest increase of ac-

cess of previously secret materials.

M15 and Ml 6, along with certain

other departments, have so far de-

posited no records whatsoever m the

PRO. The White Paper calls for a

review of the blanket approval sys-

tem which allows the Lord Chancel-

lor to agree to permanent closure- of

their historical records; future blank-

et approvals will require more tie-

the Public Record Office . . -,Uur text

must be accepted as bang the only

evidence of their contents “
made public." Suspecting that such

statements might with equal vah^fy

have been mode of other government

departments whose work involves sensi-

tive political or diplomatic questions, a
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The proposal' of sector panels rep-

resenting departments, resellers

and the PRO was 'the most

imaginative attempt to find a solu

tion to historians problems. The

Government tumed down a recqm-

mendadon that members of the Lord

Chancellor's Advisory ComlciI who,

are also Privy Councillors should

scrutinize closed cate^nes ^Df rec-,

ords, on the grounds thBt sup per

sons lack “an Intimate ^owledge of

current policies and developments,

.

future, to anything but.the most ban-

al disclosures. . .

The very brevity of the White

Paper - a niggairily 14 pages -

must make Sir Duncan Wilson and

his colleagues (Professor Margaret

Gowing, official historian of the UK
Atomic Energy Authonty, and Mr

Paul Osmond, secretary to the

Church Commissioners) wonder what

they have done, to deserve such an

offensive reply. Their .report, after

all was detailed, their arguoienls

careful, and their recommendations

modest and sensible, Their offence

quite simply; swots .ft* have beer

that they dared to challenge one of

,he m«t Important convenlion. by

which civil servants and Cabinet

ministers guard their business.

Habitual and excessive secrecy can

easily be abused, jind has been dog-

gedly defended, ft is to be hopec

5iat the Goveroment's rejection oi

the central propojajs n the W'lwr

report wiU, paradoxically, strengtiier

the determination of many- historians

- including those recently appointed

to the Lord Chancellor’s Advisory

Council - to .
press on for reform.
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Science fiction has come of age,
but can it take the pace?

K. G. Mathieson examines the
prospects
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Of the other new plays. Lhe pick
of the bunch was Happy Jack by
John Godber of Minstnorpe High
School and Community College,
which was a sensitive, rather sen-
timental two-hnndcr portraying, in
backward progression, the fifty-year
marriage of a miner and his wife.
The performances of Andrew Living-
ston and Jane Thornton in this play
made it the most polished production

the whole festival. Of the devised
and group works, the outstanding
contribution was The Sabre-Tooth
Curriculum by St Luke’s College Ex-
®lcr, adapted from Harold Ben-
jamin s satirical article on the educa-
tion process, pic treatment of the
subject matter in this production was
father fatuous, but one could noi but
aamire the commitment of the com-
pany acting; there were also some
supremely funny moments.

In fhe end, the majority of the
a
ra™s (presented by James Fenlun

!l
Sunday Times

, Bill Alexander

rVo ^?ya * Shakespeare Company.
“

j
ra£,i° producer Martin Jenkins,

sh
vPlce coach Linda Maher) were

snared between Small Beginnings
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On pajier, at least, this year’s Sun-

day Times Student Drama Festival at

Hull University was. un typically, a

feast of original work. Of the 18

works that had been selected for the

week’s showcase . ! 3 were new
pieces, either written or devised by

the students themselves, aml of the

other five two {The Seagull and

Lvsistrata ) were updated to the

jCighs. That said, however, the lack

of originality in both the content and
treatment of the new work was
marked, and only a handful of pro-

ductions rose above the level of in-

teresting exercises.

By far the most intriguing new
script was that of Brenda by Hugh
Otartenon and Paul Lister of the

Manchester Umbrella Company. The
play, which purpoitcd to get inside

the' mind of a disturbed teenage girl,

used unusually economical language,

heightened to' a kind of stylization.

The effect of this script, combined
with the production's striking stage

design, left one in no douht that one
was seeing the woild purely through
the mind of the central character,
admirably played by Denise Evans.
It was unfortunate (hat (he play fell

apart badly in the final scene. The
Sunday Times playwriting award was
deservedly won by Jeremy Brock of

Bristol University for Small Begin-
nings, which perceptively explored
the tensions and frustrations of
casually employed youngsters in the
city. The piece was somewhat low-
key, but differed from many works
on the same theme by having a dis-

tinctly optimistic ending: the forging
of a tentative friendship between the
two central characters, beautifully
played by Cyril Nri and Vanessii
Smith.

n iu ii

“India Observed’’, at the Victoria and Albert
Museum, is one offhc smaller events associated with
the festival of India. It shows how Europeans
depicted, and sometimes transformed, the India
they discovered. Ray Desmond looks at the exhibi-
tion, while Trevor Cooper reviews this year’s
National Student Drama Festival.

ftTfc-S J

Villages, temples and ghats
Europe's discovery oF India’s cultural

heritage began with the consolidation
of British power in the sub-continent
during the closing decades of the
eighteenth century. The Asiatic So-
ciety of Bengal, founded in Calcutta in
1784 to study “the history and anti-
quities, the natural production, arts,

sciences and literature of Asia” fairly

soon afterwnrds launched a journal
entitled Asiatick Researches which en-
joyed a small but influential readership
back in England.

Professional artists like Zoffany.
Tilly Kettle and Thomas Hickey
hastened to India where they hoped to

make a fortune painting the portraits of
wealthy Europeans and Indian princes.

William Hodges, not long returned
from Captain Cook's second voyage to
the Pacific, was captivated by the light

and the strong colours of the Indian
landscape which hc tried to capture on
canvas with his characteristically vigor-

ous burshwork. A classical training

influenced his interpretation of the
Indian scene. Native women, for inst-

ance, walking along the banks of the

Ganges “with wet drapery, which per-

This engraving by Justinian Gant/ was Ute frontispiece to the 1839 edition or
“Caunter’s Oriental Annual 1

'. It .shows “Hindoo maidens floating lumps”, a
method by which they were supposed to test their lovers' constancy.

fectly displays the whole ocrson.and
with vases on their heads'* reminded
him of "fine antique figures". Thomas
and William Daniell. like Hodges,
cgcrly sought the picturesque and it

was principally through their oils,

watercolours and aquatints that (hc

British first became aware uf the exotic

wonders of India. Their use of colour in

their aquntints, however, is rather

sombre and restrained. Edward Lear,

remembering their views of Benares as

“pallid, gray and solemn”, was sur-

prised hut delighted to find the sacred
city to be one of the most "startlingly

radiant of places". The Dnniells were
attracted by the monumental in the

landscape and architecture whereas
George Chinncry, another profession-

al artist, filled his sketch books with the

trivia of village life, executed in a

marvellously deft nnd supple line.

James Forbes was one of many
servants of the East India Company
who found that drawing “cheered a

solitary residence . . . and softened

the long period of absence from

my native country”. Everywhere

amateur artists diligently covered

their carefully executed pencil draw-

ings with transparent washes of

watercolour or illustrated their di-

aries and letters with local views and

domestic scenes. As women seldom

had anv official duties to perform,

sketching for them was a pleasant

way of alleviating the tedium uf idle

days.

The period covered by the exhibi-
tion in the Library of "the Victoria
and Albert Museum, thnt is 17fj0 to
lRwj, coincides muchly with the
golden age uf the illustrated book.
Among the many fine books on display
are nqualimed plates from Hodge's
Select Views (1785-88) and the
Daniells' Oriental Scenery (1745-1808)
while the work of Robert Havel], one
of the best aquntinters of his time, can
be admired in Fraser’s V'/eu-s in the
Hnmla Mountains ( 1820) and Barron's
Views of India (1837). Lithographs,
which in due course superseded
aquatints, are represented by such
accomplished examples of the art as
n_:u. tj— n

that compelled her constantly to
reach for her pencil. A slow progres-
sion in unwicitliug budge rows alone
the Ganges allowed passengers with
any artistic talent ample time to
sketch passing villages, temples und
ghats. And an abundance of ruins in

a satisfying state or decay provided a
conveniently romantic ingredient for
their compositions. The kaleidosco-
pic images of India enchanted and
fascinated them: the pageantry of a

Ui Tor England. Trevor Griffiths’s

latest play recently shown i»n

television, will be performed by the
Royal Court '[ heal re as the opening
event of the Midlands New writers
Festival, which is held *t the Centre
fur the Arts, Aston University from
May 14 to 20.

Tliis. year the festival includes a
number of professional events staged
by visiting companies, three new
plays performed by local amateur
companies, and three forums - oil

Fascism and the Theatre. Women in
Theatre, and The National Theatre
and New Writing. Taking part in
these discussions will he David Edgar,
Trevor Griffiths. Stephen Poliakoff,
John McGrath, Bryony Lavery, Sue
Todd, Timber lake Wertenbaker,
Michael Bogdanov and Howard
Brenton.

Further information from Mike
Kalciukerian, Centre fur the Arts,
Aston University.

"Arden’s Debate" is the subject of
u lecture to be given at The Riverside
Studios in Hu miners in ith next
Wednesday at6pm . The lectu rer is

Frances Gray who has written on
Arden for Macmillan Press's new
series of books “Modern
Dramatists”. Macmillan has
organized a course of these lectures
at the Riverside to promote the
series; Llicy are given at fortnightly
intervals. Admission is free.

Emily Eden's Portraits of the Princes
and People nf India (1844) and the'
more modest but nevertheless charm-
ing efforts of Sir Charles D'Oyly at the
Binar Lithographic Press.

The central theme of this fascinat-

ing exhibition and its well-researched

catalogue is the visual impact of In-

dia on the discerning and sensitive

European. The Daniells, for inst-

ance, were particularly drawn by (he

unusual shape of large rocks and
boulders in the landscape. For

durhnr, excited crowds at Hindu and
Muslim festivals, dancing girls who
seduced the spectator “with amorous
songs and a palpitation or heaving of
the bosom 1

', a wandering fakir, the
ubiauitous banyan tree and the
[umbering elephant and, occasional-

,

ly, the disturbing spectacle of a saci.

Only natural history (which has its I

own distinct corpus of work) has
been omitted from this otherwise
wide-ranging exhibition which makes
one sadly aware of how much talent
has subsequently been inhibited or
diverted by the invention of photo-
graphy.

“The Art of the Garden in the
Party Nineteenth Ccmuiy” is the
title ul a one-day symposium to be held
at the University of Warwick on
Saturday Mav 1 5. The papers tobe
delivered include three oil the
innovatingkindscape gardener

,
Humphrey Repton( 1/52-1818).

i Fee for the symposium, which is
1 organized by the History of Art
Department, is £8.00.

Hodges the Taj Mahal “far surpassed

anything I ever beheld". Emily Eden
in her Tetters home enthused about
the picturesque scenery and people

Ivents
Continuing Exhibitions:

Until May 15. Seven Dials Gallery,

Earlham Street, London WC2. "St

Martin's Painters", an exhibition of

work by staff at St Martin's School

of Art.

Until May 19. Gallery, Goldsmiths*

College London. Robin Tnn-

ner: Drawings for Woodland Plants.

(On Wednesday May 12 there will be

a showing of a BBC film "The Work
of Robin and Heather Tanner".)

Until May 22. John Hansard Gal-

lery, University of Southampton.

"The Thirties and After: docu-

mentary photographs by Humphrey

Spender. ...
Until May 23. Asbroolenn

Museum, Oxford. “Sculptures of Our

Time", a selection of sculptures by

Oscar Nemon. Portrait busts of many

public figures, taken from lire.

Until May 27. The Gallery.

Brighton Polytechnic. The Eye of

the Storm, variations mstyleofBnt-

ish art of the First World War.

Related events include the showing

of three Ministry of lnformnUon

films of 1916-18: "The Battle of he

Somme", “Aircraft Manufacture

and "The Empire’s Shield .

Until May 28. Bloomsbury Gal-

lery, Bedford Way, London. Bert

Isaac: paintings, drawings and prints.

Until May 29. Art Gallery,

Huddersfield. Five Sculptures by
Anthony Caro.

New Exhibitions:

Mav 8 lo May 29. City Art Gal-

lery, Worcester. “Inner Wurlds”, an
Arts Council touring exhibition.

May 8 to May 31. Serpentine Gal-

lery, London. “India: the Living Arts".

May 8 to June 12. City Museum
and Art Gallery, Plymouth. The
Sculptures nf Degas.

May 9 to June 20. Museum of

Modern Art, Oxford. “Indin: Myth
and Reality." Two exhibitions:

“Gods of the Byways: wayside

shrines from Rajasthan and Madhya
Pradesh", and “Idols of the Screen:

Indian film posters from (he fifties In

May 8 to June 12. Art Gallery,

Derbv. "Paintings of the Warm
Soutfi: foreign painters in Italy in the

Seventeenth century."

the present".

Events:

Tonight and tomorrow. Gulbcnkian
Studio, Newcastle. Pip Simmons
Theatre Group in Can’t Sit Still.

Sunday May 9. Film Theatre, Uni-

versity (if Stirling. Federico Fellini's

City of Women (1980).

Ray Desmond

The author is deputy librarian at the
India Office Library. His book ''Vic-

torian India in Focus", has just been
published by HMSO Books.

Tuesday May 1 1 . Turner Sims
Concert Hall, University of South-
ampton. University Concert Society
presents Ralph Kirschbaum (cello)

and Peter Frank! (piano) in a pro-
gramme of J. S. Bach. Shostakovich
and Brahnis.

Wednesday Mav 12. 4. 15 nm.
Royal College of Art, London. Lec-
ture by Jacques Raneaswnmy on “The
Language of Classical Indian
Painting".

Wednesday May 12 to Saturday
May 15. Riverside Theatre, New Uni-
versity of Ulster. Shared Experience
present Schnitzler's La Ronde,
Thursday May 13. Museum ol

London. Showing of Anthony As-
quith’s 1928 film Underground, as
nan «F a series of films "Made in
Londim''.

Thursdny May 13. Church of St

James (lie Greater, Leicester, The
Alban Berg Quartet in a programme
of DvofAk. Beethoven and Barl6k.

Friday May 14. Axis Theatre,
Alsagcr Arts' Centre, Crewe and
Alsnger College. Robin Leighton-
Boyce (piano) in a programme in-

cluding Beethoven, Schumann and
Prokofiev.

Saturday Mny 15. 10 nm to 3 pm.
Whitworth Art Gallery, University of
Manchester. May Fair in aid of pic-
ture purchase fund.

f
From May 1 7 to 22, the University

Church of Christ the King, in

.
Gordon Square, London is to be the
centre of me University of London’s
Festival of the Sacred Arts. The
festival will include lunchtime and

(

evening choral and organ recitals,

alone with exhibitions of
bookbinding, calligraphy, flowers,
icons, painting, printing, stained

glass, sculpture and ecclesiastical

embroidery.
On May 19 Dr Kathleen Raine will

lecture on poetry at University College
(6pm). Alan Wilson, the director of
music, hascomposed a Mass of Regen-
eration, which will receive its premiere
on Ascension Day, May 20.

Further details of events from Mrs
Yvonne Craig, 27 Ridemount
Gardens. London WCIE 7AS.

Saturday May 15. The Great Hall,

University of Aston. Midland Youth
Orchestra with Joy Farrell (clarinet).

Saturday May 15. The Dome,
Brighton. Brighton Youth Orchestra
conducted by David Gray in a pro-
gramme of music about the sea, in-
cluding Henry Wood's Fantasia on
British Sea Songs. Part of the Brigh-
ton Festival.

Sunday M.iy 16. 3 nm. Riverside
Theatre, New University uf Ulster.
Cfciw of ’39. a play by Patrick Gal-
vin, directed by tlw Ulster poet
James Simmons.

Wednesday May 19 to Saturday
May 22. Studio. Crucible Theatre,
Sheffield. A IJute Like Drowning, a
play by Anthony Miitghella which
traces an Italian family living in Eng-
land through three generations.

Thursday Mny 20 to Saturday May
22. Arts Lab, University of Aston.
Light Years Ahmy, a new film by
Alain Tanner.
Thursday May 2tl. Hrettnn Halt

College of Higher Education. Music
of the German Baroque. Schmelzer,
Eiiber, Muffnt, Bach.

Friday May 21 and Saturday May 22.
Centre for the Arts, University of
Aslon. National Theatre Company in a
workshop presentation of Brecht’s
Caucasian Chalk Circle.
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BOOKS
Battle hymns of the republic

by P. M.. Williams

American Politics: the promise of
disharmony
by Samuel P. Huntington
Harvard University Press, £10.50
ISBN 0 674 03020 6

This is a spendidly wrongheaded
book, in which the course of Amer-
ican history is stretched on a massive
intellectual bed of Procrustes. The
writing crackles with epigram and
paradox, the argument is presented
with ingenuity and verve, the exag-
gerations abound with the provoca-
tive insights that stimulate fruitful

disagreement. It will annoy many
people and probably wholly convince
few. But it will, and should, be wide-
ly discussed.

Samuel Huntington’s central thesis
is a new variant on the old theme of
American cxceptionalism. The Un-
ited States, he claims, is an artificial

entity, in which national identity is
defined by adherence to the Amer-
ican Creed. It js comparable in its

dependence on ideological underpin-
nings to the Soviet Union, rather
than to the organic nations of West-
ern Europe where ideologies divide
the country and no “French Creed”
or "British Creed" can be conceived.
In contrast, virtually all Americans
retain a belief in the same set of
political ideals; liberty and equality,
democracy and the rule of law, gov-

i>y

among these principles, but when
forced to choose they give priority to
their suspicion of power and the
need to keep it under restraint. So
much is this the fundamental under-
lying conviction that the Founding
Fathers, with their deeply pessimistic
view of human nature, and their
optimistic successors, both drew from
their opposite premises the same
conclusion: governments should be

'

kept Weak . In Europe, where a
theory of th‘e state flourishes, 'ex-
tremists carry ..‘if to extremes,
preaching totalitarianisms

' of ' right
and left; In the United States, where
no such theory exists, extremists
carry its denial to extremes, in the
libertanan or communitarian strands
of anarchism which today find : no
echo in Europe.

people abruptly take it into their
heads to adopt the alternative drastic
solution to their intellectual predica-
ment: the effort to reshape their in-
stitutions in accordance with their
ideals. These phases occur about
every sixty years, and so far each has
been preceded by r religious revival-

ist movement; perhaps, when the im-
petus to seek individual salvation is

exhausted, people turn instead to the
equally thankless task of redeeming
their society.

It is a thankless task because it is

inherently impossible: no govern-
ment can function and still fulfil the
ideals of the American Creed. That
mattered less in an empty continent,
an agrarian society, and a hemi-
sphere safely detached from the quar-
rels of the Old World, BuL the con-
tradictions have become glaring to-
day, with 200 million people, a giant
industry organized on a huge scale,
and a threatening and turbulent
world in which the United Slates is

inextricably enmeshed. However
satisfactory the achievements of the
first two great reform phases, in Re-
volutionary and Jacksonian times,
their successors have accomplished
less good and more harm. The Prog-
ressives carried out changes which
often disappointed their own spon-
sors, and the most recent reforms of
the sixties and seventies have often
produced results which did not last
or turned out opposite to their inten-
tions. Their achievements, indeed,
have been essentially destructive: to
seek to tear down the existing struc-
tures of power - the presidency, the
party system, the national security
apparatus - but not to put fcny cohe-
rent substitute in their place. For no
such substitute could conform to the
principles of the American Creed.

Professor Huntington is a p
sive writer and a skilful debater,
ade"*

'

e\

ssor Huntington is a persua-
der and a skilful debater,

dept both at assembling a mass of
evidence and at turning contrary in-
dicators into ingeniously framed pa-
radoxes which . can '

he- claimed to
support m case, Yet his selection of
evidence looks remarkably arbitrary.
HP rHhrflWAriaan 1 U.a l_ _«

change in the relation of forces with-
in it.

The external institutional facade
remains . . . Yet major changes do
take place in the powers, func-
tions, interrelations, and consti-
tuencies of political institutions.
This is the way in which a new
balance is struck between the poli-

'

' 129)
1
.

sys^em and
;

society. (page

That quotation, surely,, could stand
as a beautifully precise and succinct

Thus the New Dcnl does not count
among the four periods because it

strengthened the presidency and the
party system, while the sixties and
seventies do count because they
weakened those institutions. How
then do the earlier periods meet the
same test? One of them produced, in
Andrew Jackson, the stroses

t presi-
dent for a generation and the first
architect of a lasting and effective
political party. Another culminntcd
in the administrations of Theodore
Roosevelt, the strongest president
since the Civil War, and of Woodrow
Wilson, whose early partisan domi-
nance in Congress has been matched
by few of his successors. So crcedul
passion periods can hardly be de-
fined by their ideological determina-
tion to weaken the power of govern-
ment.
Many other generalizations are

equally open to challenge. The cited
passage about the changing consti-
tuencies of political institutions is

part of an argument that in Europe
social forces, rising or declining, tend
to control "captive" institutions
which rise or decline with them. But
the consensual United States is diffe-
rent; it has no enfeebled House of
Lords, for all its institutions survive
and fill a different role, With diffe-
rent social allies, as the political
balance shifts and social forces
change. Yet does not France, in the
last few months, offer a striking ex-
ample of just that process? Again,
the ambivalence of American radic-
als, straddling the fence between
liberal and Marxist views, is treated
as something unique: as if the British
Labour Party were not conspicuously
showing itself “able to encompass
both those who are trying to improve
the system and those who are trying
to destroy it . . . Liberal’ reformer
and Marxist revolutionary can thus
blend together and cooperate in the

candidate, and five voters m
eight chose the most voefi^d ij
enemies of the crusadersT jS
Richard Nixon, triumphantWS
bottles against Congi.^JJj

.rent

811 easyv,Ctory a*l’ny^

The reality oF the laier yean isJ
misleadingly expressed by cilim. r£

E
aronoid siege mentality of a Whin
louse aide as it would be by dfa

the equally paranoid legend on tin

other side that Nixon was plamj*
to cancel the 1972 election. TowarJ
the end of the period, Conma
moved in to restrain president
powers, especially in world affsmt
and to investigate the conduct of fe f
intelligence agencies. Many of thou

professionally or emotionally »
gaged, like the author, in the acthi

ties of the national security apraraia

felt that this reaction went danw
ously far; and indeed the reader ga
the impression that the whole boot

was conceived and designed as s

result of Professor Hunting&Mi

alarm at these doings and the c»
sequences he foresaw from them.

[The narrative becomes increasing
^

polemical, as in his summary conten-

tion that "the erosion of authority

went on independently of the abuvji

of authority and was not primarily i

l

product of that abuse

Government must exist, however,
and can operate only by -practices of
hierarchy and subordination', secrecy
and -deception, inequality and arbit-
rariness, which' are inherently repug-
nant to the values celebrated by the
American. Creed. The institutions by
which -the country is 'kuled are and
must be constantly in violation of the
values which the citizens cherish,' so
that they live all the lime in a state
of "cognitive dissonance", an uncom-
fortable psychological' condition to,:

endure for long. One drasticway or
escape - to abandon the ideals - is

barred to them because it is 'only
adherence to the American Creed
that defines

.
the American identity

itself. Several, routes offer hopes of
temporary accommodation: forget-
ting the disparity i (complacency)

,

tolerating it (cynicfsip) or pretending
^“^sy). Mo« oT

sor Huntington is critical of the mor-
H.
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0"* * American"’fo^gn
creedaf passion as marked hv wid<>- n.n i «« a

I ’?w policy who, he suggests, have no
counterparts in Europe. Yet A. J. P.
Taylor’s British ‘‘troublemakers’’
were well aware of their affinity with
their American cousins; French pro-
testers at the war in Algeria behaved
very like American protesters nt the

nui
ln

T>Yietnam ; eyen ncross the
Knine, Bismarck once accused the

may have been in part a product _

the erosion of authority" (pages 212-

13). On the contrary, the “rash d

Presidency-curbing legislation" fife-

mized on pages 200 and 208-9) cant

in every case in direct response ti

the revelation of previous abuses.

These responses disturb' Huniiif

ton, who believes that like manyd

the domestic reforms, they will p»

duce effects contrary To the inta
1 lions of their authors. The power L

_,nh 7" r**-:—« •;* the government in Washington,**
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pra' inaintnins, may indeed constitute i
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.. (page 186); Similarly, like so — .«
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man^ patriotic conservatives, Profes-
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mittncnl to demonstrate the clear distinction hetraditional political, ideals, an attack seeks to establish The New Deal didon existing sources of power and indeed take on manv woects of a
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l PoliticaI c,ass conflict in som/regions of theparticipation and spread of political United States, but not to others®
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nt of new exactly the same was true of Bryan’sforms of communication through the cnmnaim ;« i one > « t?

media, and a climate of mqckr
*

and exposure. But these contiitloiS
l were often present at other times in
modetn American history. Most of
them; were effectively exploited by
Senator Joseph McCarthy, and all of
them were characteristic of the New

.
Deal- (The author would deny that
that Denod saw. any laaf&matU of t^'a»-5£3S!eCliia tore"

Clef av aLhamL lL ® . .

campaign in 1896 (and Bryan is in-
voked as a

.
typical Progressive when

it suits the author’s argument). The
Progressives succeeded in one of
their principal reforming alms by, in-
troducing direct election to the Sen-
ate and opening up that powerful
conservative bastion to the -pressures

2fJ!!?*£ °Pmi?n; their other prime

... r
- .T '« " uvvujvu UIV

critics of his foreign policy of behav-
ing in an unpatriotic, ideological,
moralizing manner unique to Oer-

. mans.
The historical generalizations lead

on to an analysis of the reform
period through which the author had

griped to redress their" own
political, weakness. Similarly tlie New

pra
-
Hce if not

brought the mam- conservative bas-
tion that confronted them - the Sri

stood when he inveighed against the
economic royalists’” and the “male-

factors of great wfealth"?) These fea-
tures,seem to characterize American
politics in all time? of political turbu-
lence; rather than the chosen four
periods jn particular. '

.

The. distinction, is ho less confused
ir the outcomes are examined Instead
of tye reform periods

- themselves, mg thTpowir
' uneasy at having to do- s=S»?£

^

the other vived
,

the war only verv nnrttaiN. .

ftuwiu — Lite jup
reme Cbuit - under sufficient pubnc

s for it permanently to change
i; but their efforts to redress
ice of forces by strengtheh-

R
reSsure

s wa
the'ba

it doe? not exfot (hypticrisy). Mojt oT tach the Hew Deal from the other vtmH
|t

^Jji!E
1 5^!?“t o^- pCopl9,iPne ®P“°^e8 with.'which iLis ;aswrfaicd

^
Abdve afl The>or Othif. of these, unexciting courses u" — , strove -an.- the d

lufftcicnt
' *

3B ' sufficient and (American politics
pursues its humdrum :way: a broad
consensus normally prevails, allowing

struggle of the poor against the rich.'

Yet all the well-known interpretative
paradigms foiled to explain now .the
low-level conflicts, ana incremental '

bargains cofne to be superseded
occasionally by. sudden, Violept'
dashes,, turning- on political rather

'

than economic and social causes, and

'

fought -out,, with the' Ipnssion of. a;

moral crusade in a manner, not' ex-1

!

perienced in other countries. -
'

i

TheSe “creedal passion periods”,,

as thq- author . infelidtously calls

them, occur with dramatic .sudden-

ness When the bulk of the American

bogs the question: fhai tfie Ndw l5cal rourraV^ hls^nSL^erri
,

ment- The
occurted .durihg .depression and the St&other movements during 'prosperity is oeriod mnk«

n
.'toforai

not evidence which p«fv«“rS' -

hc Sebs
tla difference; it merely shows that on:

.^foeSdty Jtifeunless; such:evidence: win ba found, a. to •
l'W.PW!®

genera lizhtidn about®
menOj brtaks down: More seriously;

"
Qe,flnniM>l1lM <hn M«u:n..l iJi..'

V

-j * aguinai au
0 and t*ie Seventies; charactc-

[i
zed

,f
y exposure, muckraking and

the dismantling of authority. The
tone is generally temperate - re-
markably so, perhaps, considering
the mbreprerentatiOn and vilification
to which Professor

, Huntington was
Wmself subjected by some American
moralizing radicals and their British

• But the account^is mis-
leadirigJy

;
sel6ctive. •

.

h-
roo ea/fy years of the period,

to the refor-mers success, iq ..making Progress re-
^fcpp|itiral ^uaHty, for

8
blacks.‘*£8* ^toarfo of the sub-

stantial (and,- despite some false con-

effortH toade to. eliminate
,
or foducc

,
poverty m the richest na-d

r>
e®rtb. As Jn the case of the

directed at socjal

E
otential threat to liberty at bo«

ut it is a protection for iiixitf

abroad, which is therefore the-

secure the more that power Is dira>

ished. Reacting agninst the wilw

exaggerations of those radicals ww

condemned their country as a
-

sp»

sor of all fascist and repressive, rrf

imes, lie argues vigorously In ^
concluding pages that the Bn*W

States has uscu Its international po*

er much more often than not, a«

more often than any other country*

on the side of democratic freedM®

and that as America has

weaker and last her leverage on

»

ullics and clients, the latter new rtf

ulnrly moved towards more rep^*

sion and not less. While there^ ‘

good deal of merit in his . h
case, he never recognizes thsti"'

specific Instrumentalities of: p^ |(

which he wishes to save from

mantling - such as the Pentagon

tlie CIA - may be precisely IW* ®

which his claims about their p"

behaviour are most coniestawe*^

liis predictions about their

conduct are least plausible... • ^
Professor Huntington h a, PgH,

intelligent man, and his v,eWS
'S5&

or wrong - are always conveyco »

a subtlety to which n bnefjr?1

^
cannot- do proper justice,

suasive vigour anil eleeance ij^v

a pleasure to r«d.

isfilial, the NewDea! cdflcen^
,
trated. on’. an ; ^Con6niic -Drogrammfe,
split the countiyVon class lines," anti-
led to a stronger presidency and an

1

exfancied’’ fatter than a' 'reformed

born out of the reaction

reaction to Vietnam end

.
and written in the years

tion under Jimmy Carter,

the analysifl'seemed bMUtifnitf^nj,

site. ' Unfortunately :

appears ih print when.anmp®,,^ •j
dent of the United States, fo*-^

different reasons; is

anxiety about the

lean iaeais and the fines$
i... : oinnnn her
ivoa luctiia huu mv .i«i^

help to explain Ronald

cess in evoking symbol* j.B

's ®'ffi¥BVwS
cess in evoking symw.» -ra^.s •

old echoes among
throws less light on the au „

ment which they'

be experiencing

P. M. Williams is a fellow
ol

College, Oxford. -
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geatest name in twentieth-century
Elizabethan studies, In explanation,
w

.

e ™ to [d that >* was Neale's de-
clared wish that it should be so: that
he should “not be associated by
name with work which he had not
had the opportunity to approve". If
so, his wishes have been carried out

The legacy

of Neale
The History of Parliament: the House

of Commons 1558-1603

by P. W. Hasler

HMSO, £95.00 (set of three

volumes)

ISBN 0 11 887501 9

The History of Parliament is not

quite what the title purports, consist-

ing as it does of an exhaustive biog-

raphical dictionary of members of
the House of Commons. The massive
volumes comprising the Elizabethan

section of this great enterprise, which
Mr Hasler has brought to fruition,

contain 2,688 biographical articles,

an immense accretion to our pro-
sopographical knowledge of the Eli-

zabethan age.

Some of the articles provide the

essenliol information about the par-

liamentary careers of such major
statesmen as the Cecils, Sir Christ-

opher Hatton and Sir Francis Wals-
ingham (who is not known to have
made a single significant intervention

in debate); others tell us virtually all

that can be known about numerous
men of obscurity. Biographically, the
greatest interest attaches to the mid-
dling figures of Elizabethan public
life such as Robert Beale, Laurence
Tomson and Richard Topcliffe
(Tomson and Topcliffe are here
chronicled by the late Professor Bin-
doff): and to the parliament men par
excellence, Thomas Norton and Wil-
liam Fleetwood.

'

The biographies are supported by
accounts of every constituency, and
by an introductory survey, complete
with numerous tables and appen-
dices. Much, of the information
analysed is. curious and inconsequen-
tial. Two MPs were poisoned by
their wives, six were executed, one
fought in the Civil War and another
lived to the ripe old age 'of 106. But
it is worth knowing that the percen-
tage of MPs who were landowning
country gentlemen (45 per cent) was
nearly constant from 1559 to 1601;
and that the proportion with uni-
versity .experience trebled in the
same period.

.
Computers are good at this sort of

thing and it would be reasonable to
suppose that computers have per-
formed much of the work, suitably
ted and prompted. But the keel of
this great ship was laid as long ago as

almost before the computer
r ^ invented. In the ordinary way I

snould not act as a reviewer on this

?,
ccasi°n

i since I appear as the au-
jnor of one of the biographies: an
^ount of the Northamptonshire

fi.i f
m
j
n Peor8e Carleton, a force-

mi ten drainer and puritan agitator,
out it was in 1954 or 1955 that I
contributed that piece, which now
appears substantially unaltered, both

ea
f!‘«t and the latest of my

' PSlcat
i
ons - Th,s tiny part in the

<^
a
ii*°

hen
?
e I share with 41 other

who sjs research assistants
J
!!® facts in all the great

rw*^ j
Bn
£ took] archives, and pre-

'{KmiiS™?* 8nd more finished ver-

biographies and consti-

tmS accounts. Among the initials
:

;

low great frequency be-

mav
articles, two in particular

• thrv
toore recognition than

• SiSSf given' iq the general

Gflhriii landing for Richard

NorSffeL® NjM.F., representing

tined
h
£u

th
ds

tl'
w
fe-

w
?f

id
?
n_

for
tho Elizabethan section

‘ mueHf hJra? :

1Kb “^r todeed, for

ibe
;reader ^who is t'easqn-

withjElizabethan fiis-

• its
biosr conspicuous by

Pro&^ii* *!“ °f Sir !John Neile. .

^(oale Was editor- of this

‘ for
lbe History of Parliament

a HirtiftSIli i18 inception until

'.Ws death; Yet his
' Pag?S '"0! appcar

Sn thB ritle-

-^E m » fo/rtiliar initials

only once, below an

lSKK?f
!VBn*o«i (in effect), of his

Othep^f?
0^ ?n ,

Pefor Wentworth.

to the letter, and perhaps a little

beyond it. References to his pub-
lished work are few, even when
much of the argument of The Eli-
zabethan House of Commons (1949)
is recapitulated, whereas room is

found for a long quotation on the
Elizabethan parliaments by the late
Sir Lewis Namier. The fact that
Neale discovered much original
material for the history of these par-
liaments is nowhere acknowledged.
Instead we are referred to “Miss
Helen Miller’s edited transcripts” of
these documents, a reference which
gives credit where credit is due, but
which is insufficient. (Nor is the pub-
lication of the diaries and speeches
of the early parliaments in the first

volume of Dr T. E. Hartley's Pro-
ceedings in the Parliaments of Eli-
zabeth I [19811 referred to or even
anticipated.) And in a misleading
account of the way the enterprise
used to be run, Dr Edward Miller,
chairman of the editorial board,
alleges that Neale, unlike other sec-
tion editors, was not involved with

his assistants in the active, daily
threshing out of problems. Veterans
of the 1950s know otherwise. It is as
if the visitor to St Paul’s in search of
Sir Christopher Wren should be told
to look around elsewhere for his
monument. One is left regretting the
loss of Sir John Neale s personal
stamp and of his impeccable English
prose style, particularly from the in-
troductory matter.

Nevertheless, in the implied histor-
ical judgments of the work, the
Nealeian legacy is still very apparent
and, it must be said, a little dated.
The famous puritan “choir” is still in
good heart and voice, its business
“opposition”, and as early as 1559.
One kind of monument to Neale is a
whoje appendix devoted to those
Marian exiles who sat in Parliament,
although its conclusion is that the
more significant exiles were not

E
uritans but Itaiianate politiques.
lowever, it is fitting that a work

conceived and largely executed in (he
fifties and sixties shouEd bear the
features of those decades rather than
of more recent "revisionism”.

A

Patrick Colllnson

Patrick Collinson is professor of his-

tory in the University of Kent at Can-
terbury.

Victorian

heroines
Florence Nightingale: reputation and
power
by F. B. Smith
Croom Helm, £12.95

ISBN 0 7099 2314 7

Josephine Butler, Octavia Hill,

Florence Nightingale: three Victorian

women who changed their world
by Nancy Boyd
Macmillan, £15.00

ISBN Q 333 30057 2

F. B. Smith . has
.
produced a new

study of Florence Nightingale,: based
upon a dose re-examination of the

itingale Papers, as well as manu-

looks at particular episodes through-
out her career. In the process her
relationships with some significant in-

dividuals are reassessed, and both
the scale and the nature of her con-

tribution in the Crimea and to social

reform
k are reappraised. In particular

It is argued that her interest in nurs-

ing was very much less than both her
contemporaries and her biographers

have believed, and that it is on her

achievements as a sanitary reformer

that her ultimate reputation must
rest.

There is no doubt at all that this

clever and scholarly study adds a

new dimension to our understanding

of Florence Nightingale. It will, I am
sure, become essential reading for

anyone interested in either, the

woman or her work. Yet it would, I

think,, be a mistake to see the por-

trait presented here as giving ail the'

truth about • this extraordinary

wbman. It is a magnificently drawn
picture of her lust for authority,. her

desperate need for. power, her. urn

scrupulousness,, which led her to use

and discard anybody and everybody
that came to her hand, arid above all

her deceitfulness, which emeraed not

only in her evasions and half-truths

but even in claims which were {ittle

short of fiction.

Certainly the author demonstrates-

time' and time again that she could

be and often was all of these things.

Yet there was another side of her,

and it is this that is Underestimated

in this otherwise excellent study. Her

religions attitudes, for example, are

described' a? no mdre than “iiistifica-

.

tory exercises" but this dismissive

view of her religious experience fails-

to do justice to the extent to which

she yearned' for a great moral reuse

to which she could devote her. Jife.;

Only by accepting the Contradictions

;

and the ambivalence in her personal-

ity, her motivations, and her attitude

to others^ can. one understand her

tortures of self-doubt, her self-depre-

elation and her consciousness of' her

guilt as well as her. egotism and lust •

Similarly, by' treating her wptingsi

on the family as no more than justi-

fications for her criticisms of her own
family, he fails completely to
appreciate the nature of her own
feminism, which had little to do with
suffrage, but everything to do with
the emancipation of women from
subordination to the family. Moreov-
er, by presenting her parents as
essentially supportive he places her
rebellion almost completely in the
realm of psychopathology. Finally,
there is little discussion ot the proD-
lems she faced as a woman in

man’s world and the extent to which
her tactics of intrigue, and especially
the manipulation of others, were a
product of her need, as a woman, to
do most of her work indirectly.

Interestingly enough, the book by
Nancy Boyd is at its strongest pre-
cisely where F. B. Smith is weakest.
Not intending to provide new mate-
rial on any ot the three women with
which it deals, it is essentially a work
of interpretation.

.
Indeed their

1

lives,

and the causes for which they work-
ed, are treated briefly arid fairly con
ventionally. What Interests the au>

thor, in feet, is the interplay between
their religious beliefs and both, their

personal and public ' lives.. ' Un
doubtedly this works best in the case

of Josephine Butler. Facing frj

adolescence the problem of reconcil

ing God’s omnipotence with the ex-
istence of evil, she sought’ through-
out her life to solve this dilemma.
Prostitution epitomized for her the

suffering of the innocent and she
tried, through her work in this cause

to understand both the :existence of

evil as a means to salvation, and
suffering as a means to redemption.

The case of Octavia Hill is less clear

cut, perhaps, because there was less

unity between her religiou? beliefs

and her life and work, and - also

E
erhaps because, in spite of her be-

ef that her work was also God’s
work, she was a less intensely reli-

gious woman, i.

Unlike F. B. Smith, Neatly Boyd
takes seriously Florence Nightingale’s

religious beliefs while felly recogniz-

ing their intellectual weaknesses, ln

spite of her rejection of -most rell-

gious dogmas; and her indifference

to religious practices, it js Nancy
Boyd’s view that she was genuinely

motivated by her belief that she had
been "called” and that this provided

much of the drive for. her ceaseless

activity, and indeed the ruthlessitess

With which she pursued her alms

Above all. she believed in progress

towards a Divine Plan which, took no
account of personal needs, t- • .

The author concludes that the con-

tributions - of these three, Victorian

“heroines’* grew put of their Christ-

ian and humanistic assumptions. She
Underlines the extent to which a reli-

gious belief in women’s duty was
able to :draw women out of' their

homes in order to serve not simply

their own family but the whole fami-

ly of mari-

Olive Banks

Olive Banks is’prdfessor of sociology

Ot the Univerity of Leicester.

ATHLONE
1982 TITLES

The Transport Contractors of Rye:
John Jempson & Son
A Chapter In the History of British Road
Haulage
THEOBARKER
The success-stoiy oi a typical British business,
family-run. Independent, locally-based and
resourceful. Although an individual company
story, it exemplifies aspects of industry in the
country at large. Theo Barker is Professor of
Economic History In the University of London.
£7.95 illustrated

The Individual and His Times
A Selection of the Poetry of Roy Fuller
ROYFULLER, ed. V. J. Lee
Draws on the entire body of Roy Fuller's published work—some ol
the poems appear in book form for the first time. Indudes an

'

important Introductory essay by Fuller himself.
PB only £2.25

Women In the House
ELIZABETH VALLANCE
Now in paperback. ’.

. . an astute analysis of the problems facing would-be
women MPs.’ Shlrtay Summenklll The Listener PBE4.95

From Locke to Sauseure
Essays on tbe^udy of Language and Intellectual History

’Hans Aarslelf is eminent among the scholars who have made themselves
‘ expert In a period of Intel lectuofhi story that has a vitally important bearing
upon linguistic studies today.' Randolph Quirk £13.00

Ibsen: The Open Vision
JOHNS. CHAMBERLAIN

.

It of Ibsen' s work comes from his 'constant
Ide definiteanswers to the moral issues raised In

fI5.00

openness'—his refusal to pr
and by ihe plays.

:. GRIDLEY
the previously untold story of Robert and Elizabeth Browning's lifelong
in France and shows that France was the country wllh which they fell

Unity. AftflO

The Brownings and France
A Chronicle with Commentary
ROYE GRIDLEY
Relates the
interest in F

most affinity.

The Elizabethan Pamphleteers
Popular Moralistic Prose Pamphlets 1580-1640
SANDRA CLARK
Tolstoy on Education
Tolstoy s educational writings 1861-62
ed. ALAN PINCH& MICHAELARMSTRONG

£18.00 Muslrated

£18.00

Shakespeare and the Story
Aspects of Creation , .. . .

JOANREES
Nowin paperback. '. . . an unusual, timely, and most welcome contribution to
the understanding and appreciation oi Shakespeare's way of going to work.'
Renaissance Quarterly PB £6.95

The Need for Interpretation
Contemporary Conceptions of the Philosopher's Task
ad. SOLLACEMITCHELL & MICHAEL ROSEN
.Essays from theyoungergeneraHon of philosophers, emerging from work with
Charles Taylor, wtfio himself cctnWbu ies a major eS$6i/f

_
_

_
£14,00.

Empirical Inquiry '

NICHOLASRESCHER

.

'
'.

.
' The process of empirical inquiry—hotv h operates and hovVwe are toview the .

fhdtb of this inquiry • £15.00 .

Catalogue of the Goldsmiths' Library of Economic Literature. -

Volume III -
ed. MARGARETCANNEY, JOANM. GIBBS&FOWANWATSON f

’

: c. £60.00 •
'

Institute pfLatin American Studies Monographs

11. Latin America and the Second WorldWarVolume Two: .

1942-1946 :

R. A HUMPHREYS c £18,00.

London School ofEconomics Monographs on Soda/Anthropology

55. Forest Traders
A Socio-Economic Study of the Hill Pandaram
BRIANMORRIS £1800 Wustmted

56. Communication, Social. Structure and Development in
•

Rural Malaysia
WILLIAM D. WILDER c.£1800 illusbaied

.

1981 MA JOR SUCCESSES
TheMammal lan Radiations J

<

An Analysis of Trrinds in Evolution, Adaptation, arid Behaviour
JOHN r. EfSENBERG

.

•
•*

'

'...will become a standard work of reference... a wonderful source of data
'

... . (he sludy of mammals will not be the same again.' Johnh^jmard
:
SmUh

London Review ofBooks illustrated

Norse Poems
to H. AUDEN& PAUL B. TAYLOR

.

*

ThU Is a book to keep arid write In the margins of tillyou die.’ T. A ShlL^
The AthhneHistory oi.MusjcbfBritain . ,

The Romantic Age 1800-1914-
tiff. NICHOLAS tEMPERLEY- -‘

.

A .. . a mine ofinleiestihg information . . .an Invaluable work of reference.*
'•

BookChctce .
.

-
. .

£45,00

An Introduction to Greek Sculpture.

ktilve . . ; rtgh ('up -to-date,
1

Sunday Times
<

. / ; : WEI5.00/ PBE5.95 Illustrated

<1)1.
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BOOKS
Bills of

health
The Strategy of Equality;

redistribution and the social services

by Julian Le Grand
Allen & Unwin, £12.50 and £4.95

ISBN 0 04 336074 2 and 336075 0

Julian Le Grand’s thesis is that most
expenditure on the social services in

Britain is distributed in a manner
that broadly favours the higher social

groups, whether higher is defined in

terms of income or occupation.
As Le Grand shows, it has for

years been part of the conventional
wisdom that public spending on the
social services favours the poor.
(Consider the current arguments
against cuts in social services expend-
iture.) Lc Grand finds this conven-
tional wisdom being accepted as
truth by Marxists and by Sir Keith
Joseph; but its real stronghold is the
left-of-centre tradition of Tawney,
Crosland and Galbraith - the tradi-

tion of seeing increased public spend-
ing as a route to social equality. This
“strategy of equality", Le Grand
argues, has failed.

Most of Le Grand’s book is de-
voted to a review of evidence
Bothered by many social scientists

(including Le Grand himself) in four
areas of social policy: health care,
education, housing and transport. In
all four, he argues, public spending
tends to favour, the higher social
groups. Illness for illness, the profes-
sional classes consume 40 per cent
more services from the NHS than
unskilled manual workers do; child
for child, they consume 50 per cent
more services from the state educa-

,

tion system; and so on. Most experts
on social policy will be familiar with
a lot of this material, but Le Grand
docs an excellent Job of bringing it

all together and - without overeim-
pjifcrfog- making it comprehensible
and interesting to the general reader.
His conclusion is brave: if we want
to redistribute resources in favour of
the poor we should not increase pub-
lic spending; we should redistribute
money income and wealth.
Le Grand presents his case very

fairly. But, though he rarely commits
a foul, he displays some deft foot-
work. HIb thesis concerns expenditure
on the social services: he says’ no-
thing about the distribution of the
taxes that finance this expenditure.*
And he makes the most of the ambi-
guities inherent in the concept of
expenditure. .For example, the abs-
ence of a tax. on the rental value of
owner-occupied houses counts as a
"tax expenditure,”. This is a tax that
could exist but doesn’t; it is .cfedited
with a shadowy revenue; all of which
is immediately reftmded to (he

notional taxpayers as an equally shad-

owy form of public expenditure. Le
Grand never explains how he
chooses which of the infinity of non-

existent taxes to treat in this way.
He makes great play of the evi-

dence that shows, very clearly, that

the lower social groups have more
illnesses and die younger. Although
all classes have become healthier

since the 1930s, the distribution of

health has not become any more
equal. Similarly, the sons of manual
workers are much less likely to join

the professional classes than the sons

of professional workers; and the ex-

tent of such social mobility has not

increased in the last fifty years.

Quite fairly, Le Grand concludes
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that the coming of the welfare state

has not reduced inequalities in these

areas. But he wants to say more -

that these inequalities are the pro-

duct of Income inequalities. (Other-

wise, his case for redistributing

money income would be en-

dangered.) Here some of his argu-

ments look shaky. For example, un-

skilled manual workers are twice as

likely to smoke as professional work-
ers, which must help to account for

the higher mortality of the former.

Le Grand accepts this, but claims
(without argument or evidence) that

manual workers would smoke less if

they earned more. This seems very
questionable. Le Grand shows (in

another connexion) that inequalities

in relative earnings between classes

have been diminishing steadily in the
last fifty years. Yet, if Le Grand is

right, this has not produced greater
social mobility or greater equality in

the distribution of health, which
rather casts doubt on the argument
that further redistribution of money
income would do the trick.

All this said. The Strategy of
Equality is h most useful, interesting

and provocative book. Anyone who
wants to discuss social policy would
do well to read it.

Robert Sugden

Robert Sugden Is reader in economies
at the University of Newcastle.

The urban
poor
A Third World Proletariat?

by Peter Lloyd

Allen & Unwin, £8.95 and 0.95
ISBN 0 04 301140 3 and 301141

1

more is made of his approach to the appearance of a democrat icnlly
social phenomena through an under- derived consensus in order to legiti-
standing of people’s perceptions of mate greater state control over edu-
their situations and the meanings the cational policy”. One of the things
latter have for them - an approach that School Accountability makes
no doubt congenial to the author as clear is that accountability is simply a
a social anthropologist. Overwhel- cult word for fundamental and
mingly, though, they are questions perennial questions about the nature
about Marxist concepts. Are the of professionalism and the balance of

Life in third world cities presents a
bewildering diversity. Workers in

large-scale enterprises, many of them
foreign-owned, may not be very well
paid out may enjoy such favourable
working conditions, security, and
fringe benefits as to make them argu-
ably an "aristocracy of labour” com-
pared with those in the harsher and
less secure employment of local

businesses. The state and public en-
terprises employ large numbers at

every level from well-paid executives
to unskilled workers at minimum
wages which the state, as custodian
of taxpayers’ money, has an interest
in keeping low. As many as half the
total urban population Ore engaged
in the "informal sector” as artisans,
self-employed, retailers, hawkers,
domestic servants, and in activities

involving dubious legality ("minding”
parked vehicles) or degradation
(picking over rubbish in the municip-

People and money circulate among
these urban Sectors, *’ and between
therii and the! countryside,’; Many
people live in cramped arid Insanitary
conditions, yet most aspire to a de-
cent, law-abiding life for themselves
and their children. They respond to
their situation as often with hope as
with despair;

,
they seek to better

their lot as often through individual
action, personal ambition, thrift, and
self-help as through, collective action;
and the collectivities . through which
they work are as often kinship net-
works,

,
neighbourhoods, and ethnic

associations os trade unions. .

' Professor Lloyd has : already writ-'

ten vividly and well about this world
in his Slums of Hope? (1979). In this
new, much shorter ‘book, he addres-'
Sea questions about the applicability:
of concepts. Weber's class analysis fs'

mentioned at the outset, but nqti
made much .use of, though rather.

urban poor a proletariat, a proto-
proletariat, a lumpenproletanat, a
petite bourgeoisie? How applicable
are the concepts of class, class strug-
gle, false consciousness, exploitation,
and the state as agent of bourgeois
capitalism?

In the central chapters, Lloyd sets

schools, the com-
the educational

power between
munity and
bureaucracy.

The 16 papers in this book deal
with a variety of “practical" and
“theoretical" themes which emerged
during case studies of the accounta-
bility relationships of six different

fflJffTS
-

Topics “coveredon field studies, of economic life and include tenrhers 1 nprcnpriivpc nn
of

.
’ociaL groupings in third world 3K£ n

“
.. „ , ^ in third world

cities. The material is admirably
summarized, and it is in these clear,
concise outlines that the main value
of the book lies. But after chapter
three has shown how far the tacts
about economic life would have to
be wrenched out of true to make
them fit the Marxist categories, and
chapter four how totally incompati-
ble the observations about social
groups are with the latter, it is puz-
zling to find that the whole apparatus
of thought Is still retained in chapter
five, where there appear such bald
generalizations as 'The capitalist en-
terprise necessarily creates a situa-
tion of conflict”.

their accountability within the school
and their relationships with various
external agencies such as parents and
advisers; the expectations held by
parents of the school; and the rela-
tionship between schools and em-
ployers. Although the topics them-
selves have a coherence, the way ln‘
which they are discussed shows a
considerable variation.

Collections of papers are invari-
ably difficult to review because of
their variations in focus ond stan-
dard. Equally, they are difficult to
put together. There Is more than a
suspicion in this volume that in pur-
suing a “grounded theory” approach
in which issues were allowed to Idcn-It is. perhaps, a sad reflection of ,u IUv li-

the state of social science in. Britain , “ft themselves in the data, issues

today, that it
, should . be thought £hlch have^ubSequently been writ-~

write a book in. such
"n “**— **•“

today
necessary,

terms.

J. E. Goldthorpe
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This book (s an open challenging invitation to ‘Elnsteln-

. Ians' r particularly so to persons like, Professor A. I. Miller,

of USA who (n his recent book ‘Albert Elnstelh's .Ttiebry of.'

Special Relativity- (Addlsori'Wesfey, 1 88.1] hea^darf
taken 1 to apotheosize Einstein; whose workIf notan^ipK’
straight plagiarism. Is definitely -'A &1G HOWLER': Irite^ted*

with Infidelities. The Transformation Maze'; Is
;
another

rme oniy yaua alternative;
.. # \ r.;..
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through your bookseller or the authora;. ' $
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Wn up by five different authors', the
book lacks an overall coherence and
the authors are unable to follow
through satisfactorily some of the
very Interesting ideas rnlsed in the
different sections.

One of these ideas is Elliott’s dis-
tinction between “giving nn account”
as a perceived professional responsi-
bility and “being called to account”
by bureaucratic superiors. It is sug-
gested that the flr$t sort of accounta-
bility works best when there is per-
sonal contact between the different
groups involved and when value con-
sensus in society Is sufficiently
powerful that teachers’ traditional
professional responsibility and hence

i

autonomy, to determine educational
activities, is not questioned. The
book argues that when there is
disagreement about educational
priprities within society, it is neces-
sary for the bureaticratie hierarchy of
local and central government to con-

Put to the

ballot
I low Voters Decide: a longitudinal

study of political altitudes andkhIm
extending over fifteen years

byllllileT. IIInimohvelt,etal

Academic Press, £6.80

ISBN 0 12 348952 0

Dr Himmelweii and her colleagjirf

new study is a challenge tosomeoftbe
most important and widely held beliefs

about how British voters make their

decisions. Once social science rc.

search displaced traditional ideas ab-

out voting choice as an exercise In

detached rut tonality, it became normal

to view voting as a largely non-political

net.

The simplest model was that

occupational class produced a party

loyalty. Butler and Stokes's researa

from 1963 to 1970 suggested a subtler

version, with intergeneraliona! inheri-

tance an important element! people

voted not so much for the party of their

class but for their grandfathers' pant.

But even in the 1960s such determinis-

tic patterns were breaking down. The

new research is a major impetus to the

view of voters as volatile and active

rather than stable and passive. If tte

thesis is accepted politicians will warn

to change the way they ppurt voters.

Hie effects would enlighten and in-

vigorate British public debate.

On the basis of a study of a smd

number of voters' reactions to politics

over 15 years - the first (ongitudrau

study we have - Himmelweii and bet

colleagues argue that the British win

is more sophisticated, more know-

ledgeable and more issue-orientated

than previously believed. The study

i

baseu on the responses of a final

sample of 178 males, all initially Lot-

don schoolboys, now approaching mid-

dle age. The evidence thus derived

h

carefully reanalyscd in the light tj

results obtained by others from much

larger and more representative sam-

ples. Hlmmclwcil's voters are
;

mo«

sophisticated than most of the people I

meet from day to day. And although

one cannot compare a systema tic stud;

of this kind with one’s offhand impress-

ions, the difference is so strong as'io

rnisc some doubts about accepting H.

Himmelweii discovered
.
thaM

voter’s early socialization and

experiences certainly affected his sw,

though to n decreasing extent, ana noi .;i

directly. For example. Conserving I

voters tended to ncuulrc n more

thoritanian view of individual
J

hflviour as children tlinn LabourVW”
who acquired greater tolerance-

socialization affects voting becausein

affects how voters appraise to®P?,f-L

policies. The distinctiveness of nj

study lies in the weight It attaches ?

voters' altitudes to party polia**^-

As the authors put it, voting is^
shopping. The voter chooses a,

much as a shopper chooses goods ?:

choice depends not so much on “r

nnnlroninn a e An fhp rnfifflfltS

BOOKS
Towers

of words

4— • ;~’p tt guvcrnnieni to con-:

'.In. the late 197%, 'the concept of J2 “nools nwre closely,
, When this

accountability enjoyed, a brief prom- 7,
88 ,l is ^PPenlng at the

.Happened the last time he —
these goods. It is the fit ^
voter's rtnlirai oreferenCOS •

fj111® “ teachers f&ef less
accountable to each other and client
groups and more to their immediate
superiors. The implications of this"

w FUU1IC W rea* for the
, traditional

‘

misgiving which gave rise to the so- organizational ab-

;

called -Great De^teH has been re- provision m'
p aced byitho iriiiA.- more;rOaT ago-

^n8*ahd kncf Wales profound.
‘

;nios. of cuts; arid unemoldyment , ear-
1

X would, take issue however with
nest, academic: diHcuiMinn«'iitv,Af' -iiuj.'. ... ®Y®r> Y”th

jqence. Hindsight has shown tnis to
have been yet another of the passing
passions whlcb bedevil the education-
al: world, >:

• Now that the. climate of public

igofaccbun
mmIS®SsS

clTTiTT'L
lcuu to .oe- oasis • ot accouqtabilitv is nl«n
rolevdnto • hWy to lew to greater contra? in

ange l*- 'But the' classroom. The evidence ofsuS,

packaging as on the contents Jig
,

poods and the vqteris

wfln.j

T policy preferenWs

parties' preferences which

If this is true and gopwMJJLi i

number of implications. Vpref-JJJ.;

chantment, particularly Labour
w

^
disenchantment with th«

n y-
their previous “purchaKS^'^i i

the $fo in 19&84:
attractive and distinctive «t

may be necessary when tww F
alone in the polling booth.

.
Labour ana Conseiyative 1

fipve substantial but decKiung,. :

voirs.of support.

competition they would ’

,

reassure (hpir supporters

on which they.canreas^W^n^o-
deliver in the coming^arli

J|3 *«oii
;

j

melweit gives them powerfui^j^of
, |

be less.cynfoal and more

about bow they writ6 -

fulfil their policies. ’
uclini*'^

How Voters Decfee aUO j
tipns for how we conduct vaiu^ '.’

j
voters’ attitude*, so it mayb6 ^ ;r]
to political scientists foM -
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In Defence or (he Imagination: the

Charles Eliot Norton lectures 1979-80
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Dame Helen Gardner’s book is a'

very personal defence of “the

humanist belief in the value of a

study of literature as the core of a

liberal education”.

: For Dame Helen literature

Is as basic a need as eating

and drinking: it is a liberator, a

corrector of human perspective,

offering an escape from the limita-

tions or self and a wider life beyond
the prison of personality. She is dis-

tressed, therefore, to find in much
contemporary criticism a loss of con-

fidence in the value of the literary

experience, a lack of respect ana
reverence for the text, an indiffer-

ence to the intentions of the author,

end a disregard of the assumptions of
the period which produced a given

work. The reader has replaced the
author at the centre of the picture,

and the text is handed to him to

-interpret in any way he likes. Dame
- Helen attributes this rejection of tra-

,

ditional literary values to the new
critical assumptions of structuralism
or post-structuralism; but she is more
concerned with the symptoms than
(he sources of. the disease, and she

|
;could, f think, have made an even
rstronger defence of her own beliefs if

*be nad spelt out more fully the
Lnature and logic of the' opposition.

T. Structuralism is a notoriously elu-
Wve term. As far as I can see, it

fc

'tisurnes that the only knpwledge we
have is subjective, and even that

-yeuds upon the avhJlability of tan-
/rqp to raise it to the level of
consciousness. In the beginning was
Jo word, the “sign”. And since the
graatkm of word and meaning is

ytjitfary,. depending 0n the conven-
•1° r

)

s a particular language and
wciety rather than on an ansolute

LTOrrespondence of word to thing, our

KIJSSl®
“Parity to experience is dic-

vtited by the accidents of our lan-

speaks us rather than we
the author is controlled by

JJ?
1 in control of his medium,

erature cannot be mimetic under

(if£u
COn

.

1 ll
.

dea,B not w'th
lecHve realities but verbal struc-

S-W toe appearance of reality

by a nineteenth-century

gSS*' wttmple, is an illusion

ernhStfS °*?y bel ‘eved in because it

SSfc ?e
-

flccepted beliefs of the

tthbourJk
rea,I

fy
an5* 80 reassures

live in

t

’rS
e °* toe world we

’theraftL, •
friction of the critic,

ts to analyse the verbal

! techniques through

, .T Elusion 6f reality may be

Daroe tifcu*
‘ Pfpeedure which, as

emDbaiwSSi P0^15
- °ut> tends to

T6inffiion^hX5
at .^ , :work8 have In

tpffi
1 than what is unique

criteria of value
to Hfr can have no

and the. final judgment

impost

>hlch

sweated

- --. Structuralist
-have pushed

Marxist

this , a

Shakespearean theatre. Drama by its

very nature is especially amenable to
reinterpretation, and the modern
“director’s theatre” is probably tak-
ing advantage of the new permissive-
ness to do something different rather
than consciously exploiting structur-
alist principles. Dame- Helen takes as
her main example John Barton’s pro-
duction of Richard II which, by
means of a little manipulation,
turned the play into a schematic
statement of the Renaissance doc-
trine of the king’s two natures. This
was new and stimulating; but most
would agree that it was a long way
from Shakespeare, and that the new
play Was less interesting than the
old. She takes as her next example
Stanley Fish’s account of reading a
text in his widely-read book Self-

Consuming Artefacts. Professor Fish
admits that he prefers "dialectical”
statements - those which raise

doubts and questions in the mind of
the reader - to "rhetorical” ones
which simply affirm, and he gratifies

this preference by bringing linguistic

disciplines to the study of literary

verbal structures. In reading, he
argues, we must consider what a
sentence does as well as what it says.

Every sentence in its beginning sug-

gests several possible lines of de-
velopment and only commits itself to

one at the completion of its state-

ment; and the alert reader, as he
follows it through, carries along with
him the memory of the unfulfilled

alternatives which can make such
works as Bacon’s Essays or The Pil-

grim’s Progress mean the opposite of
what they appear to say. Dame
Helen questions whether we ever

read literature in the way Professor

Fish suggests, and she refutes conclu-

sively his interpretations of Donne’s
funeral sermon and Herbert's poem.
The Flower, by showing that they

depend on ignoring the context of

particular sentences and at times

even misquoting the text.

She is in deeper waters, however,
when she moves on to discuss Profes-

sor Kermode’s structuralist analysts

of the Gospels in his Genesis of
Secrecy. Beginning with the Gospel
according to, St Mark, he argues

quietly and persuasively that the sub-

sequent additions and modifications

of the later Gospels are based not on
the facts of history or revelation but

on the mind's endeavours to impose
order, logic and coherence on what
is basically a mysteriously incomplete

assembly of statements. The conclu-

sion of this moving and melancholy

book is that we can know nothing- of

reality: meaning and truth are never

the same. Such profound solipsism is

not to be answered by Dame Helen’s

arguments that the church has always

insisted on the actuality of the literal

as well as the spiritual senses of the

scriptures, or that Professor Ker-

moae makes no distinction between

the modek of historical and fictional

narrative. For him there is no ulti-

mate distinction: all are structures of

words which correspond to no external

reality which we can know. We are

up against the eternal problem of

subjective find objective, and the

only answer is that of Dr Johnson to

Berkeley when he Wcted the stone,

“I refute it thus". Such an answer

rests ori assumptions as valid as those

upon which sblipsisra is ’founded, for

they are the practical assumptions of

our everyday life, that things exist

outside ua, that words denote theta

arid- that we can Know them. If

objective reality is an illusion, it is,

as AldouS Huxley once observed, a

remarkably enduring one, and its'

acceptance Is necessary to the act of

living whatever lode may say to the

contrary. Dime Helen makes the

point on several occasions that be-

cause we • cannot know the '.whole

ary criticism is only a secondary art.
One hears the repeated assertion
that the new criticism is not “parasi-
tic” upon literature, that it scorns
the “tyranny of the author”, that it

is really "creative misinterpretation".
In her lucid little book, Critical Prac-
tice. for example, Catherine Belsey
presents the critic as the true creator
and myth-maker who works on the
raw materials of the literary text,
exporing its deficiencies and liberat-
ing it so that the reader may turn it

into his own work of art. The critic

and not the poet is the true if not
always acknowledged legislator of
mankind. This is heady stuff; but
since such criticism shows ' so little

concern for the text itself, one won-
ders why the critics bother to use
established texts at all and do not
simply create their own. The reason
is perhaps evident if we compare
Poe’s story, The Purloined Letter,

with the staggeringly ingenious mix-
ture of Saussure, Freud and old-style
allegory which Lacan reads into it in
his “radical reinterpretation", quoted
with approval by Catherine Belsey.
The resulting artefact is certainly not
a work of art, and the readers for
whom such a liberation of the text is

Intended must be a few very special-
ist academics. Perhaps the trouble is

that many of the post-structuralist

critics are in fact artists manquis.

Maurice Evans

Maurice Evans was until recently pro-
fessor of English at the University of
Exeter.
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according to William James's
Varieties of Religious Experience -
with a final piece of advice from the

opinionated Wells on How to Live
on Twenty-Four Hours a Day.

In the ’ following chapters the six

novelists are discussed separately,
the emphasis falling on the shape of
their Edwardian careers. Sometimes
the chronological novel-by-novel
treatment becomes a little dogged
and though there is frequent refer-

ence to common motifs and ideas
one experiences at times a lack of
focus which prevents the author
sharpening some of his insights. A
typical aside, for example, refers to

fne History of Mr Polly as another
condition-of-England hovel aiong
with Howards End, Clayhanger, and
Tono-Bungay, but the deployment of
the material in The Edwardian
Novelists precludes a detailed
comparative discussion. Clearly
choices have lo be made, but at

such times one wonders if the
careers of the chosen writers are

sufficiently important to constrain
the rich material in this way. The
method works best when the author
discerns a strong centra! idea nnd
symbolism controlling his writers, as

in the case of Wells, where a typical-

ly Edwardian commitment to that

abstraction "Life” finds expression in

the social ambition and mobility of
his heroes, whether of Time
Traveller, explorer, motorist, or cyc-

list. “Drop the responsibilities like

ballast, rise with the afflatus of your
own genius”, one Wellsian father
advises his son, and up and away go
Bert Smallway in his balloon and Pon-
derovo in his airship at the end of a

fine chapter.

In his afterword John Batchelor
concentrates his mind and decides
that the most recurrent problem
faced by his novelists arises from the
discrepancy between the heroic role

and the world in which it has to be
realized or, in literary terms, “the
difficulty of presenting on anti-hero

within a dramatic action which re-

quires a hero". In other words, mod-
ernism in one. of its various guises is

in the offing. It is this, the dubious
consojafioa of action, which is the
starting point for John A. McClure’s
Kipling and Conrad.

McClure’s argument is a develop-
ment of Mnnnoni’s thesis that the

reasons and experiences which impel
Europeans to seek power and wealth
in the colonies simultaneously disable
them from achieving these goals. In

exploring the ramifications of this

painful contradiction the author pro-
vides a more than usually specific

basis for the accepted differences be-
tween the two novelists. Kipling's

childhood is again examined for tne
roots of thai double bind of submis-
sion and rebellion in which his fic-

tional colonialists will later find
themselves entangled, and McClure
explores sensibly the three classic re-

sponses to this dilemma: the retreat

to the club, going native, and - Ki-
pling's ideal - the alternative, embo-
died in his character Strickland, of
knowledge with detachment. Conrad
is then shown to take the diagnosis

further, interrogating the stereotypes
more stringently in order to uncover-
the psychological roots of colonial-

ism, using the alien and exotic ns a

means of unmasking the unconscious
motives whicli fuelled the colonial

enterprise.

Though clearly written and care-

fully focused, Kipling and Conrad
does not challenge any of our'
assumptions about these writers, and
the reason for this, I feel, is that the
chosen texts exist , in a too rarefied

atmosphere, insulated from reality by
a cordon sanitalre of selected abstrac-

tions from Adorno, Fromm, Marx,
Mannheim, and Mannoni. In other
words, one never gets a whiff of the
complex and messy colonial reality

whicn here shrinks too quickly to the
dimensions of an interesting paradox.
In contrast, one of the most attrac-

tive features of The Edwardian
Novelists Is that no thesis is allowed
to control the rich variety of mate-
rial. There is simply too much going
on - people cycling into the country-
side, going up in balloons, building
their bodies and their country
houses, as well as wearing bloomers
and trying to live on twenty-four hours
a day.

David Carroll

David Carroll is pirofeSsor ofEnglish
the University of Lancaster.
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procured an

uneasy state of things in which the

creative writer can be over-conscious

that he is .imprisoned in a lower m
words, while our students search the

texts for Miat they do not say and.

read in the Marxism or feminism

where It is lacking. The academic

profession itself is, L think, a good

deal to blam4 for tins in toat emtic-

,.ism has. tended to exploit the diffe

SfF^ith Se “Gospel of

John Batchelor’s The Edwardian
Novelists originated, we are told, in

en interest in Conrad and developed
through an awareness that: Conrad
cannot be understood in isolation.

The author finally drew his boundary,

around six novelists - Conrad, Fora.

Weils, Bennett, Galsworthy add
Forster - whom he then struggles to

keep under his Edwardian umbrella.

And he has to struggle; he has a

lively and fertile mind which, impa-

tient of critical orthodoxy and the

reverence paid to a few canonical

texts, throws off ideas and insights

over a wide range of literary works*

In a revealing aside ih his discussion

of Conrad He suggests that occa-

sionally ye should ignore the wheels

of literary heavy industry turning in

the background and seek “to recover

the freshness of the amateur reader,

This te what Batchelor succeeds in

doing in the best parts of his book.

The first chapter, Is particularly

successful, in suggesting some rer

pepted motifs, themes, and charac-

teristics of the period without suc-

cumbing to any kind of literary

essentiwism. a quest for the key to

all Edwardian mythologies. The dis-

cussion ranges froni. the widespread

anxieties about foreign invasion, the

'‘abyss' - of the urban poor, the “epls-

temological crisli", and the various

responses to these anxieties' in the

form of (he myth of rural Enftlapd.

dandyism, imperial adventure, and

the repeated attempts to define a

particular, kind of Edwardian nbn-

hefoic heroism. Occasionally the

writing lapses into the fustian of that

kind of literary history In whJqh all

periods are, periods of transition (‘‘a

steady erosion of the bla certainties
,

we are told, leaves ^Edwardian man.

confronted with the self and nothing

beyond the self), blit the manner is

brisk arid lively, refusing to taka ib

attempt to encapsulate the period

too solemnly, ,
I adjuired especially

the paragraph on t^P fehr of urban

poverty whfch begins-with^Nordpu s

Degeneration, Unks up quickly to the

•Edwardian opsessibn with, tennis,

sea-bathing, and mind-eyres, .recruits

the body-bUildar, Eugene Sandow as

Cdtifllcf
and Compromise

Conflict and Compromise explores the dynamics of claws for-

mation during the .vital decades between 1B3Q and 1914, whan
arising urban induetrial order was developing In complex Inter-

dependence with a declining rural agrarian order. The signifi-

cance of these changes is witnessed hare In the socJbI develop-

ment of two 'of the major provincial cities of the pe/lod -.

Birmingham arid Sheffield. Dennis Smith's study brings together

most effectively the techniques of social history arid sociology.

Recent findings in archaeology, linguistics and palaeontology

hava ratead Important questions about the role of labour In

human cultural development Despite Its crucial importance In

understanding the social relations of labour however, little sus-

tained attention has.been paid by Western Marxists to svolulion-

ary theory. Taking ps a base-line a brief, unfinished essay by
Engals, Charles Vyoolfson looks to redress the balance.

: In Beyond Empiricism, Andrew Tudor explores some features

of modem philosophy of science from the point of view of their

.

utility for sociology's self-understandlnjj.
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Levels of

fitness
The Ex(ended Phenotype: the gene as
the unit uf selection

by Richard Dawkins
Freeman, £9.95

ISBN It 7167 1358 6

In 1976, Richard Dawkins achieved
lamp (or notoriety, depending on
one s point of view) by publishing
77ir Selfish Gene , which sought to
pupukirize the notion that the phe-
nomena of evolution can be reduced
to the process oF differential replica-
tion of genes. He was particularly
concerned with in (nidiicing to a
general audience the ideas of
socioliiology, the evolutionary biolo-

gy of animal and human social be-
haviour.

Many critics have portrayed Daw-
kins sis advocating a rigidly clclerniin-
ist view of human behaviour, and
licaned accusnlions of crypto-fascism

mg
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There are also important evolu-
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Saint and
sage?
Kant's Life and Thought

by Ernst Cassirer

translated by James Hadcn
Introduction by Stephan Kdrner

Yale University Press. £17.50

ISBN 0 300 02358 8

Ernst Cassirer’s Kants Lebcn uiui

Lehre was first published in 1918,

and has thus Imd to wait over sixty

rears for an English translation. That

it reads so well in its new form,
giving the appearance of a fresh con-
mhution to thc subicct despite (he

vigour with which Kantian studies

have been pursued meantime, says

much for Cassirer's abilities us philo-

sopher and scholar as well as for the

skill uf his translator, James Hadcn.
What Cassirer offers, essentially,

is a connected survey of Kant's
thought. He handles his mate rial in

roughly chronological order but with-
out much historical reference, and
concentrates mainly on the three Cri-
tiques, which are not so much
summarized as delicately recon-
structed, in a way that never loses
sight of (he texts but is designed to
bring out their continuing philo-
sophical interest.

There are ample quotations from
K3iit, some familiar, some quite un-
familiar, but little attempt is made to
discuss conflicting ways of taking him
or even to point to apparent incon-
sistencies. Cassirer wrote al a lime
when the most influential of German
Kant scholars, Hans Vailiinger and
Erich Adickes, were saying that the
pages of the Critique of Pure Reason
constituted a patchwork cobbled to-
Kther out of manuscripts written
by Kant at widely different dates and
“fining divergent doctrines which
rouiQ not be rendered consistent une
Hwi another; Kemp Smith's Com-
Wfltoy, first puhlisned in the same
year as Cassirer’s book, represented
inis pomt of view in English.
Lassirer passes over this whole iu-

teipretation in silence: he refers to

)Vn,es for h>s work on Kant’s
aoifass but does not so much as
ention Vaihinger. The problem nh-
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the understanding has

thus to be active in the construction
of the objective world, which is also
of course the world of science, Cas-
sirer lends to emphasize the gulf that
exists between Kant's thinking and
that of the empiricists; it is notable
that nowhere in the book is much
importance assigned to Hume as an
influence on Kant. As Cassirer secs
mm. Knot works very much in the
tradition of Descartes and Leibniz,
when those philosophers are taken
not as metaphysicians purporting to
bring us news from nowhere, but
rather as thinkers deeply interested
m contemporary attempts to explore
and comprehend nature, Kant began
as a natural philosopher, and the
author of the Critique of Pitre
Reason is still preoccupied with
issues that relate to, or nrise out of,
natural philosophy nr mathematical
phvsics.

It will be seen that Cassirer here
presents Kant in a way which is not
only challenging, but also congenial
to modern tastes and interests. He:
dues not, and indeed hardly could in
the space available, do much to dis-

!

pel doubts about Kant's constructiv-

!

.sin - doubts for example about the
\

tenabilily of his account of malhema- f

tics, or about the claim that thc list

of categories is fixed for nil lime.
Some readers may think that he is,

in places at any rate, too kind to
Kant, as in the somewhat baffling
discussion of the Metaphysical De-
duction. which apparently’ says that
transcendental logic grounds formal
logic, with the result that the latter

can serve as a due to the former.
But despite such blemishes the
account offered of the positive side
of the Critique is lively, stimulating
and remarkably fresh.

'

Two things arc conspicuously miss-
ing from Cassirer’s presentation of
Kant's theoretical pliilosonhv: trans-
cendental psychology and rfie thing
in itself. The unity of apperception
makes its appearance without rcceiv-

l fmk

/
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Emmanuel Kant

evident fact, though Findlay admits Cassirer puls the position as fol-
io some difficulty in a Kantian claim lows:

necessary and therefore as a crea-
tion of nature, (page 333)

It is hard u> see why, just because
judgments of beauty are objective,
we need to think or works of art as
natural products. But fortunately for
Cassirers argument, Kant has as
much to say about natural as artistic
beauty, and this makes the general
ease altogether more persuasive.
The quotations given illustrate

the somewhat lofty tone in which
Cassirer tends to address his readers.
Thc same tone is evident in the
biographical purls of the work, which
present Kant as a man of stern
morality and a passionate believer in
intellectual and moral autonomy, bul
seldom descend to vulgar detail. Part
of rhe difficulty here, of cnmse, is

that the details we should like to
have arc simply not available. We
know many trivial facts about Kant
in the last years of his life, years
when he was unfortunately losing his
powers, but are sadly ili-irifonned
about him in his prime. How did this
son of a saddler, whose parents both
had to he buried “poorly tnul quiet-
ly”. come to be a respected member
of bourgeois society in Konigsherg?
Was his advance to this status in any
way peculiar? Cassirer docs tint dis-
cuss such questions. He takes the
line that his task is to write an
intellectual biognruphy, which by no
means ignores Kant's devotion to
practical causes, in politics and
education, for instance, but sees this
practical activity as arising out uf ills

ing much in the way of elucidation,
and from time to time there is talk of
•‘synthesis", though little indication is

given of what does the synthesizing
or of when or where the synthesis is

thought of as taking place. In gener-
al, however, Cassirer averts his eyes
from Kant’s transcendental machin-
ery. being content to concernrale on
what are said to be the results of its

workings rather than to investigate

(he latter for their own sake. The
fueulty of imagination, in consequ-
ence. hardly gets a mention in the
hook until Cassirer comes to discuss

it in connexion with the Critique of
Judgment, and even thc Schematism
is put in almost as an afterthought,

f

icrhaps because it is more important

nr the negative than the positive

side of Kant's thought.

In taking up these positions, and
generally in putting overwhelm-
ing emphasis on the Objective as

opposed to the Subjective Deduc-
tion, Cassirer anticipates the stand

taken by modern analytic commenta-
tors like Strawson and Bennett. He
is much better informed about and
more sympathetic to Kant than they

are, and his interest in him extends,

as theirs does not, far beyond the

pages of the Critique of Pure Reason.

But at least as regards transcendental

psychology his evaluation appears to

be quite dose to theirs, which may
again commend him to the modem
reader. Nor is Cassirer far from what

is now fashionable in his account of

the thing in itself which, following

the chaptor on Phenomena and
Noumena. he takes to be a limiting

concept rather than a transcendent

reality. Cassirer does nut deny that

we are in a sense under pressure

from the unconditioned; he argues,

however, that the pressure should be

seen as relating to a goal to which

we are inevitably directed or an inex-

orable demand on our wills rather

than as evidence of the presence -of

some absolute existent. Talk of the

"intelligible" (Cassirer often puts the

term in quotation marks) as opposed

to thc sensible strictly makes sense

only in a moral context.

Hut what then about Kant's de-

scription of the world of nature as a

world of appearances"? J. N. Findlay

in his recent Kant and the Transcen-

dental Object has argued that Kant

was a latter-day Platonisl who agreed

with Plato both that human life is

lived in a realm of phenomena and

that there is a better “noumena

world outside it; they differed only

nbout thc means of getting from one

to the other. The transcendent on this

view is not a mere notion but an

to know it tu be such. More modest-
ly, commentators like Adickcs and
Patou have insisted that there is un-
controvertible support for the view
that Kant believed the thing in itself

to be real, despite Ihc counicr-
indicntions of certain passages. If the
thing in itself is real, Kant is faced
with the difficulties referred l»i in the

1 1 is the will that vaults over concrete
actuality and the mere existence of
things in each of its truly nulhemic
acts, for it is not bound by the given
but is purely and exclusively commit-
ted to the moral task, which lifts it

above and impels it beyond all that is

given, (page 252)

well-known epigram of Jacobi: "without ^ul w
? must not draw lulse conelu-

tire thing in itself, no entry into the
slons

/.
r
-

om 'his transcendence nf thc

Critique of Pure Reason -,

' with the llaU,ni ' :

thing in itself, no slaying in it.” It is

instructive that Cassirer does not so
much as allude to this criticism. His
reason for passing it by must be that,
though he regards the objective
world of things in space and time as
phenomenal because of its relation to
“original'’ apperception, he does not
believe that there is some other
realm by the standard of which itsrealm Oy the standard of which its a “thing”, (page 256)
reality must be said to be defective, ff these modest claims conflict with
For him, the tilings we know in what Kant says or implies elsewhere,
everyday experience and investigate they also define an attractive position
by the methods of science are the for those who want, as Kant and
only real existents. Cassirer do, to hold on to science

Yet this cannot be the whole without losing hold of morality,
story, if only because of what was The upshot of the case just out-
said earlier about the connexion be- fined is that morality can enlarge our
tween morality and the thought of conceptions without adding to what
"the intelligible". Kant, as is well [here is to know. Among the most
known, distinguished sharply be- interesting features of Cassirer's
tween theoreticnl and practical book is liis attempt to show that
reason, and held that the latter has somethins similar can be got out of
"primacy”. Cassirer takes this to Kant's discussion of aesthetic judg-
mean that men are not just inquirers ments in the third Critique. This
but also moral agents; that in the Work apparently took its origin from
latter capacity they can break out of purely pedantic considerations, but
the circle of the mechanically deter- nevertheless had an immediate
mined and exercise their free wills; appeal for such readers as Goethe
and that nothing achieved in the wav and Schiller. It owed its appeal in

of scientific discovery or understand- part to the heady topics it dealt with
ing will take away from their ability thesis between mechanism and teleo-

to do this. logy; more iiiirigiiingly still, it sought
Freedom of the will stands at the to show that the gulf between nature

centre of the Kantian philosophy, and freedom, which yawns so wide in

And freedom means independence the first two Critiques, can after nil

of determination by natural factors, be bridged. Cassirer takes this claim
with its consequence putting oneself with total seriousness, and believes
under thc moral law, which accord- that Knnt bus made it good. Kant
ingly must be thought of as port of thinks that judgments about the

a non-natural, non-sensible, order, beautiful involve an inmginative
However, unlike the kingdom Of grasp of order or "purposiveness” in

heaven, that order exists only in the material judged; that such a

idea, or rather only so far ns it is grasp is possible is not to be untici-

brought into existence by the cxer- pated by consideration of the hare
cise of the moral will. It is not cor- concept of nature. In cases of (his

reel to claim with Plato that a belter kind the faculty of imagination gets

world than that we know Hirough the hold of a pattern which is congenial
senses is there awaiting discovery by to Our understandings but cannot be
a properly refined intellect. The posi- reduced to conceptual terms; there is

(ion is rather that we can make such accordingly a harmony between the

a world for ourselves through our iwo faculties, felt ns disinterested

free actions, provided they are in pleasure. This, says Cassirer, “points
accord with morality; we can insti- m a new unity of the sensible mid
tute, or take steps towards bringing the intelligible. To spell this out:
about, what Kant calls a kingdom of Here, in the free play of the pow-
ends. But if the question is asked ers of the inind, nature appears to

how free action is jiossible. the reply Us as if it were a work of freedom,
must be that we do not and cannot as if it were shaped in accordance
know. We cannot comprehend free- with an indwelling finality and
dom, though, thanks to the separa- were formed from the inside out -

tion of (he two standpoints, theore- while on the other hand thc free

deal and pracdcal, we can see why it creation, (he work of artistic

must be incomprehensible. genius, delights us ns something

A sphere of the “in itself” is in-
deed pointed to and defined by
freedom in contrast to the world of
appearances, the objective reality
of which is manifested in the moral
law “just as through a fact”, but
we can approach it only in action;
we grasp it only in the form of a
goal and a task, not in the form of

A life of this kind naturally has
little to say nn the subject of human
weakness: the Kant who emerges
from it is a bit too much nf a smut
and a sage. In any case Cassirer bus
a short way with ’awkward facts, as
the very first page uf bis chapter on
Kant’s youth aiul educaliun shows.
Kant in his old age said in a letter
that he “had known for quite sonic
lime" thiit his grandfather came from
Scotland; he apparently told his biog-
rapher Borowski that the family
name was originally “Cunt” and that
he had changed the spelling. Cassirer
tells us that “objective scrutiny” has
established that Kant's ureal -grand-
father was already in the Baltic area,
and that the name was spelled
"Kant” or “Kandt" before the philo-
sopher’s time. “It is possible, there-
fore, that the statement concerning
Scottish descent, which Kant must
have received from an old family
tradition, is wholly without founda-
tion". The matter is left at that and
not discussed again.

But to end on this note would be
churlish. What must be added is that
to translate Cassirer’s book, even af-
ter such an interval, was well worth-
while. There is no general account of
Kunt in English which is equally
well-informed, comprehensive and
judicious.

W. H. Walsh

IV. H. Walsh is professor emeritus of
Edinburgh University and fellow
emeritus of Merton College, Oxford.
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Pursuing
happiness
Aristotle's Eudemlan Ethics, Books I,

• 11 and VIII

translated with a commentary by
Michael Woods
Oxford University Press, £11.50 and
£5.95

ISBN 0 19 872060 2 and 872061 0

The last decade has seen a growing
realization of the Importance of the
Eudemian Ethics for the understand-
ing of Aristotle's ethical thought; and
much attention has concentrated on
whether the Eudemian or the Nico-
machean Ethics represents Aristotle's
most mature reflections, and on
where the three middle books com-
mon to the two versions really be-
long.

Michael Woods rightly declines
to involve himself in this volume in a
discussion of these issues (although
he makes his own views dear), but
in providing us with a translation of,
and a full commentary on, the three
philosophically mosl inleresting of

the exclusively Eudemian books he is

helping to lay the basis for further

consideration of these questions as

well as advancing the general under-
standing of Aristotelian ethics.

In his translation Woods has right-

ly put fidelity to the original before
elegance or fluency, and the style is

certainly at times cumbrous; but with
Aristotle this is often unavoidable,
and as the notes at the end of the
volume make clear the state of the
text presents any translator with for-

midable problems. Aristotle's discus-
sions in the first two books of
“happiness" (eudaimonia) as "the

agreed end of human action and of
“virtue" {arete) as its most important
constituent are perhaps less fluent
than in their Nicomacnean counter-
parts, but, especially in the second
book, the argument is crisper and
more intricate; and Woods's com-
mentary on them fully matches up to
the high standards set by this distin-

f

wished series. Although he once
pages 149-50) attributes to Aristotle

a mistake which, even on the evi-
dence of his own translation. Aris-
totle did not make - namely, of
supposing that "spirit" and desire are
always accompanied by pleasure as .

well as pain - in general he articu-
j

tales clearly and with judicious criti-
i

cism the main points of Aristotle’s
argument. Even more Important in a i

commentary on a translation, he de-
i

votes considerable care to explaining
i

such terms as eudahnonia and kalon, i

which, if misunderstood, can induce 1

the unwary reader to suppose that i

Aristotle’s moral theory offers little-

more than a programme for the pru-

dent egoist.

The argumentation of the frag-

mentary Book VIII contains much
that is surprising and elusive. The
extensive discussion of "good luck”

can be seen as implying that the

divine element in the human soul

operates in a way that is other than
rational; and tile attempt in discover
the nature of kalokagathia - “nobil-
ity", as Woods translates it - leads to

the ambiguously phrased suggestion
that this involves 4he speculation of
the god". Several valuable pages of
the commentary discuss whether “the
god” here means “the divine element
in the human soul" or “God". On
either interpretation it remains n
perennially fascinating paradox that
Aristotle, supposedly so much more
practical and empirical than Plato,
sees the highest human activity as
being quite as other-worldly as that
of the Republic's philosopher-kings
and yet as contributing far less than
Plato expected of these rulers to the
well-being of society; and if there is

a fault to be found with Woods's
comjnen taiy, it is that he lays less
emphasis than he might - both here
and elsewhere - on Aristotle's Plato-
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Two Worlds of Liberalism
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The Emergence of the Past
A Hut
by DA

nic background.
i The usefulness of this volume
i would in my view have been greatly

increased, especially for readers com-
ing fresh to Aristotle's ethical writ-
ings, if the extremely brief introduc-
tion had been extended to include an
account of the structure and an out-
line of the main contents of Aris-
totle's two ethical treatises, so that
the books translated here could have
been seen more clearly in their con-
text. But this is not a major criti-
cism, and this admirable commentary
will be indispensable for all who in-
terest themselves in Greek ethics.

John Creed

John Creed is senior lecturer in clas-
sics at the University of Lancaster.

Balancing
Rousseau’s
books?
Rousseau after 200 Years:
proceedings of (he Cambridge
bicentennial colloquium
edited

.by R. A, Leigh
Cambridge University Press, £30.00
ISBN 0 521 23753 X
People sometimes make the mistake
of supposing that modem Western
culture is oriented to the future and
careless of the past. Nothing could
op further from the truth. We are
almost as deferential to our intellec-
tual forbears as medieval monks or
Lnme-se mandarins. Among our liter-
ati, who devote their lives to guard-
ing the memory of the ancestors,
wen the most obscure dead thicker
can be sure of having his centenary
celebrated, and it woiild therefore
have been Inconceivable for the
bicentenary of Rousseau’s death to
Pflss unheralded. %
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‘ Judginfi preservation is often |hougJi»j|

2L thore no bare llbcrtv - merely a i§W#S

If Quine, at just about retiring age,^
were not still too young he would be ' Y ‘ ^uuie

the current grand old man of western affinities with the positivists* concep-
analytic philosophy. Certainly there tion of a “unified science Although

|s no other candidate in sight to Quine rejects various dogmas of
resume the mantle relinouished some Empiricism he is nevertheless empiri-
years ago by Bertrand Russell. The cist, reductionist, and extensionalist

,
publication of these essays might in temper. He is better equipped

.
even be seen as marking either that than traditional empiricists, has a
resumption or at least a preparation more subtle appreciation of their fail-

for it. On the dust cover it is said of fogs than their traditional opponents
these pieces from “the pre-eminent had. and is also more liberal and
philosopher of our time" that the more pragmatic than his traditional
philosophical, world “waits for every predecessors. For Quine allows, both
word that Quine publishes". But m general and in specific circum-

.
there is some- disparity between the stances, that we may construct equally

. , , r. r * ; ' "“'-Wl lilt*,, m llliV LUHJLIUUl
attitudes of his sponsors and of the serviceable alternative languages or

,
author himself. In the preface Quine __________
offers a more realistic account of the

> collection, and notes, quite correctly, Tk JK as
;

: a “drift away from any philosophical Vi BTf
content" in the final six items. By my x
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reckoning at least U of the 26 pieces a
, are rather low on philosophical con- IiypfAi«A|ipp
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tent. Even in these Quine writes |J-I- vlvl VllVv
.. well, but. is it really true that the

; philosqphical world waits for every
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. word Quine publishes on Lewis Car- Moral Thlnkteg: Its levels, methods

: ; roll, on Mencken's American Lan- “*4 point

or on The Times Atlas7 by R. M. Hare
> There are, however, at least 15 Oxford University Press. £11.00 and
; : more substantial items which take up £3.95
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fhixds of the book. Some- ISBN 0 19 824659 5 and 824660 9
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what arbitrarily they can be divided
i

.
into two- groups, the epistemological Professor Hare's avowed aim in this,

L and. the logical. Among the former his seventh book, is to provide a
l^arc discussions of Quine's “natural- method for resolving important prac-

£: izedepistemology", of empirical con- deal issues raised in his earlier writ-

sSiJgfft.and meaning, of realism and ings.

.
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tion. -I. into two- groups, the epistemological Professor Hare's avowed aim in this,

Some rentiers will be put« and. the logical. Among the former bis seventh book, is to provide a
the detail and complexity dJL'are discussions of Quine's “natural- method for resolving important prac-

Leyden's analysis, others by ized epistemology", of empirical con- tical issues raised in his earlier writ-

I cannot say that the book and meaning, of realisnj and ings. ..

written; a tortuous opening 0f empiricism and its In The Language of Morals and
introduces h style of writing

wj "WUtt,. relativism, and moral Freedom and Reason Hare was pri-

mctliod of organization whiciW
'

t

1™^,.-Among the latter are essays manly concerned to develop an
It churilobly) make no cdfl°^ fc

|
attributes and classes, account of moral reasoning which

the reader. These are modal logic, possible would enable him to preserve the

faults, no doubt, but they w'*'*£r ’ ®aftematizatiori and decida- distinction between factual and eva-

it difficult to recommend ,

' luative judgments. Roughly speak-

theories. It is, indeed, a crucial part
of his view that we may construct ^
different, even incompatible, theories
which are nevertheless empirically <
equivalent. He nevertheless wishes to <2C
reject a strong form of relativism and ^opts throughout for a robust realism. 2!
These pieces do not add a great —

deal of support for his position. 3
Quines technique here is less to
argue for his beliefs than to present ^them, and their consequences, in a

*
congenial form. They serve to make ^
his' position clearer, to evade some
misunderetandings, and to extend his d
project in some directions. Quine ^
complains, in one rather ill-judged ^
essay, that the age of academic aniu- 2
ence in postwar philosophy has not -c
produced the progress he looked for- 2
ward to in the tougher thirties. It is
difficult not to understand this as a 2
regret that so few philosophers have
been prepared simply to work within t
his own framework. If more had “
been prepared to do this there is no ^
doubt that more progress would have *
been made in philosophy. It does -x
not, of course, follow from this that
progress in philosophy can be ^
achieved only in this way.

™

Graham Bird 2

Graham Bird is professor of philoso- ^
phy at the University of Manchester.

should be treated in this way were I ^
in their situation. The importance of 5
this point for the present work be- -
comes apparent if we bear in mind J
that the reactions of others to how
they are treated, their preferences t
ana aversions, cannot be regarded by

""

us as merely neutral facts. For exam- ^
pie, to appreciate what it is like for *
another to suffer is to recognize that -s

were we in their situation, we also ~
should have an aversion to the suf- «
fering. Nor are such hypothetical .2

preferences and aversions morally
irrelevant. For they help decide what 2
universal prescriptions and hence

,

according to the principle of univer- *

salizability, what moral judgments
we can accept. So moral judgment 3

involves weighing the preferences of
-

others as if they were our own. ’

The level of critical thought then ?
enables us to provide a standard by
reference to which moral principles

may be- shown to . be adequatq or
inadequate, depending on whether or.

not qn the whole they tend tq maxi- ;

mize the satisfaction rof preferences;- •

Not that Hare does think that many Si

now *
(or soon) ^
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DUCKWORTH
The Old Piano Factory

43 Gloucester Crescent, NW1

For those who arc willing M?

vere, however, the book will

attractions. In the first iwo^J
von Leyden examines Hobby 1

trine of natural right. The rip*
1

-

is arbitrary. The discussions of duced from a factual minor .premise
aai logic, for example, raise the m conjuction with an evaluative ma-
C fi&nPHl Idm.. il. . . -I “ .a limnnA ilia pAmi nf n

The Quest for Mind

The second edition pf this remarkably lucid and acq^'ii

after two hundred
his i

..exdti

Pi*,.

twee
non.

_ ....

than lost relevance

wh
? the. process should not

continue for two hundred years
more. *

Margaret Canovan

Locke’s
new ideas
flobbes grid LockeJ lhe poHtics of

’

and obligation :

.

Jy
W-fon Leyden

^mdan^nd ^London School
ofE^nomics and Foliticai Science, !

I?BN Q 333 27688 4

^political theory came of age
seventeenth centmy, Aeaiost

continuous

trine oi natural ngni. mo we suit • more . run- bujwuc
t

whatever is necessary for requirement, in Quine’s and the factual premise “This is a

preservation is often Ihoughllf^JT^pny that any such -analysis act of suicide”, we deduce the coi

bare liberty - merely a
^

^nf^S
te?*ioik“' Moreover it is elusion mils act is wrong .

the amoralily of Hobbess Quine’s conception of phi- But such an account, whi

nature- But on von «e it as a spience, or as apparently establishing the rationahi

account, we have the "S,® as coordinate with sci- of moral arguments, naturally raisi

fhn cirvivs cah t* 1 » this Concenrion format the question Whether the selection <

nature- But on von see it as 8 spience, or as apparently establishing the rationality

account, we have the S T “ coordinate with sci- of moral arguments, naturally raises

the endeavour to survive atiBp foS’
lo this conception formal the quesbon Whether the selection of

scribed as “iust” and'
,'re^^;VTT,;p ^"** 8 fundamental role. moral principles is itself a rational
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P
e«

.

pri»dpl« conflict.
- even In a condition

law or society to

normative claims/

ition where S3tO*?,SJCe,
?to?. of Philosophy fits process. Where principles c

y to artfaiW? 8 ,radibon to which such where people . disagree over

ms.
• :

• -m'-St iffiP
88

.
^ant, RusseU, and pnnciples to adopt, is there ai.,

‘S®? 1
: posibvists have all be- cedure for resolving the issue? At

E0> tJuinp hiWiuir u.i. .i thli ctaao Hnrp'c Rnrafpr wns ii mini-#mgKage!j^£.i
nr tuhol nn.ni.rf, f

tr which
any pro*

this stage Hare’s answer was a qual-
‘

“No”. In the filial analysis we

Not that Hare does think that many State Formation and CIvlHzatfpn
of our moral beliefs (by..which he The Civilizing Process, voIumai2 - *

means /rtr moral beliefs) will turn out NORBERT ELIAS . 1

to bp inadequate. Still, the existence -in this second volume pf fils celebrated study Norbert ^Ifas describes flrid analyzes.
’ '•

of genuine moral disagreements
. the ways I^wfilch peopie Bawitljemsafves in relation to. oih.era asa-conseqiJerioa of

shows that at least some people’s, tbs formation of cantralfzedxiaiiofi-staiea. He ddmbnslratea how the state
f'

principles must conflict with the de- increasingly monopolizes pdwar-in ordef to regulBle'evaryday fifa, forcing people to.
mands of critical .thought. And this js internalize codes of conduct and of feeling. - .. 1

i

'

further demonstrated by the exist- 334pages. £19.EO/0fi7/ 196QQ3) * f .

ence of what Hare calls “fanatics",

who hold that certain things, torture, Heading IMOZlQK ...
slavery, sexual deviation, are unjus- Essays on Anarchy, State and Utopia.
tifiable regardless of. people's prefer- Edited by JEFFREY PAUL :

r

ences, ana consequently on the face A collection of essays on one of the most important .works of political philosophy ol
of it simply refuse to think critically, .the 1970s: Robert Nbzick's Anarchy, State and Utopia. The contributors Incrude

Hare's own view Is that in. so far Bernard Williams, Robert Paul Wolff, Judith Jarvis Thompson, Thomas Nagel,
as his claims are neither incoherent Thomas Scanlon apd David Lvons, and Robert Nozick himself.

1

nor simply factually mistaken, the. 262pages, hardback £16.00 10 63f 12977 41

fanatic must be seen as someone,who paperback £j'.SO 10631 1297821

,
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, I Urfgi _ "O ."UU'IIO mils ir ansCon- Uitu HU . Ml kiiw rniui "»

Lockes views -on ^^^ iP^-b^' ^gument. or^bat purports to each simply decide which principles
interesting, These. fe. Philosophy’' inTavour of to adopt. So it will not be surprising

Lockean natural right WJ or - "naturalislic" >f sometimes fundamental moral dis-

fo his , critical- thinking attaches so

great a weight to those, of his owfl-

ily decide which principles preferences which stem from moral- MARTIN PUGH
The Making of Modern British Politics 1867-1939

Lockean natural right

on questions of prop

easy to overlook the

the natural right to pu

account of political

agreements arise because people,

have decided differently.

His answer in Moral Thinking is *.1149 QllOTTVi •• -V, ,, —— -

fairly unqualified “yes”. Given a per- some rough

feet command of logic and an unti- giving weigh

conviction that they always override This new textbook surveys the development of British politics in parliament, in the
the preferences of others. But this is. parties and |h the electorate. Avoiding a merely factual and chronological account,
surely wrong. Why cannot the fanatic Martin Pugh concentrates on problems of interpretation end analysis raised by

'

believe, for example, slavery to be. foceni work in the field.

wrong, ..not bccouse he has donp. 352pages, hardback £19.60 10631 12919 71 '
.

some rough and ready calculation paperback £7.96 10 631 12986 51,

Unction between th6 natjnu ioj In which areas of know- with at least the centra] tenets of hli

punishment and ?an be. perspicuously earllet position. The, apparent incotj

thf' hnsts- fnr a lL i'IpF. With the Wirtin.iL sistenev disaDoears when we recog

otalita
turraoli, generating a flood This,fI a

I

id ifatner

J

j eovnnf^
cls sncF books examining von L^ten ’? ftSli'?8*

cilu..if.
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g0VBrnfoent, constitution »nH "i"? his o*»«"tion and w
hi

some rough and ready calculation

giving weight to both the suffering of
Hie slaves and the.joys of oppression,

but because for him the preferences

of slayers count for nothing at ail?

Hare, of course, - cannot . admit , the

possibility that my moral viewpoint

may : itself determine which piefor-

Mass Unemployment and the Future of Britain
BILL JORDAN
Unemployment in Britain has been steadily rising to the levels that prevailed in the
1930s. Bill Jordan here describes why. mass unemployment has occurred and why a.
is certain to continue. He asks .what ihe political consequences ol a decade of mass
unemployment might be.imwu |Mvswimiuv
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ences I ta|cc into consideration, fof 266pages, hardback £16.00 10 631 13092 Hi
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critical. thinking cjmnot itself- resolve "
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ail disagreements between different Getting and Spending
nioral viewpoints.'' So he has to rep- Public Expenditure, Employment en
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resent the preferences Of. for exam-
ple, both
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'A mandarin's eye -vfew of the ppst-war years from an Interesting vantage point.'

i'Joal Barneti, Sunday Telegraph •

'Traces Ihe history ol public expenditure in a lively and highlv personal style . ; ,

•

highly, readable as waif as giving la sci naii no insights into-ihe personalities,end .

procedures which shaped spending policy in the lost three decades-* Max Wilkinson,
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Medieval
logic
The Cambridge History of Later
Medieval Philosophy: from the
rediscovery of Aristotle to the
disintegration of scholasticism 1100-
1600

edited by Norman Kretzmann,
Anthony Kenny and Jan Plnborg
Cambridge University Press, £40.00
ISBN 0 521 22605 8

The contrast between the second and
last volume of the Cambridge His-
tory of Medieval Philosophy and its

predecessor published over fourteen
years ago could scarcely be greater.
The Cambridge History of Later

Greek and Early Medieval Philoso-
phy had eight contributors, six of
them British; the new Cambridge
History of Later Medieval Philosophy
has 41 contributors from 10 coun-
tries. The earlier volume followed
what the editors of the new volume
tall the standard approach of writing
the history of philosophy through the
doctrines of individual thinkers; the
later volume is thematic. The earlier
volume took Platonism as its main
theme; the later volume has taken
Anstotelianism. The earlier volume

There is much to be said for this

different perspective. Topics which in
the standard approach are disre-
garded or confined to the margins
are here met full on. That applies
particularly to the sections on logic,

metaphysics and epistemology and
natural philosophy. Of these logic
takes nearly hair the volume, as well
as impinging upon whole chapters in
the other two groups. For, as the
editors say, medieval logic had a
much wider meaning than in either
ancient or modern philosophy; in

addition to metaphysical ana episte-
mological problems such as univer-
sal. intentions and impositions, and
demonstrative knowledge, it under-
lay the main developments in four-
teenth and fifteenth-century science
and philosophy of science as well as
embracing linguistics and philosophy
of language. Taken in that broad
sense, there is some justification in
the editors’ view that - leaving aside
natural llianlnm, n.U!.L L-.

MIK times

attracts five dbmm

Pears), and one i3ih
types (by Hid* khi) (3
tributors deal with feit*
views on religion (D. 7«r||
.Saul kripke), and on

-jug TIMES HIGHER EDUCATION SUPPLEMENT 7.5.82

jv:/’
;

Of a theory of language fQFu
Anscombc and Peter
papers !»y Kenneth BhSSl
Michael Dummett trace Win*,
stein’s relations with
hrpnn rnmant:...!.. B

natural theology which they have ex-
eluded from this volume - logic was
the area in which medieval pbiloso-

—— vuiiiifi vuiUUIC
vns predominantly historical In its

treatment as well as chronological;
the later volume Is chronological but
nrfflnminDnllu „u:i„

-...VHUIUKIVQI IIUI
predominantly philosophical. Iis
topics are considered principally
from the standpoint of twentieth-cen-
turv nHilnannkif.nl .

philosophical interest to contempor-
ary philosophers, with the intention
of breaking down the barriers be-
tween medieval and modem phi-
losophy.

- — --- ------- m—iwim ^/uijuau”
phy made its greatest contribution. It
is certainly the area in which some of
the most important contributions to
the study of medieval philosophy
have been made during the past
twenty or so years; and it is un-
doubtedly also the greatest contribu-
tion of this book to have presented
those developments. They have been
predominantly the work of American
and some continental scholars, in-
cluding two of the editors of the
present volume, Norman Kretzmann
and Jan Pinborg.

Their own and other chapters
make accessible a whole range of
logical

* linguistic, and scientific
knowledge, much - probably most -
of wfl,cJ* still lies unedited and unex-
plored in manuscript, especially for
the fourteenth and fifteenth centur-
ies. The effect is at times like map-
ping new territory; the outlines are
often still very provisional but in this
part of the book there is a genuine
sense of discovery which has pro-
duced some of the most interesting
chapters, among them the two 6n
topics and obligations by the associ-
ate editor Eleonore Stump. She, like
her fellow editors, has had the
advantage of taking a subject over a

p;-

• •
• 1

'’I

mails, as reported by Q. E. Lb
nil Frazer’s treatment of fete,
fire feshvnls The two major aa,
Wittgenstein’s thought that®,
covered at all are bis lateraba
ogy, especially as expresrauj
Certainty, and his pWtosqAjj

Philosophical Explanations
Robert Nozick

ndm
?

r
!

< ’ ' ’ this en0rrnoualy Inventive book ranaes

unfoatrhorN?^
* cooirfi! topics with a disciplined assurance

Ph^fSonNr«L
a

r

y n
?
a or work ,n English for many years.

knowledg e, and techn leal ach levamerit’ The T. H.£s. £i 6

Moral Thinking
ItsLevelB, Method, and Point

’

•

R.M.Hare
'

W,tl> histcustomary lucidity, rigour, and wit Richard Hareargues that sound utilitarian thinking aibout morals atthe critical

TH
el^e" e,

rale« moraf Principles for use at the intuitive level

PhHlo
<

Howard i *77
^® dinner Mth Plato.''

"

'

Philip Howard in TAe nmes. £ii paperback £3,95

Faith and Reason
Richard Swinburne

Whatis Existence?
CJ.F, Williams .

•;

.';/ ,

In this book, the authqr defends and explores Prate's (haiA&v
,hat existence is a second-level concept. This centrafin^aht vi

hearlpf.ltieloglp.of <wenHffcat(oriplsde?0̂ ^0^'
r^

ln raja Ion toa great variety ofprobes andprf/h* feQ/e
objections. The author discusses theylewabf Russell

1

,

Brentano; Strawson, and In pctiitauM^ ? ’

poBitlbn* avowedly Fregian hedeals wfthmanyS^,^

’ Wittgenstein

I

i comparatively long tlmespan, which
i makes for completeness. Not all the

contributors are so fortunate; and
'

°
L
ne °f the defects of the volume is

1 the number of short sub-chapters,
especially when the fourteenth cen-

1
tury is reached, for the very reason

f Inat the trail often runs out then It
: w unavoidable but it also makes for

disjointedness, through no fault of
the contributors. PauTVincent Spade
tfoes yeoman work in three short
chapters on the semantics of terms,
uisolubilia, and obligations in the
fourteenth century, with characteris-
tic deftness; in his case it is a pity
that he was not allowed greater
space to say more about insolubles in
view of his previous work on the
paradox of the Liar which was so
popular in logical discussions during
the fourteenth and fifteenth cen-
turies.

Away from the logical chapters the
book is more variable. That again is
part y, from, the choice,of topics and
•partly

;
from the . book’s Aristotelian

perspective., There is the ' same

£*fe‘° overlapping, espedally
in the sections op metaphysics and
.epistemology, and

'
philosophy of

IHiS’
a
Jl
d
jr

Ctl011, But
> even more,

;S^d,2“nwrtlJ,8 8aPs - Despite

A
ltera by John Wippel,

^arily" Adams, Joseph Owens, and
Edward Mahoney, there is a lack of

?H?
I

JlM
heren

^;,
Them imP*ct of

the doctrines of illumination, the ac-

K 6 intellects
. the rela-

tiort bf intellect to' WU1 and the
changes' which they underwent at 'theend of the thirteenth century will be
largely lost on anyqne coming to the

gmoisa-ia!
:pnj*.5S S*

paid for omitting not onlyd TXi™ buf flls° natural
theology, Arabian philosophy and= .

Platonism whjch it

SJSRiJS ?”ter rcontrary to the sug-
gestions of

;
some contributors). Noone reading this volume- would gain a

’

'S*
8*#tgMmSiUtJai

on ethics and politics, though, both
have the merit of continuing the sub-
jects to the sixteenth century; and
there is a final section on the after-
math of scholasticism in the sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries and the
rise of Neoscholastldsm in the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries.

.

Dnly the chapter on the medieval
interpretation of Aristotle causes se-
rious disquiet; some of its statements
about Aquinas, Bonaventure, the
thirteenth-century Paris masters of
arts and the doctrine of poverty
hardly qualify as hnlf-tniths. Their
exaggeration would hove been more

oiner inan the logic of Anselm and
Abelard and a handful of lesser
names in passing. It would then have
been seen, among other things, that
pure philosophy was not an inveritlori
of Siger of Brabant and his confreres

f“
er 1250. But twelfth-century phi-

losophy is the great casualty of the
two Cambridge histories; like the
proverbial railway sausage In the roll
tne first volume did not reach it -
beyond Anselm

.
- and the second

passed it by.

Perhaps the moral is thot there
was more to the development of the
medieval philosophical tradition tlmn
the succession of Plato by Arislofle.
Nevertheless this volume can only
enhance our understanding nnd Is to
be warmly welcomed for Its achieve-
ment.

Gordon Left

fhVm^IfySftoT of,“s‘or>'

in his

mathematics. ^1
The papers are mostly of a |i

standard, especially those da
with the Tractatus, but undoiS
the most interesting contrifoth

the collection, as well as brbl
longest, is the essay by Hi

' Kripke argues that Wittere
argument against the posdbfiijf

private language, which has 4
been supposed to begin at ncif

the Philosophical Investigatmi

essence already completed ti

sec.243 begins. Whal follows »)

is simply the application to am
lar case of an argument w
concerned quite generally

relations between a correct -ri

standing" of a word and the sb

quent use of it. More precisely,

B

genslein is arguing that there i

fact about me when I do iindtta

a word, in virtue of which royfai

linguistic practice miuHakeonh
rather than another. Wbethai

word is n sensation term', offclj

dealt with in sec.243 and foN
or is a term from mathtss

makes no difference to the x

ment. The Illusion in the a*

mathematical or sensation «

that consistency forces:; me u

tinuc in one way rather

another, may be stronger thuiR

other areas of language. BoHh 1

illusion none the less. KripwJ*.

on Wittgenstein with greaf

construct a powerful argum^l

this initially Implausible poslt»j|

then goes on to link the -Ji

scepticism of the claim with

remarks about induction. 'Wn**

genslein advances, so Know*
is n sceptical solution (id

sense of the phrase) to this

ism. It is a solution which tog.

seriously the dictum thflt IMP
Uy of languogo presuppgj
ment In judgmenls
defiilitlons, nnd that thh

is itself Incapable of furjlwN^

Hon. Ft Is simply a brtte'W.

the nature of human winF'j
One of the familiar but i#’1

*

less curious facts

collection confirms is

which the Tractatus sP
“Jg

Many modern philpsopber®.

ing several in tnls
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Beyond
logical

positivism
The Rationality of Science

jj, by W. H. Newton-Smith

i Routledge and Kegan Paul, £9.95

?: and £5.95

L ISBN 0 7100 0870 8 and 0913 5
"

•' SdentUc Explanation

edited by A. F, Heath

'

Clarendon Press: Oxford University

Press, £7.95

ISBN 0 19 858214 5

• Once upon a time philosophers of
: science were concerned with science,

r. Now they are concerned with other
: philosophers of science. So there Has
v been a succession of books.demytho-

logizing the quadruple pantheon of
¥.

: Popper, Kuhn, Feyerabend and
p Lakatos; and Newton-Smith has now
fr- added another.
j£*‘ Let me say at once that it is bold,
’.-thorough and challenging. I also be-

. lieve that it is largely correct in its

conclusions, although they are not all

• that original. Much of wnat Newton-
Smith says about the historical na-

f
lure of scientific method can be

\
found in the work of Buchdahl, who

i U not mentioned. Neverthless, what
L1

.
Newton-Smith says about truth,

r meaning, rationality and progress is

\
consistently ingenious and in-

r, teresting.
.

(
Why are philosophers of science so

\ obsessed with these philosophical
r issues, apart from the obvious reason
|- of their intrinsic fascination? To

answer this we need to situate con-
^temporary philosophy of science, and
HP^can be done by taking up a point

by Putnam' In Scientific Ex-
'

’ Digical positivism can be

I'tf'B?!!*.*1 an aHempt to extend
"

:

inta'SS&'i
0^ the togical sciences

lW'-L rf il2Srica, or Pos»tive sciences

- fi
an inductive logic for

meaning variance.

com
TensurabiIity vindicated

the thesis of vensimilitude" can be
^sorted . This is justified by moving
from the fact of the increasing pre-
dictive and manipulative success of
science to the most plausible ex-
planation of the fact - that science
(though its theories are always false)
has moved and is moving towards
the truth. The result for Newton-
Smith is both a realist and a rational-
ist account of science. In some quar-
ters these conclusions will be con-
troversial but Newton-Smith by his
intense arguments has decidedly
moved the discussion along. How-
ever, he might do better to avoid the
word “induction" altogether as it

brings with it too much unwanted
baggage. And unlike him I dp not
regard observational success, as the
“ultimate test". He sees scientific
method as a historically-variable,

non-algorithmic collection of theory-
appraisers “that ought to guide us
before the final results are In”. But
they never are in: observational suc-
cess is not ultimate bqt is just
another item in the collection.

Scientific Explanation is the not-
tqtally-appropnote title of a collec-

tion drawn from Herbert Spencef
lectures given at Oxford. As one
would expect, given such an origin,

the authors have produced a lively

variety of papers on issues in the
history ancf philosophy of science.

Hilary Putnam, who is highly praised
by Newton-Smith, here tackles some
of the same issues in a paper which
is both short and sweet. In a de-
cidedly informal style Putnam con-
structs a philosophy of science which
is both patulous and imbricated, and
which shows just how far the subject
has come since those distant days
when logical positivism still reigned.

dJS! ^nc%Jn the ima8e of
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Andrew Beisey is lecturer in philoso-
phy at University College, Cardiff.

Process of

discovery
The Social Basis of Scientific

Discoveries

by Augustine Brannigan

Cambridge University Press, £12.50 ..

and £4.95

ISBN 0 521 23695 9 and 28163 6

Augustine Branpigan is convinced,

quite rightly as many philosophers,

historians and sociologists would
agree, that a soundly based inter-

pretation of the process of scientific

discovery is an essential prerequisite

for an understanding of science. Tn

his book, he examines the major
theories proposed over fhe past three

decades to account for scientific dis-

covery and then develops his own
thesis as a new alternative view of

the process. The result is undoubted-

ly interesting and a valuable con-

tribution to the discussion of this

complex and important area,

He starts out by examining the

existing forms of explanation de-

ployed tb account for scientific dis-

covery. These He divides fnto two

basic categories, ,'qne group compris-

ed of what he terms "mentallsti?”

theories Which aim to provide an

account of the thought processes in

the mind of the discoverer; and a

second group, which aims to account,

for discovery- in terms of patterns of

cultural development.
. He rejects the mentalistic theories

as all 'sufferihg from the same dis-.

ery whereas they should really pro-

vide 1 sufficient, conditions: 71115 divide,

between necessary and sufficient con-

ditions accounts for the weakness of

such
1

theories: for. instance, the fact'

and attach no great significance to
tne work of individuate. This, the
dominant sociological view of discov-
ery, is one which perhaps surprising-
ly is given fairly short shrift by Bran-
nigan. The proof of the validity of
the cultural theory that discoveries
occur “when the time is ripe” is seen
to he in the evidence of simultaneous
discoveries, which many historians
and philosophers have regarded as
revealing a significant feature of sci-
ence. Brannigan rejects this view of
discovery as untenable. Despite the
commonly accepted idea that there
have been multiple discoveries and
the related idea that all discoveries
are potentially multiple he argues
that on the contrary it is really the
case that all discoveries are in princi-
ple singletons.

Brannlgan's diesis is that we
should interpret the social basis of
discoveries not through an examina-
tion of "social influence”, but
through a phenomenological ap-
proach that posits that all phe-
nomena endemic to scientific re-
search are socially constituted and
identified - no.t in the sense of being
“swayed” by extra scientific facts but
in the sense of being constructed by
members of society as “scientific" in
the first place. This "attiibutional
model” of discovery starts out from
the position that tne occurrence of
discoveries in a culture must be
viewed, not from the naturalistic
viewpoint of what brought them ab-
out, but, following Winch and Witt-
genstein, from the question of how
they were identified as discoveries.
The potential of this approach is

revealed by several interesting case-
studies including that of the pseudo-
discovery of the Piltdown man and
an impressive re-assessment of the
“neglect" of the work of Gregor
Mendel in the period 1866-1900,
which no one interested in the sub-
ject could fail to find thought pro-
voking.

So Brannigan does not offer us
any solution to what has been seen
as the problem of discovery either by
philosophers, sociologists or histo-

rians but dismisses previous formula-
tions of the problem as being mis-
taken. In his view discovery Is not
explicable in terms of what led up to
“the event" either by reference to
the thoughts and experiences of the
"discoverer’’ or In terras, of general
cultural developments. What; he does
Is to Yeformulate the probjbm in a
way that is evidently capable of shed-
ding new and valuable light bn the
process: it suggests; a vyhole new re-
search programme in the hinory and
sociology of science.

Inevitably ' this programme has its

own shortcomings. Ode fairly ob
vious difficulty lies with his argument
aimed at demolishing the major ex-
isting sociological, explanation in
terms of cultural development. Thus
Brannigan argues that all scientists

regard discovery as a unique event -

air discoveries are singleton* - and
he claims that scientists' behaviour

demonstrates this. However, the

secrecy, the rush to publish and so

on that are said to, reveal this can
more plausibly be seen as evidence

that scientists know full mil that a
particular, problem is ripe, for soluk

tlori and that a break-through is im-
minent. Hie fact that it is usually the

case that the first to publish gets

most credit .can hardly be saia to

mask the significance of thp numer-
ous instances of several scientists

working on the same problem' at the

same lime and of ihfeir having stlniiar

views as to what sdri pf discovery

was Imminent. This^Purely. indicates

that ode important aspect of. discov-

ery cannot be adequately understood

without taking “pre-discovery”

events into account at some stage.

Reactions "after the event” may ex-

plain a great deal about the social

nature of discovery, but despite their

problematic nature it would be rtish

to consign, the study
,
of ’'prior”

events to the rubbish nedp.

Bod Naylor

each theory a
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CORNELL UNIVERSITY PRESS

HEIDEGGER'S "BEINGAND TIME"AND THE
POSSIBILITY OF POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY
Mark Blitz

This book tsan exploration of DeingandTime, the first of
Martin Heidegger's major works and still the most
important, in which Mark Blitz probes the significance of
Heidegger's discussion for moral and political philosophy.
He also examines the connection between Heidegger's
arguments in Being and Time and his support of the
Nazis in 1933.

Although Mark Blitz often questions and criticises
Heidegger's views, he presents thorn with scrupulous
care and clarity. Q gold 1320 6 £13.75

THE REENCHANTMENT OF THE WORLD
Morris Berman
This book is a perceptive study ofour scientific conscious- -

ness and a cogent challenge to its supremacy. Focusing
on the rise of the mechanistic idea that we can know the
natural world only by distancing ourselves from it,

Berman shows how science acquired its controlling
position in the consciousness of the West.

O 8014 1347 8 £24.25 cloth

0 8014 9225 4 £5.95 paper

JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY PRESS

THE AMERICAN TRANSCENDENTAL1STS
THEIR PROSE AND POETRY
Edited by Perry Miller

The classic introduction to the works ofEmerson^ Thoreau,
Margaret Fuller, etc., edited by the late Cabot Professor.of
American Llteratwte at Harvard University. Included
here are selections from Thoreau's journal, his thoughts

,
on a 'life without principle', Emerson on' aristocracy,
and Fuller on women in the. nineteenth century.

.

: ; O 8018 2701 9 £5.25 paper

Forthcprpipgr In Dechrjriiber the JohfiSHppkJ^S University; f
Press Will publish the third arid final valrirue of Susanrie
K. Langer’s- AllNOrAN ESSAY ON HUMAN FEEUN& v
Further details Will be announced ln the TWRS on
publication.

'

. .
§ .

. .
#' \ .

I .
’

.

’

UNIVERSITY PRESS OF NEW ENGLAND

NEW STUDIES IN THE PHILOSOPHY1

: OF
JOHN DEWEY
Edited by Steven M Cohn
Six noted American philosophers assess the relevance of
John Dewey to contemporary philosophy. The contri-
butors are Charles Frankel, Richard Rorty, Mortimer R
Radish, Joseph Margo!is, James Rachels, and Frederick
A Olafson, With an introduction by Steven M Calm.

0 87451219 0 £4.75

ANNOUNCING AN JMPOHTANT NEW SERIBS PROM
McGlLL-QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY PR&SS

McGILL-QUEEN'S STUDIES IN THE
HISTORY OF IDEAS
The first volume in this new series, PROBLEMS. OF
CARTESIANI5M edited by Thomas m Lennon, John M
Nicholas, and John W Davis' fs scheduled for publication
in June.' 'This Will be followed by CLAUDI HUFFIER AND
THOMAS REID by LbuiSf Marcii-Lacoate, THE DEVELOP-
MENTOF THE IDEA OF. HISTORY IN ANTIQUITY by Gerald
A Press, and^ SCHILLER, HEGEL, AND MARX by Philip J
Kain in July arid August. For.fuJI details of this series and
our free Humanities catalogue, send your name and
address oil a postcard to the Promotion Department.at
the address below.

-

37 Dover Street; London wix itiQwmammma
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Appointments

General
New chairmnn fur BSC conuniitec for ihe db-
flhled. Mr Frank Ellis, who has been treasurer
and membership secretary of the British Com-
biner Association or the Blind, succeeds Mrs

lia Schofield.

Sir Francis Tombs Is to be chairman of the

pul

Juli

Association^ of British Orchesiras from July I

.

Wallis1982. Sir Francis lakes over from Mr ,

Hunt, who retires on June JO after nine years.
Sir Francis is a director of N. M. Rothschild
and Sons Ltd and Chairman of the Weir
Group.

The following were elected to the Scottish
Branch Committee of [he Institute of Mathema-
tics and Its Applications. Chairman: Donald
Leach

“

Vice

HID us Applications, Liwtrman: Donald
i. FIMA {Napier College. Edinburgh),
chairman: Professor B. D. Slceman.

FIMA {Napier College, Edinburgh)- Members:
R. N. Kay L. -Q. Scott: Profc.... -.'cssor A. Q.
Mackie.

The British Association of Sodal Workers' new
Chairman will be Mr Terry Bamford. nssisiani

controller of social services Tor the London
Borough uf Harrow. Me will mic over the
chairmanship from his predecessor. Brighton
social worker. Patrick Phelan.

The Institution of Metallurgists announces
the appointment of Dr G. L. T. Bailey io the
post of registrar-seen:

I ary. I lc succeeds Dr Tcr-

B
Marsden. who died Iasi October. He took up

s duties on Match 1. 1982. Dr Bnllcy worked
as superintendent uf the Platinum Research and
'"ivcloi

' '

Development Laboratory of International Nick-
el and after occupying other managerial posts

pointed managing director in 1965.he was appo _.m ,w.

(fe retired in 1978 and subsequently has worked
an a consultant.

Royal College of Surgeons of England election
|o ibe Honorary fellowship of the college:
Ewretl Koop. paediatric surgeon, formerly of
Philadelphia and surgeon-general. USA; Coo-
stuiilnos Tountas. professor of surgery. Uni-
versity of Athens. Donald Brute Scoit has been
elected One Fellow to the Board of Faculty of
Anaenhelici.

The Hotel and Catering Industry Training
Board announces the appointment of Bill EdiBoard announces the appointment of Bill Edgu
as t^lrtgmnnager. Scotland. Before jolnbig
he FpTfTB. Mr -Edgar whs training adviser
with the Cpnstiueiion Industry Training Board
in Scotland.

Brilhh Academy Newberry fellowship. Mr
flruco Lonmin, senior lecturer in Scoitbh his-
tory at St Andrews University, is to bo the new
Brtflsh Academy Fellow at the Newbeny Lib-
rary m Chicago this summer

Noticeboard is comply
PaWciasi
andMllacSJ

Honorary (km
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Inmorare degrees on
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M.H.! Sir Ale* Jarnit, chAmu wJ
»«d InientaSri™r
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chBr<I O'Brien, iftnn rectaUrduthe Manpower Services CommJdtT

DDS: Professor Sir Frank Lamm,
Professor of nperutin dentil w«n

T

University of Liverpool
^
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Polytechnics

Technical Colleges

Colleges and Institutes of
Technology

Colleges with Teacher
Education

Overseas

Adult Education
Librarians

General Vacancies
Official Appointments

Colleges of Further
Education

Appointments wanted:

Rates:
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m»c: Professor Sir Alfred Purity
professor of civil engineering at the IF

of Dridol.
IVafesnr Michael Win, p
ui the London School of I

til Science.

Index

Colleges and Institutes of
Higher Education
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Clockwise from lop leflt- Jirm,
Barslow, Altenborotigh, Lawfa,

Pugsley, O’Brien, wise

Forthcoming Events

The Changing Face of Democracy’, a one-day
conference on ihe implications Tor the public,
elected reprewnlatlvM and officials, of referen-
da and other forms of direct aDoroacfaei to Iheda and other forms of direct approacfaei to Ihe
dectornte to be held on Saturday, May 15 at
London Ifniversify Instil ule of Education Fee

"'embers of (he Royal • Institute of
Fubilc Administration and Students, and £16V ” MUM <ilU
lor non-membetu. Further information from
Mrs ** •

_ Tl« Hon. A. Maxwell Stamp has been elected
cnairmnn of Klic Council of Governors. The
Tiuitian & Kniahilcy EdaGMfonaTTriuPud.l'fB

i Major-General Norman Foster.succession to
. "T - --—l—- « 'vaaiiBii I V3ICI,

and lorcc others have been ejected to ihe
Council - Admiral Sir Anthony Griffin. Mr
John Hastings and Air Brian Vote.

J- Elliott, Honorary RegionJ'aniup
Secretary 101 Oaklefgh Road North. London
N20 9E

Two opportunities to rind our about one of the

““S dcarec-Icvel courses,
the Middlesex Polytechnic Diploma or Higher
Education. are on offer el an Open Day an
Thursday May 13 at 2 p.m. and 6J0 p.m. at*c polytechnic s Trent Park. Cockfosttrs site.
Each session lasts nppralraately two hours.

^ av^'= from the AdmlssloniSn“S4lpN
POl,^hnk ' '“O*®*.

1 ellowsliips

. Professor O . Stanley RUshbrookt.
theoretical physio In ihi UiUwra... w..
nstfo-upoa-Tyna until his retlreoieni in

of
ihd 'University of-New-

TCTj ys-u- 1"1 Ws retlreoieni in 1980,
m*s elected a Fellow of the Royal Society. .

"An iniioductron io Sampling", one day work-

tticoryv and the development of sampHnl-~~r ui sampling

i«r^
k
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,en
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APP lled Social Studies.tesa.1’**1' h™“-

Grouts
Ihe SERC for investigation on hybrid electric
vehicle^ under direction of Dr P. 11. Clarke and
Dr J. R. Bumbv.

Durham
£19,500 from the borough of South Tyneside in

,h£J7°leSl

. "i.
nuer Areas Programme

- Project 65. Durham UniversItyWork-
en Educational Association - funding of a
development officer, under the direction of J.
F. Dixon.
£10.695 from the Royal Society of investigation
onTangmuir-fllm based microelectronic sensors
under direction of Professor G. G. Roberts and
Dr M. C. Petty.

£13.000 from the National Coal Board to ex-
tend (he investigation “Spoil heaps and la-

S? 1” under direction of Dr R. K. Taylor.
2,000 from Lyta and Scott for Invesilgmion

on garment automation robotics, under direc-
tion of Professor M. J. H. Sterling. In addition.
Lyle and Scott will make available their own

£58.224 from SERC for the investigation nn the
distribution of strain along the reinforcement in
reinforced concrete member* subjected to pure
tendon under direction of Dr P. A. T. Gill und
R. H. Scott.

£10,515 a supplementary grant from NBL.
investigation on physiologjcal ecoiwrinJE-.'*
iacciie in relation to envlrofureudsm®-:.
mistry under direction of Dr B. A Xia

Aberdeen
||:

Anatomy Dr A. K. Sharma £l3JW hi'
British Diubetic Association for roudK

^rora
,

, *1C SERC for the Investigation uf
Ihe effects of non linear temperature profiles in
concrete beams under dirccliun of Dr A.

“

pheral nerve structure in cxreiniK
diabclfc etc ft

R.
Selb
£17.450 from the Procurement executive -
£17,450 from Ministry of Defence for Invcsiiau-
tlon of integrity of serial highway systems under

Dr C - T - Spraoklcn.
£64.586 from SERC for investigation on the
Itietmal and mechanical loading on rock cutting

r«
1S*^er dl«c«lotiof Dr l». M. Bruidcn.

I-.2.37X from SERC for investleation on cm-

Ph-
y
tl£
m
c 47n,nc.

und ,hc cnrPun b! sector in
Sub-Regions. l

(J7f*-KI . under direction
of A. R. Townsend.

uhetic rats und
Biochemistry and medlcloi Dr* N, K 1# '

N. B. Bcnncl and Professor H. H. Half®,
from MRC for chuructcriutkui oFlbcat»

:

'

forms of plusminogcn activator prescni^ I

i

mun plasma.
Biochemistry Dr L. A. FolhctnU

research on Scottish Im;..SERC for

soqucnccr facility. „ -

Chemistry Dr* J. L Duncan and D.C k*#1,

07,575 from SERC for research
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Universities

fnruiniKc Fourier triinsfbrm upccirawp;

rslli

gujmom. material and stuff ,ime tongue of ^15,1 Invostiamlon on fuin.

Ity for Scottish univcrslliev,

Enalncering Dr A. W. Gray tS.'*!

SERC for invcsllaiuion uf the sattak

support a research counsellor for Ihe
new enterprise development project under
direction of Dr A. A. Oibb.
£49,925 from Shell UK in aid of the Investiga-
tion cnicrpreneurshfp and higher educatimi.
under dlrecuon of Dr A. A. Giljlbb.

S. Ellis,

£79.040 from SERC In aid of tho Imrostlgutlun
on automated garment assembly, under- dlrcc-

Burden
Pr0fCSS0r M ' J- Slorlin* und >- *

£*4.050 from NERC for inresilguiton nn ecolu-
glcal siutHci on riruses of birds - nliusc II

SSeVin
'rketlon _of Dr J. C. Cbuhon.

Siethitt.
.

.-
‘ "" *> "• ®B5.I50 from SERC for Investigation on prog-

£57,500 from Barclays Bank for inveBiloation r°
n hlsi

.
ori“ l u«ronnmy under

into establishment
£35

^

ami!LF$5%
r£ m

i

W ' Wn|fcnduk‘-
Und°r di'Kl,0n °" H?Isci tnginccrm

£23,552 from ShSi Research and £14,333 from

Open University programmes May 8 to May 14

direction of PnVcvwr"M* s’lcrll'rig

wire ropes in murine' cnviroiuneni

Genetics Dr E. P. Muhcr £25331 foa

for rcscurch into tho isutoilwi and i

agcotroplc mutunls of arab idoptii i

UM1ST
From the SERC
IiistnmKnlallon and analytical' scum
sors G. F. Kirkbright. P.A. Payne r-

Ucck £87.694 us an initial grant inf

following the recognition of the

purimonl of Insirumontation und iw?®-

enre: Dr J. F. Alder £25.464 f"f

'

of ciipiicitintcc und conductance wwWi
.

nirmUMw lliiuld chromaingrapaF

C17.IXM1 fm research

.urcmcnl using

UNIVERSITY OF HONQ KONG
DENTAL STUDIES

DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATIVE
DENTISTRY

mircrohore
M. S. Beck
lul l Inn level

smimL

AppUcallons are Invited from suitably qualified dentists for

pF

expected b take up full-time duties by 1 c

as soon after that date as is possible.

Reader/Senior Lecturer 2 posts

Lecturer 1 post
One of the above posts will be concerned principally with the

ffiS'
1°^^n'n9

-C°lJr8e8--for deritel «P«I«Y pareonnel.
qualified applloants with an extensive knowledge of

™^.prpflrafnmes for the extension of dqttes'.of Dehtal
surgecy Assistants, particularly In relation to close-support

£
our handed dentistry and the use of close-support dentistry

£Vo^SnffiXd,Jat8 CUrr,CUlUm' *"** m9lm

jJJ^^fait^annual (superannuable) salary ranges are

under
review
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SENIOR LECTURER ‘A’

IN CONSUMER AFFAIRS
(Post Ref: 82/06R)

£1 1 ,1 39(x3)- £1 2,399 (Bar) <x4)
-£14,079

University of London
Institute of Psychiatry

READVERTISEMENT

LIBRARIAN

ApplIcationB are Invited for the above poet
1

which la primarily concerned with the further
development of the SHND Course In Consumer
and Business Studies. The post also Involves
responsibility for the work of the College
Consumer Advisory Centre. Appropriate oppor-
tunities are available for research, consultancy
and personal development.

Further particulars and application forms are
available from:

Applications are invited from Chartered Librarians for the post of
Librarian to take charge ol this postgraduate medical school
library. Applicants should preferably be graduates, with
appropriate experience in a medical, bkxogical or social sciences

Starting salary within Grades tIB/IIA (accordinc
and experience) which currently runs from

g
us £1 .035 London weighting.
jperannuatton In USS. Please send addressed envelope lor

further particulars and application form to: The Secretary,
Institute of Psychiatry, De Crespignv Park, Denmark Hill, London
SE5 BAF. Forms to bB relumed by 4 June, 1982quoting ref: LIB/

to qualifications

5,070 to £12,800

' tv,

I/:

, \l
t ;

•h
:

'

«•!

'•t

The Secretary and Treasurer (Staffing),

at the undernoted address or telephone:

.

041-334 8141, ext. 27.

HONG KONG
UNIVERSITY OF

SYDNEY

DENTAL. STUDIES
MACQUARIE
UNIVERSITY
AUSTRALIA

INSTRUCTORRADIOGRAPHER
The Closing Date for this post Is Friday 14th

May, 1982.
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Universities continued

THE PAPUA. NEW
GUINEA

UNIVERSITY OFTECHNOLOGY
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BP* *»a medically qualified.Honorary consultant status
ln

. fl
n. appropriate specialty
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Polytechnics

SHEFFIELD CITY POLYTECHNIC

DEPARTMENT OF MANAGEMENT STUDIES

RESEARCH IN MANAGEMENT
HseMrah Assistantn work t*«ia small aufl

j

torApod ihouM be (yaduatn wtft woifc sxpefimoe, preferably in tmai
oorvrfe. / «—
Ths KdoMnwit wit bs tor find term 0i three yen.
SafetymUm MM9 - £5280 pju

" yppw; hofHXrra degree fn an appropriate

DEPARTMENTS OF COMPUTER STUDIES
& APPLIED 80CIAL STUDIES

RESEARCH ASSISTANT
Introduction of Microtechnology Into Servicing

Environments •

fechniaai.and aodal ImpUMbxia pi Introducinfl

The panMonal etadkiQ data fe September, 1083
Mary Boafei fcuoa - £8280 p*.

Compfed feme efwuM bs returned by stat May 1982
8h«Md C£y PoiyteeiNlto i* an Equal Opportunities Entfoyaf.

S2^S5Ix9£ni,ON,8inshtute
9?.T§5”NOLOGY,ABERDEEN

ELECTRICALENGINEERINQ

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
toractfva progremmeofdeQree, poeteraduatgand
fflpioiiiacxxiiMaand researahand comutoneyworit,

hoftaui W

ssar !

.•..DtatoCpmrriuntcaaoffe . .

B«c(rofib SystemB DetIgn
. Computof Engineering

Se^m^fundermvlew): .

?
i
l2

0,t“lS,8r81 1

1

39-£1 4078 per inrtum
Lwfcjw£6804^1 1sea perannum
Aostatanco tvfth nwnoval expensed:

r»vant eXPsflende r
' spd

CHIEFADMINlSTRAnVE
. OFFICERAND CLERK

TOTm GOVERNINGBODY'•
• m-advertbememt

SS-rr;ll
4*4?6

'£15*720P""u>«« ..
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ULSTER P0LYTECHMC
FACULTY OFTECHNOUXy

LECTURER 2/ i

SENIOR LECTURER
1

IN MICROELECTRONIC SYSTEMS DESiy
{llxod lenn nppolnimGnl to 30 September,m

Salary scales:
Senior Lecturer £9,624-El 1 .32M12.141

Locturer 2 : £M62-£ia43l
A

(under review)

Appifcnilons nrp invited for a Leclureshlp In Mtooefecta* w-
design wiihln The School ol Elocideal and Efedraiio
will Include conlributlng la iha taochlna and
nsaodalod with degree, diploma and certificate course*— ' r — •»* wviiiiiwnp (AMoee,
Applicants should hold a good honours degree
industrial or research expertonce In digital and anatoow m2b»
microprocessor applications onglnoertng.

pie polytechnic Is a direct nront insiliuifon with an hdaomiMbi
Governors it opened In 1971 and haa a atudantptauScndw^a
It haB MMrnwa new purpose built accommodation, bobh b
residential places on tho 114-acre alls oveiloofeku hrei
Jordanstown, a pleasant and quiet residential
asslslanca with removal.

Further partloulara end application lorma whlohmuttbuaM

^ ohtalnad by telephoning WhlMty|
65131, Exl. 2243, or by writing to:

*

The Establlahment Officer,

ULSTER POLYTECHNIC

8hore Road, Newtonabbey,

Co. Antrim BT37 OQW

PLYMOUTH
POLYTECHNIC
Plymouth Bualnais School

HEAD OF DEPARTMENT
OF MANAGEMENT

wtlh possible election to &
'

PROFFESORSHIP
Applicants should have suitable experience and qu&Nti*

to take the leadership of (he Department of Maitap*

which Is responsible for postgraduate, post expsriinoid

short-oouree activity In the Business School.

Salary: Head of Department Orate V

£13914 - £15462 (under revWw)

Application forma to be returned by Friday 28th M*y 1962®

be obtained with furlher particulars from the ParsoonaCi*

^Droke Circus. Plymouth, Devon. RAB*

Middlesex--

© PLYMOUTH ^
POLYTSCHNIO
FACULTY OF
TECHNOLOGY

ei
Department of

Electrical & Electronic
Engineering

SENIOR LECTURER/

LECTURER II

Salary: £6,462-212,141
(under review)

(Level of appointment and
®“™no salary dependent
upon quaJUicatlona and ex-

AgpllOB^shoukl have a

Ea'SSK.rllBJ!
2»dSWfl?S
Wh.Sd

advA'i.
b

|i?"

on

DEPARTMENT OF
MATHEMATICS,
STATISTICS

& COMPUTING

. LECTURER II

• MATHEMATICS
Salary: £6,462—£10,431

review)

;

‘

‘

f
farther

BDVflnpBmant tn D4n Vj,\
WIU’ ;

runner
e^vancement to £12,141)W®? should have a

good honours
. 'deoree^ approwtatB In-

JSSJS.- oomrfierclar and/or
1

experience. Ap-
gtetone would

(

be wet:

JJ2EL5W? candidates: with
epecWtet knowledge ' in

^Jricalana^ate, rfie-

wjg^optlWsetton or control

w W 19’

p
?
lSS,?r8 fr°oi the

graonoel Officer Plymouth

Ilia TIMES HIGHER EDUCATION SUPPLEMENT 7.5.82

Polytechnics continued

SUNDERLAND POLYTECHNIC
Faculty of Science

Departmentof Mathematics and Computer Studies

PRINCIPAL LECTURER IN COMPUTER
STUDIES

Salary scale: £1 1298 - £12691 Bar £14238 par annum.

SScania should preferably have an honours degree, or Its equivalent,

Mitel or research experience and tecturTrig experience. The
successful candidate will take a leading role In the course development

and/or reasarch/consultancy activities of the department.

LECTURER ll/SENIOR LECTURER IN

COMPUTER STUDIES

Salary scale: Lll £6462 - £9624 Bar £10431 (under review);

8L £9624 - £11328 Bar £12141 (under review).

Applicants should preferably have an honours deoree. or Its

3x1 Industrial or research experience. The eu
— *"

expected to lecture up to honours
'

An application trom and further
J

mentionad poets may be
Sunderland Polytechnic, Lang
3R2 7EE of telephone Sunderland

1982.

DURHAM COUNTY COUNCIL
NEWCOLLEGE DURHAM

Principal: Leonard Q. Bewahar, Acad DIpEd(Lond), BSC (Econ), MA, FRSA

FACULTYOFEDUCATION
Temporary Lecturer il In Science Education

.

Lecturer in Science Education required tor one academic year,

commencing September, 19B2. Physics or physical science background
esaendal to contribute to initial BEd, professional and In-service courses,

. Residential accommodation may be available.

Appointment at Lit grads; £6,462-£10,431 per annum.
Lecturer I in Psychology ol Education
Required lor September 1982, a lecturer with a good honours degree (n

Psychology. Teaching experience, preferably In the primary age-range. Is

eesenUal. Evidence of research or further study in education will be an
advantage. Residential accommodation may be available.

The position on the LI salary scale (£6,034-£8.668 per annum) wiN be
appropriate to the experience of the 8ppllcanL

Furlher details and application forma, returnable .by Friday. 2isl May,
1982 may be obtained from The Prfndpfal. New College Durham,

L. FramweHgata Moor Centre, Durham DH1 6E8. on receipt of a stamped
adfteued foolscap envelope.

LONDON

GEEESmi

DUNCAN OF JORDANSTONE COLLEGE OFART
Following academic restructing, sc
full-time lecture A posts wlffiin
annum (under review).

ideations are Invited lor the undemoted
he salary range ES.B64/E11,985 per

1. (1) SCHOOL OF DESIGN
(a) Visual Communications
CandkJatea who will ba required to teach primarily In the area ot
Visual Communlcallona, should have relevant quallflcatlonB and
experience In one or. more of the disciplines of illustration/
prlnlmaWnQ/anlmaUon.

(b) Decorative Design

Candidates, who will be requited to teach primarily In \he area ol
Decorative Design, should have relevant qualllicaiions and
experience In one or more ol the disciplines of textile
daalgn/batlWfabric printing,

(II) SCHOOL OF DRAWING AND PAINTING
Candidates should be practising painters who hold a degree or
diploma In art from a nationally recognised Art College and
should have teaching experience and familiarity with prtntmaking
or mural painting techniques.

(III) SCHOOL OF HOME ECONOMICS
|a) Catering Administration
Candidates should be able to offer Food end Beverage
Management as a primary specialism with teaching competence
in more than one of the areas of marketing of catering services;
applied systems catering/catering technology; administration or
catering sendees.

(b) Administrative Studies

Candidates should be able to offer Social Policy and
Administration together with Welfare Studies as primary

Colleges of Further Education
management; consumer behaviour. Experience In 8odal Work
and Soda) Work placements would also bs ol advantage.

8
0 DEPARTMENT OF SCULPTURE
andldates should be practising artists, suitably qualified withVUIkMWIJ 1111)1

previous experience of lecturing at degree level.

2. (i) HEAD OF FINE ART (Re-advertisement)
Candidates should have previous experience ol academic
leadership and be painters or sculptors ol repute. The specialist

subjects encompassed within Fine Art are drawing and painting,
sculpture and prlntmaklng.

Futher particulars of the above poste and application forme
may be obtained trom the Secretary, Duncan of Jordanatone
College of Art, Perth Road, Dundee OD1 4HT (telephone
0382/53261) to whom completed applications should be
returned not later than Friday, 28th May, 19B2.

Fellows Personal

m1®
BRIGHTON POLYTECHNIC

TELE8QFTWARE AND
EDUCATION PHIMARY

PROJECT

RESEARCH
ASSISTANT
£4386 - £6034

To work on a collaborative

Investigation wflh the BBC
Into the uses of lelesoflware

In primaiy eduofldon. Prim-

ary school experience

essential; knowledge of edu-

cational . computing desir-

able.
J

Further details and ap-

plication forma
,
from the

Deputy Head of Personnel,

Brighton . ,
Polytechnic,

Mouleecoomb,
.

Brighton

8N2 4AT. Tel: Brighton

693685, EM.,2636. Closing

date 28th May, 1982. :

Colleges ofArt

.a ,

a Cond Idnta*
ktiuyaan, P.O.'Bo* 97

in ChemlcaJ Engineering, Science or
artdprecttofllexpertenoefprSCOTEC

wmmmm

Lothian Regional Council

NAPIER COLLEGE OF COMMERCE AND TECHNOLOGY

SENIOR LECTURER A IN OFFICE ADMINISTRATION
Salary on 8cale £11,112 - £12,357 (Bar) - E14.&19 (under review)

required to contribute to tho davtUpmart ot tha teaching of Olfiw AdmlnMvatlon in

Degree and DUama (Him with additional rauxHudbUlyr for ganorel courea
admlnfeMllon within tha Dapartmant ol Offca Admm intradon.

AppOcants atnuld poomh a dagree/honoua daorw andw aqulvaienl profeatonal
quaiBcationa and pretarabty hove had Industrial, rataaich or teaching oxpaiterica.

SENIOR LECTURER A IN INDUSTRIAL ORGANISATION
8alary on Scale £11,112 - £12,367 (Bar) - El 4,0 19 (under review)

required in Uii Department cl Industrial Studies and 8odai Slurifes fe touch to dptoma
umtorgraduala and postgraduate coureoa and lo cuparvfea research dqgreea where
Bpproprisls.

Candidates should have tionoure degree and preferably a highar dagrsa In Sodoiogy,
Psychology or Economics Exporlera in teaching, Industry or resaarch is asumwl.

LECTURER A IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Salary on 8qb1» £6,694 - £11,127 (Bar) - £11,649 (undar review)

Candidaua should possess a good dogma In Erglnaartrig or FiMI Technology and
Industrial wlttr research expertenco. A strong hiteraai m comhuatton and sneicy
procenea Is asaanUal. Tha bucomsIuI osndMtte wll bo required to laaeh on Itw BSc
Energy En^nwrtng and other dagrw and Optoma causaa and to parikdpata m
Induelitet energy aulgnmnte and course deretopmenL

.

LECTURER A IN MATHEMATICS
Salary on 8ule £6,894 - £11,127 (Bar) - £11,049 (under review)

required (n tea Department of Mathematics to teach etude nts on ectonre and
onglnetring courses leading to certlltcelaa, dptomas and CNAA degreoa. Prelsrenco
wif be ghon lo appdeante who have a higher dogma In some ores at nppfled

malhemaUoi or who hav* had Inchiitrlal expwtofln ot melhamavcaJ aopriuiam,
peullcularfy to an anglnwriog conteM.

LECTURER A IN STATISTICS
Salary on 8cate £8,094 - ei 1,127 [Bar) - £11,949 (under revlaw)

wqulrad hi Pm Dopa/tmdrt of ' MatfiamaUw lo teach studante on business bjsI

profesekmel ooutmi feeding to carincstu. dfeloraag. CNAA umibbs and other
protasoionM tmarhcsboM. mlwanca wll bo given to apptiecnU who ireve a htghai

dogrea hi awtattca or oparattofidl research or who havo nod toduMfal axporienca at

tea application ol quaiwttlhre mateoda.

A4>pKdanUahouklpoa«aMandhQnauredo|}nMOfaqutiralaiilprefes«loMlqpal>ecdlfen.

Hon forma and furthar partloulara from Tha AdmlnWraUva Oftlosr

nriM), ftepter CoOsgs of Commerce and Technology, CcHnton Road,
AppUcaUon forma are
(Pertonntn. Mooter O
Edinburgh BHIDSOT.

Colleges iof Higher Education

WEST LONDON INSTITUTEOF
HIGHER EDUCATION

Principal: J EKane KCSG MEd PhD

APPOINTMENT OF
REGISTRAR

AppHoattonaare invited loi appointment as
Reglatrarofthe WostLondon Institute In

, Bucceasion to MrGC Knfaht BA the first Registrar

of the (natliute who Is retiring in December 1 982;

Appllcahta should hold graduateand/or
professionaliqUaiffJoations.and ahoufd have
cofteldertotefatevanf experisneo, deelreWy

rfloeijaniplon
. ... . Southlands

Institute whiwnd.

Courses offered by the Roehampton Instftuto o( Higher

Education are In combined sfudlas leading lo university firal and
higher degrees. The kwtituta seeks tg .make the foitowring

:

appofriimert with ofiect (rom isi Bepiember, iwz;

LECTURESHIP IN

SpCjOLOGY/SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY
AppRoeUpne^-'era Invited tor the above poW In ihB Home
Ecoftornkie < Department : U> leach Consumer .8tucflea and
Managemenl Studies on iha BA (Hons) and BEd (Hone} degree
coureesi .An'abHIty; lo:feaoh Sooaf Welfare arid/br Communlly
Studies wpuld be en ^ advantage. Appilcante should have good
aeddemto research tt)t*re*t, and ettlier tndUstilal

bleaching ekperldnce. ..... '

Sajary (Bumhanr Ul/SL scale) £6,462 - £i 2, 141 plus London. .

Allowance £769. .

Further partloulara end application forms miy ba obtained,
from. R. >A- .Fennell, ftasletarrt Secretary, Roehamptori
InatHule ol Higher Education, Richardson Building, Dlgby
Stuart Cortege, Roehampton Line, London SWI8 5PH.

;

Closing dale for applications Monday 24th May, 1982.



Colleges of Higher Education continued
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DORSET
INSTITUTEOF HIGHER EDUCATION
Department of Technology, Mathematics&

Computing

tSBS^SZ!2SSS toNow,n0^t8 to commenceouiiBs on 1st September, 1982 or as soon as possible.
PR!Nc|pAL LECTURER In COMPUTER STUDIESTo be responsible lor the leaching and develooment nfcompuier studies wllhln the Inailbite.

P ‘ of

S?SE5h.hS5

I!i
RER ,n enq|neering

(ELECTRONICS OR MECHANICAL ENGINEERING)To be responsible to Ihe head of department for theorganisation of all engineering courses wfthto the department
LECTURER 11/SENIOR LECTURER
(Properties A Forming of Materia Ib)

alai^
9P°nSlb,B f°rand l6ach the 8UbJeoi t0 IEC- ‘aval IV/V

JfCTURER II/SENIOR LECTURER
(Fiukfs/Power Hydraulics)

Btendam^
0"8^8 tor “nd ,eacfl thB ***** to T-E.C. Level v

sssjs sss
toS

^ bs p,el!ar8d 10 ™in a substantial contribution
lhe worii <* lhs Inputs
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"ESS,EZEgrjSl?” EdUM,lon
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DERBY LONSDALE
COLLEGE OF

HIGHER EDUCATION
FACULTY OF ART
-and design
School of Photography

LECTURER
GRADE 11/

SENIOR LECTURER
In

„
F'LM MAKING

AND PHOTOGRAPHY
JjtiSgV and Photo-
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CHELTENHAM
TUB COLLEOE OF STPALfl. AND ST. MARY

•Isphon# 0243.

REMINDER.
COPY..FOR .
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ADVERTISEMENTS IN
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the

^ t.h.e.s.

Research

SUSSEXthe university op
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WALES
AberystwythTHE UNIVERSITY OF

-DEPARTMENT OFCOMPUTER SCIENCE
RESEARCH POSTS INROBOTICS
Application, are Invited
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WALES
THE POLYTECHNIC OF

ABSISTANTSHIFS 1983
SALARY CS.OS4 to C3.4SB

per annum
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Western Australian

Institute of Technology

PERMANENT TENURE APPOINTMENTS

SENIOR LECTURER
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

Assisi in the establishment of undergraduate
studies in chemicBl engineering following the ap-
pointment of thB inaugural Head of tha Depart-
ment of Chemical Engineering within the School
of Process Engineering. At present some twenty
students are enrolled in first year studies. Labora-
tory accommodation is being expanded and
equipment provided.

Applicants should be well qualified academically,
with membership of relevant professional bodies
and have appropriate professional and teaching
experience. A commitment to pursue research or
projects associated with Western Australian In-

dustrial opera lions considered vital. Evidence of
current involvement in industrial projects or re-
search advantageous. (FM 478)

SENIOR LECTURER
PRIMARY CARE/

COMMUNITY NURSING
Teach undergraduate and postgraduate students,
carry out administrative duties within the School
of Nursing, co-ordinate teaching/learning activi-
ties, serve aa a resource pereon to nursing staff
and students, maintain close liaison with the nurs-
ing profession and collaborate with resource per-
sons in community health care agencies. Oppor-
tunity exists to conduct research and participate
in research activities relevant to the nursing
ptogramme.

;A'higher .degree In nursing or a related discipline,
a nursing education diploma or teaching qualifica-
'oa and experience In. primary care/community

nursing required. (Ref 4791
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pluia quota R»f n0 . ind Coda HEB

gerAfrican College of
Electrical Engineering
Blngervllle, COTE D’IVOIRE
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A SCOTTISH CENTRAL INSTITUTION

Lecturer in

Communication Studies
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UNIVERSITY OF
NATAL

DEPARTMENT OF
SOCIAL WORK

Durban, South Africa

Applications are invited from
suitably qualified parsons, re-
gardless of sex, religion, race,
colour or national origin for

appointment to the post of

SENIOR
LECTURER

Applicants for the Senior Lec-
tureshlp preferably should
hold a Masters degree in
Social Work with at least eight
wars practical experience in

the field. Lecturing or teaching
experience at a higher educa-
tional level will be an additional
advantage, Applicants must
be registrable In terms of
the SodaI and Associated
Workers Act No. 110 oil978.
The post haB become avail-
able through a restructuring of
the degrees In the Depart-
ment.

Salaiy In the range: R16,657-
24,045 per Annum. ,

The commencing salary notch
will be dependant on the
quaNfioations and/or experi-
ence of the Successful appli-

cant, In ' addition, a < sendee
bonus of 93% of one month's
salary is payable aubfeot to

Treasury regulations.

Application forma, further
partloulara pf tha poet and
Information on penalon,
medical aid, group Insur-

ance, staff bursary, housing
loan and subsidy schemes,
long leave conditions

.
and

travailing expenses on first

appointment are obtainable
from Tha Secretary, South
African Unlversltlss Office,

Chichester House, 27B High
Holbom, London WC1V7HE
or the Registrar, University
of Natali, King George V
Avenue, Durban 4001, South
Africa, with whom applica-

tions on tha proscribed
form, must be lodged not
later than 11th June, 1082
guottojji the reference No.

FflEEUNlVER8ITY
AMSTERDAM

The Free University In

Amsterdam (FUA) Invites

applicants for Ihe posted

LECTURER IN BIOLOGY
LECTURER IN PHYSICS

(undervacancy nr.042-0702}

S
h "“FJWmsW* Pra-Effliy Science

9) Department o» lhe UnlvarBlty
*08 of Botswana (UC8) in

usoorane. Boiswana.

Tasks:

5 bMogy-phyilca (or O-
level scrnal-ieavara in annuel 8-
monlh* hiendve course;

-retaied acflyWea In edenoe
education.

Apptinama tort two^ear contfoot
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0b.Ed. and Kporlence In m.
unlyentty edance education.
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dsvaloplng country
pMBrsbiy In Soulhatn Airtca &
recommendaUe.
Leaflet with Information cl PE8. aeleiy
end GondWone ol sendee, to requoBled
el tho eddmea below.

tofcaUom should be sent baton
asm May, 1882. to:

TheFrea Unlwerelty.DJenrt
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At Heathrow Airport there is a very

long walk from Terminal Two’s

lounge to the gates for flights to

other parts of Europe, grouped

together under the pretentious title

of “The Europort”. The walk is so

long that anyone who has the misfor-
. . ! _ _ n* lilt., i: h.V..
tune to sit in the Piccadilly line tube,

tunnel outside Hounslow Central for

Sunday
five minutes, or who can't make up
their mind between Bell's or Black... . .... ’ J their mind between Bell’s or Black

we are responsible, was a child all^ whisky or Booth’s or Gor-

Urganize a group of students to go
walking in the Nahr Ibrahim valley.

Not so easy nowadays, the Moslem
students are at risk so deep in Christ-students are at risk so deep in Christ- toughing.

.
Why don t you live in

jn ^ “cutting it a bit fine" class. It

ian territory and no young women England instead or in Lebanon
js M my companion pointed out on a

can come, as fathers will not risk ™}ere there is so much trouble?
recent sweaty scuttle down the mock-

them abroad in these uncertain \*ow can
.
1 hve in England after marb(ed halls of the new terminal,

times. The gorge with its cliffs and w
.‘
iat they have done to the Palesti-

jaden ^ mucb handbaggage as
forests and precarious villages looks man

.

5 ' 1 but me question runs we cou |d get away with, further than
peaceful in the cool spring sunshine. on

.

l? my. head. Why? Because, my the Wfllk ft,much the Vatican to cet

roresis ana precanous vuiages iooks * \Tj l,ruVn we could get away with, further than
peaceful in the cool spring sunshine. °n m my head. Why? Because my the walk trough the Vatican to get
The river is that same one supposed rQ

J.

e here i* unique, while in England
to tbe sist ine Chapel. The difference

to run red at certain times with the n
.
dozen people are lined up to *

s lbat opportunity is not avail-
blood of Adonis. * “B J°b 1

_,

can d°? Be
f
ause the able to rebuftS the Vatican so thatblood of Adonis.

J® “g J°b » can Because the ab|e t0 rebu^ the Vatican so that
High up in the mountain there is a au" shines and people smile at me easy access js provided for the tourist

temple that springs out of the and the stalls are piled high with wanting to gape and gasp at Miche-
rock .once a sbnnc to Astartc though ‘’“K”SLS; langclA mastsrpisM. At Heathrow
the visible remains are Roman rather Jously easy or just plain impossible

tbey fmg :usl restructured
Ihun Phoenician. Asturtc-Apliroditc- jj}

11 always unexpected and unpre- mlnal.
Venus-Virotn Marw. in I.ehnnnn thev dlCtable? LOVC is a Strange growth Ul ... *u-_ .nclr nniir micri

the ter-

Vcnus-Virgin Mary, in Lebanon they datable? Love is a strange grown
are all jumbled together. The hign tue human heart,

cliffs of the gorge prevent access to nHMHHHI
motorists and hence to picnickers and 7 j j
plastic bags which is why it is a

Favourite with me. The grass is thick
Wednesday

Why then ask your customers to

f
o on a hike to get to their aircraft?

am not against hiking but my im-
agination is not gooa enough to

allow me to pretend to myself that I
ravounte wttn me. me grass is thick

. . .. am ambling across the South Downs
with cyclamen and anemones and the Drop In on our chairman to discuss

while huTTyiQR t0 Gate 36 any more
students pick armfuls of a yellow progress. We are supposed to offer

than j rou1dobeyaHend’suistnic-
flower with a long green stem which the

.

four-year JJcence degree in aU
tJons t0 imagin' j was dobing

they say can be eaten with salt.
— —

Monday
sr™ spls hTi^ Is it to p«aish the cuir°™-

Walked down tho outside of the sci- Pb!)’s but I have
y

difficulty in per- Sf'fffjfjS SShh^’ences building to my first-year class. soading prospective candidates Shat
it

n?
In one of the amphitheatres on the Lebanon is still a land of milk and j .
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JU8t example

fifth sub-basemenl floor. The faculty hooey; moreover our SnSKtkJ “
of science of the Ubanese University whiefi is part of state law. prevents

s nE^ l kT a trio tois on ten floors, five above and five us from bavina fares and other oh- __IiL
ere

X
s nothui8 j*e .

a
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to
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l uons to imagine 1 was climbing

SJISJ SCafe11 111116 88 1 atnj8gled UP lhc 172
stePs at Russe11 Square underground
station recently. Is it to discourage

language mathematics degree off the the huM ai?d
7
heavy hand baggage

In these hard times one

a trip tois uii lcij uuuia, live buovc unu live mc from navina fares and other oh- I ; „ D
.

below ground, the upper ones con- vious prereqi^iH^TforoveraSs L aDOther Eu,?K:
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taining offices and labE and the lower SmSt °?e aware of th®8hasUy deficiencies

ones classrooms ond the library. The '
°* OUT own Pubbt tiansP°rt system,

basement floors are not really sub- . ,

terranean, they run down the hillside ThllrcHnv de Gaulle airport even the luggage

and I prefer descending this rocky 1UUAJ>UcV HoU,uS ^ ?lore t

smootWy than at

mountain path to confronting the j have no class «« Heathrow where they clank embar-

-W-5 c

mouniaui path to confronting the
broad free-fall staircase within.

TW first-^epr class is my biggest
'headache^.By offer free uifi^

i c„ . ... „ Heathrow where they clank embar-
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vetsity education to till school leavers
who succeed in. acquiring the bacca-
laureat brevet. Both school discipline

and the strictness of the boccalaureat
slipped during the civil war and when
classes restarted ih 1979 I was con-

%hS 8b0 ^^a through thr^tettog to dS?
departoifeirt.; Moreover it is ^ssiWe

man style, and terraced down, an
classes resianeo in i was con- escarnmeht on the edae of the sea

uau iu moi-
fronted by 2-300 students many of ^e ^de5s are abfe^ ?W 85 &0°* “.rt We
whom were there because they found with jacaranda o^ander bouaalnvil- 5

??^ sonie m*n
J
ltes

,
to

my amphitheatre a more co^enial SHt SS fothom how
f° & tbrou«h an >"»-

i-.
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}] m

whom were there because they found
my amphitheatre a .more congenial
place to talk, argue and read their
newspapers than the street corner or.
the. cafe.

nean flora;

“Why don’t you apply for a job
here?" asks my wife, not for-the first

Tuesday
time. Certainly it is tempting to ! re-

turn to small classes of well-behaved,
well-heeled students and" the normal

Trouble Iri class today, feeling is run-
ning high about Che deaths and civil

disturbances on the West Bank. The
students say they want the second

comforts of a university campus, bat
I like it better where Tam.

’

hour of my two-hour period as a r
,

•/

protest strike. I readily agree, i have Arrive to find that tdday is the facul-

Friday

come to see strikes as & way 'of tys turii to be on strike, The °cca-

imposhig their will in a situation sion is that n felling student in the

whire they feel goaded and impotent, department of psychology threatenedwlfere they feel goaded and impotent.
A small group of troublemakers

find the victory came too easily and
declare in addition a five-minute

strike at the beginning of the lecture.

I opt for confrontation, this group

a five-minute Rf®. forbidden to carry guns but

of the lecture. Beirut is so bristling with armaments
in, this group I an» surprised such incidehts do not

has been disrupting me foT some occur more often. So entrenched in

time and it seems n good chance for Lebanese law is the right of every

a showdown. Terrific uproar, most of school-leaver (o enter university (bat

the class sympathetic CO me bill de- die university coupcil had no power
lighted to be Spectdthre at the power to suspending studenti this rcquUeb
struggle- I get them quieted at la$t a [.special decree, ftoih

f

a. cabinet

and mono on about improper intjeg- meetlg.- :5.
J

- ?% ;l

rale in. an atmosphere of feoslon.

ignoring the objectors who stand up 1

.

-i ; • „ l . ...
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in their places like sentinelt aa a oRtlir03-V -

prptCSl.
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• v./;"
At lost one of them starts shouting With easteii cohtlng up my wife Says

insults at me. /'You English are re- It is time v/e'looked at: our -waywardt— > -ii u>k.
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t: y
the event of trouble T alw» distant history and geography liessoiis

aljdut the Falklands- baaed on
.
BBQ

broadcasts they insist on identifying copies

tere- troop morosely out *

‘ When I leave at the end the stiii-

dents keep close- to me in case qf

further trouble. 'The protested are: In

a corner^ white faced dhd ibutteririg.

dtqs- England andATgentinawiihlsracLand frotn.j
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I put my arms arouiid them
their talk sweep over me. 1

British Mandate allowed

tb settle in Palestine and

hem qnd let! The author ft professor fir('English: cess ij

ie. Yes, the and th$ only hort-AtibiStaffithernber tutes,'

the Zidnfets of the faculty of ;
Yet

in this sense , Lebanese^ University .in
1

Beirut', .vvJ. *'j
,rifle

Where the

foreigner

fears to tread

11
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Tessa Blackstone

of our own public transport system.
Take Parish for example. At Charles
de Gaulle airport even the luggage
trollies run more smoothly than at
Heathrow where they clank embar-

parents might have been perplexed if

not defeated by the system.
The next day we needed to get

frOm the . Musee de Camavalet to
S&vres-Babylon, that most evocative
of names tor a metro station. The

Admittedly the system of signs to
guide transferring from train to met-

:mm n
tb settle in Palestine and in this sense ’, LeHn^ University JnfSelriit, ^i /i Trifio

covered be reached by'iT>
changing and with the jddJ?
sure of being able to
Parisian street «n>ni>E ,

l,tParisian street scenes which
ro wnillrl hnvif» rlani>J ... ..

*6ro would have denied us kLl -I

we discover this? Through
splendid innovation in the iS
Irnnsnnrt nvetom. 17.™

mTWES HIGHER EDUCATION SUPPLEMENT 7.5.82

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Dangers of ‘soggy aestheticism’

transport system: sections of^
of Paris showing the route d3hue niimhnr nt amn. l.. .

"

«r _ J read- with greut interest the

Jaort and leader on the Leverhnlme

Jminar on the arts in higher educa-

lioo. How gratifying to sec a shift

Sir - Reading the report of the
Leverhulme seminar (THES, April

air Keauing tne °‘ the sonal interpretation - one man's ILeverhulme seminar [THES, April (your/my) meat could be another
*3) one cannot help musing on the man's (my/your) poisonl
readiness with which a gaggle of such -i tkic J! .u

Grants for

clinical students

Union View

SECRETARY REQUIRED

Preferably with honours degree, 150

wpm Shorthand RSA HI typing and

bus number at every bus ** i lioo. How gratifying to sec a snm rcao ness wun wnicn a gaegie of such 3 This one k f , vearTlino
Once on the single-ra5 J away from the romantic isolation too intelligent worthies wilT conclude '

of UTdSers?o ‘ridv^D’ nSe
there nre no delays whihtTil tog prevalent in art

education towards contradictions - without even Qr . ft oftf ans« because Sf ihe
collects the passenger'* nx^jr?|abK»der based conception. While we noficmg!

success o man? feie nri gndu-
same tickets purchased teVauJl must maintain resources for the painter Part-time teachers in the arts must

ates |n landin

R

the^i_L
I., <i,n “ 't: nN>n«c dna f»-minded v to nnint. he nrntected - Inie hnu- im»- hut .

,n iat
]

a n 8 ,

ine POS 1 graauate
ttho wants slngle-mindedly to paint,

and the sculptor to sculpt, the majority

penetrable barrier of automatic gates
which would not take our train tick-

ets as valid currency, nor could we
find any person or machine, to
dispense metro tickets which the gates
seemed to devour and then hiccup
open to allow people to pass through.’

Eventually we found our way up
an escalator to the latest product of
the new technology - a press button
display of destinations with options
of one way, return, “carnet” of ten
or monthly season tickets. Having
pressed the buttons the cost flashed
onto a small screen and the machine

in lhc automatic machine at ife who wants slngle-mindedly to paint,

tion can be used on bus ami e*S and the sculptor to sculpt, the majority

You simply punch them uioihI ofaTl students require an education

on. The only money that tirlBI

that enables them to cope with the

hands is the on the spot Bnakffi dent31#*5 modem society,

by the peripatetic inspectm and d®si6!
1 col

[7
es a n

l?
s

,

t ,n

travel round the system catcfaiA wriably
.emphasize either verbal or

the fares evaders. Watching a
*lb. but what is needed is

made up, bejewelled and "I
bo

.

,fl
‘.Ue

,

wr,t
.

er of

middle-aged, middle-da* leader is right to point out the

being "done" was
so8«y aestheticism

pleasurable. The fineTSS » mlddle
§
round ^ut

,

“ 18 our

seemed rather too smsU to
experience - and we actively encour-

made up, bejewelled and h
middle-aged, middle-da*
being "done" was paitkdt

pleasurable. 'Hie fine bum
seemed rather too small lo hi
effective deterrent for the sta4

“bunker”.
Subsidies and pricing polkfeiB

why can’t London Transport sent,

customers ' more efficiently ud a
informatively? How any w

noticing!

Part-time teachers in the arts must
be protected - true, how (rue: but
the biggest single employment area
of part-time teachers must be found-
ation courses in art and design -
which should be “considered for ex-
clusion” by reorganization according
to one of the specialist recommenda-
tions.

Combing the list of participants for

possible members of tne art and de-

Sir, - I am writing to draw to your
attention certain inequalities that

occur in grant awards for clinical
1 medical students. These, coupled with
ia 4 per cent increase in grant with

in » n

having a full experience In organizing
highly Intellectual but totallyhighly Intellectual but totally

disorganized professor who may
shortly be taking early retirement (If

he can make bis mind up)

success of many fine art gradu- ia 4 per cent increase in grant with
ates in landing the post-graduate i inflation at 12 per cent - an effective 8
places or jobs that design gradu- 'per cent reduction in grant purchasing
ates thought they were being power - will produce, acute financial

Pay - Low, Superannuation Scheme
- Disgusting, Career Prospects - Nil

ates thought they

aestheticism” sign sub-group, it is alarming to find

but it is our so few who might really be aware of

ue both skills in our degree - that

; there h no shortage of tne type of

fathoms out the bus system itu
tery to me. It is confusingm
the resident. As for the puitluki

tickets we axe back to the w

queues on the undergroori

existed before fares went dm
the fare structure was simpSM

The system for checking tt

and fare-dodgers must be one of

most expensive and inefficient in.

Western world. The Imp I

queues the more people will mi
paying “at the other end" and

greater the loss of revenue «H

hfiere Is no shortage of tne type of

(

student who is potentially able in

verbal and visual disciplines. That art

students are often presumed to be
intrinsically ’thick’ shows how isola-

litoisoi has conditioned responses.

[Yours faithfully,

LNIGEL WHITELEY,
plead of Visual Arts Department,
M/niversity of Manchester.

the consequences of their recom-
mendations for reforms:
1. Is the sub-group happy that art and
design graduates can be produced in

three years from school? Is therethree years from school? Is there

another single degree combining so
much necessary practice with theory
which does? Variable as they are,

foundation courses are infinitely

preferable to nothing.

2. 'Structured curricula and clearer

objectives’ are very open to per-

trained for. Many people 'profess^'

a career, vocation or skill without
making all their living thereby.

4. Some of the sub-group must have
heard how difficult it has become
to place sandwich students on a
full year's placement - and the
rest must have heard of the gaping
holes in some design-related in-

dustries - textiles, for instance.

5. Why? How is ‘craft’ different from
'art and design’? What could more
Specialist courses achieve?

I could imagine cruising Whitehall
sharks saying “very good" to these

proposed reforms, 1 am depressed

that The THES should do so.

Yours faithfully,

DEREK CARRUTHERS,
Head of Department, Fine Art, Trent
polytechnic.

beinfi power - will produce.
embarrassment for many clinical stu-

dents in the coming year;
Grants as a whole have dropped in

value since 1979/80 - a rise of 18
per cent would be required to res-

tore it to that value.

For the extra 22 weeks' course lhat
the clinical students undertake a
lower rate of grant is received -

£37.80 - instead of £62.50 per
week if the grant is spent over 30
academic weeks.
The majority of preclinical stu-

dents will utilize their whole grant

during the academic terms: they

also have the opportunity to either

work or return home during the
vacations. Those who do not wish
to can reclaim their rent and rates

from the DHSS through the sup-
plementary benefits scheme.

0RS awards
Sir, -Thank you to R. M. Urquhart
for clarifying the. issue of the CVCP’s
0RS award selection procedures
IJHES, April 23). Happily his ex-
planation is more complete than that
Qj theiInitial report )THES, March
ly). The situation for overseas re-
search students is indeed better than

of non-allocation of OftS awards
must give way to alarm when one
reflects on the larger problem. If

“nations can publish or perish” as

was suggested all those years ago by
Derek oe Solia Price (Science and

gave out tickets and change. No sign
of a queue anywhere, though my
parents might have been perplexed if

not defeated by the system.

greater the loss or revenue mu

because of dishonest passeogefl
1

asliffpr^CTEia "<>•

of names for a metro station. The
thought of S&vres-Bnbylon, whether
one is In the jungle in Africa or the
Northern Tundra of Finland, invades
the senses • with the smell of
Gauloise, the taste of snails in garlic
butter, the sound of the horn that
warns that the metro train’s doors arc
closing, and the sight of the tree-
lined boulevards cluttered with Re-
naults .and Peugeots parked bumper
to bumper.
Sfcvres-Babylon could, we dis-

who consider it s perk of the f

pocket fares collected this wjy-

As with travel, so with haw

further education, Ibocgb

France doesn’t show to li

advantage. For prospective

In Britain access is often an i®

allocated.

:

Two problems nevertheless re-

Technology, October 1967; 84-88,

90) and in view of the current de-

cline in the production of British

research papers ns a proportion of

those produced internationally and
relative to. the nation's chief coinpeti-

Aberdeen action
Sir, - Your second editorial (77ie

THES, April 30) may have created
some confusion about events at

Aberdeen and further demoralized
members of the AUT nationally.

During our recent difficulties at the

University of Aberdeen there has

been no lack of “cordination be-

tween the national arm of the union
and its members locally.” On the

contraiy, we have, throughout,

tors (THES, January 2y) then the loss worked very closely with the national

iflrsl of all, 22 potential or already
polled students have not been
Mjered an available but unallocated
w»rd, Regrettably, selection schemes

of over 200 potential student re-

search contributors and even the non
allocation of a handful of ORS
awards provides reason for concern.

Pessimistically, should the trend

continue for only five years then the
JT., i»rr*__ i _ ininnU- i.ftnaifc' "l " sulc,,in ressnnisucany. snouiu me irem

snnly difficult * tiiere remain at continue for only five years then th<
about what is oa ,cant5

' regurded likely loss of the munpower and in
ing; the advantages the ORS Committee as being tcllcctual talent of upwards of 1,001
ignored (let s hope tnat ^;"*r»JFU of proven nnrl -Jr „v<iru,nc u»tiIgnored (let's hope that up

announced pilot siuaj °n

transfer will open JfLJ
change); and the system « “Tj
and accountability cumKrjg**

me uks Committee as being tcllcctual talent of upwards of l ,000

P™Ven merit and re- : "quality" overseas students with

irered in
0 *iavc not ^een established research interests and a

'Second vn • secured research place at a university

e/inpd hu .u
applicants must mean that British research and

5.. .
aB Of outstanding merit=nsTi^srk4ws

transport system into a ncw«F^
coulcf apply the lesson to mj* .

one of our own public sen** -.

nd JJhfS
°u

.
tstail^nB tnefw

S acrrnii
p

1

0tenll
,

nl" were unable

laSTLi place ln a British rc-

tojv

ro#$mn?
e because of the^|wly high cost of study In this

filial relief at the reduced extent

development stimulated by higher

education Is in the process of suffer-

ing yet another severe blow.

Yours sincerely,

JOHN BARCLAY.
William Morris Hall,

Ashby Road,
Loughborough.

executive who have given us unstint-

ing support and assistance.

At no time has there been evi-

dence of reluctance, on the part of

academics, to take action in defence
of academic freedom arid free access

to higher education for alt qualified

applicants. On the contrary, nt an
exceptionally well-attended meeting
of the AUT on April 20, only eight

members voted against a motion to

withhold Internal examination marks,
until the state of redundancy was
lifted, in addition, more jhan half 6f
the university staff joined in a stop--

page of work and a silent demonstra-

tion before the crucial court meeting.

While it is self-evident that no

academic ever takes his responsibili-

Clinical students work 9-5 and
therefore can only study in the

evenings and weekends. Holidays
are short and students are fre-

quently ineligible for social secur-

ity support. Clinical students there-

fore nave little or no opportunity
to earn extra money to supplement
their grants.

Clinical students must spend a
reasonable amount of money on
clothes during the whole year in

order to look respectable on the
wards. 1

Textbook prices are on average
£10-£25 and have gone up in price

at a rate far higher than infahion.

Many final year students are now
ending their courses with substan-

tial overdrafts or require other
financial support.; .

If ‘one examines' 1 the preclinical

gront for the 30 academic weeks and
excludes the allowance for the
Christmas and Easter vacations, this

amounts' to £55.20 per week, an
annual rate of £2,870. The additional

grant per week assessed for the 22
extra weeks tor clinical students J$

only .£37,80. The .clinical grunt, - for

Not a very attractive job advertise-

ment, but typical of the real situa-

tions faced by clerical, secretarial,

library and administrative staff in

universities and of the prospectus for

all non-teaching staff. Even for lhc

most hard-nosed trade union official

used to handling employers from
Tower Hamlets dockers to shire county
sguires, university employers rank
high in paternalism, but disgustingly

low as good employers.
At this time of the year as the

trade unions make their annual pil-

grimage to the cmplqyers seeking a

living wage for their members, wc
begin to near the 'wailing, of tears

emanating from Tavistock Square of
how, while understanding our plight

and full of sympathy, they cannot
meet our claim.

What monstrous claim is it that

the trade unions nre seeking? Well,
for Clerical and Related Administra-
tive staffs, like ail non-teaching staffs,

we are asking that the levels of pay
os at last year should be maintained
by increasing them with that year's

rise in the cost of living, approx-
imately 12 per cent. Not very much
in casn terms per non-teaching staff

wage levels and a modest objective

by any standard. If the university

employers were lo grant the claim in

full, it would be no more than justice

and no more than every university

employee who has had tne strain of

working through last year in univers-

I 'ity deserves. Sadly, such a response is

unlikely and they will choose to

idle whole .year thus amounts id only
£2,657. in. 1981/82.

To correct the discrepancy be-

tween clinical and preclinical grant

levels at (he 1981/82

,

would.
ties as an examiner lightly or would required an additional £9i68 for each

.

“fait transfers
•—Your recent m

resign as an extenfal examiner With- of the additional 22 weeks

students’ difficulties this department lout giving the matter serious ronsld- clinical students are assesse

.mdiiriitan a nrellmlnaJv studv I

eratfon, Aberdeen AUT received 51 the coming year a.correcti<

is Gran!. I??.!
1L'JSrtkk “College has undertaken a preliminary

,
study

irtts jo JS
Cul (THES, April 23) of the problem. This has necessarily letters, telegrams and Telex messages

from otherlocal associations, declar-
VbSILFX decision by the been limited to our own college but

MftrS10
?
Departm«nt to stop we would like to know of any similar *21 KSmiSStinn fw the Uni

* 0n l
UAe.

n.** relating courses, work being undertaken elsewhere. a
I‘ hd be under-

ffls"
medlcal 0r compassionate Meanwhile our own tentative con-

f those locQ |FLu , . ... elusions indicate a number of reasons token jnembers of those local

Hi-
todrnw y°ur atten- for. student failure. T{ie problems

rel

»

Strmkcn
*

1?
research being start before students come, to college, X™ 8

SrniTH ?

e»
|nHu.J./ fow-. department, and continue once thev have entered

of (he additional 22 weeks grant that

clinical students are assessed for. For

.

the coming year a correctioo of this,

.

plus 4 per cent, Will be needed each

Week. '.•
• •••••

; I would be extremely .appreciative

of any support you can provide in

this matter to stop this anomaly .In ,

clinical student grant allocation.

ae-hdiPD

'

department, and continue once they have entered

few-sStaH of 15 post-school education.

i inr” •
18

«
a 8ross Rnder- • There is no evidence that repeat

^ ^ ^>200 fun-time year students are less intellectually

»rn?vWnts at NMer Col- gifted (In terms of IQ) than their

‘ hav« transferred
5^atec^ a y.ear Haight through” peers, other fec-

DR.- JUDITH;,HOOK,
Assistant Secretary, AAUT.

Yours sincerely,

GEORGE NOBLE,

I

rationalize why they can’t pay, Won't
pay. Lei us examine two of (he, cur-

rent vogue, excuses."
’

:
i

The cuts: in university expenditure-
mean we. can’t ‘afft>rd

:
jtl This, in

• terms - bf empluyers' gbbbJcdegook,
really means .not that .they can’t afford
It, but father, that, in terms of their

[•priorities, theyarc not prepareji to give

’ Why Should typists* library, dr any
other staffs in Universities, ariedpi

less pay than (hey would get working
across the road in the gss or electric-

.

ity board, or Indeed, private insur-

ance company or bank? All are paid

from the public’s pocket in one way
or another apd there is absolutely no
reason why University staff, should

accept lesser rates of pay to subsidise

the university service. -

Senator , for Medicine,
University of London.

i a

rat

nu'«“
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ise alsp cn
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( Will iririrt iT
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waV of th^ i tiotial, and semi-vocotiond courses
J"

. i T ; .
offered by colleges such as our qwn.•L-:- I J

• WIW.15U UY WUSYfcP suwiM.viM. Y?“'

5?,
na*der8.ble edbi* We would oe happy supply

done to oui- copies of bur results to anyone who

-

1*- Wre«ted._

;

0 sreS : ^ WouU not
"

• ; .

TOledao 'n?
3KP0lirid

?f
i >y Iac^ Yours fajthfitily,

:•*??. nature of (he
.
D: ,W. UNDSAY,

‘
. ?* S. RHODES

i .

tee
6
.

our nhder- Department of Industrial Studies pnd

icausea . of Social Studies, N&pfer CoUege. ,

bptlbns available' to ,'them : and to

their students. At Sussex we propose

only to advise intending students

finbm overseas of the Consequence?} of

the promised legislation, ; to insure

against hospital charges and tb iri-

form -them :of the insurance com-
panies likely ..to have appropriate

schemes:- ' ' ' '* ' '*

excuse, - but equally untrue, Keith

Joseph and his ministers have made,
it abundantly clear that the cuts in-

University expenditure are primarily

aimed at the political abjectly*, of

(altering the structure df the quivers-

Jfty service" ih this country.
t

.
•

Tndeed, the University- Grants
Committee has threatened to punish
those, who make’ the cats jn the

> wrong places, So much for university

..autonomy, so much for job security.

Low pay’ inevitably, jeads to lower
standards of staff,

,
lower efficiency i.

lower mprale and a worse service
,
for

the: consumer.. “pound for potirid".

This year, for the firsHime evpr, all

of the groups in universities, manual,
technical, cltnlcai and academic, have

.

ti

ir

ti

or

lg

rai

whi

E L. GRIFFITHS (Dr.);

Chairman of Cbunselhng Services

University of Sussex.

ail submitted a common core to their

claim seeking n .cost -of .living in-

crease. Would, not it be,, sensible if

this year, with ,atl die problems «nl-

verities are faced, that the employers

todk a similarly positive stance as the

trade unions ana made a fair and
realistic offer based on the cpst of
living. Universities have enough
problems,' don't force university staff

to add to them, i

Alec Thompson
author

•*{(*! ;!i|
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